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Abstract
Cells are crowded by a multitude of structures of different sizes. So crowding
can be expected to differ significantly depending on the locus within the cell
as well as the lengthscale at which it is investigated. This thesis focuses on
characterizing intracellular crowding states and crowding heterogeneities on
several lengthscales. Living HeLa cells were analysed using fluorescence in-
tensity imaging, ratiometric imaging, ratiometric FRET, FLIM, FLPM and
FCS with the fluorescent sensors EGFP, Perceval HR and fCrH2. In addition,
fCrH2 was proved to reflect only its surroundings’ crowding state. Cytoplas-
mic crowding levels were found to exceed nucleoplasmic crowding levels, a
difference that is retained to some degree after nuclear envelope breakdown.
Crowding heterogeneity was found to be more pronounced in the cytoplasm
than in the nucleoplasm on intermediate lengthscales, but not on lengthscales
below several hundred nanometres. These results were found to be temporally
invariant and independent of the existence of a cytoskeleton. Heterogeneity
levels in mitotic compartments are very similar on all lengthscales investigated.
Exposure to osmolar or oxidative stress as well as ATP depletion was found to
influence crowding levels, but not their heterogeneities. A notable exception to
this rule is osmolar stress, where intermediate crowding heterogeneity changes
as well. The results of this thesis can be used in simulations on intracellular
transport, e.g. in medical applications.

Zusammenfassung
Zellen sind dicht gepackte Systeme, die vielfältige Strukturen unterschiedlicher
Größe enthalten. Es ist zu erwarten, dass die lokale Gedrängtheit sich stark
unterscheidet, je nachdem, welcher Ort in der Zelle auf welcher Größenskala
betrachtet wird. Ziel dieser Arbeit ist es, die intrazelluläre Gedrängtheit sowie
deren Heterogenität auf mehreren Längenskalen zu charakterisieren. Lebende
HeLa-Zellen wurden mittels fluoreszenzintensitätsbasierter und ratiometrischer
Bildgebung, ratiometrischem FRET, FLIM, FLPM und FCS untersucht. Dabei
wurden die Fluoreszenzsensoren EGFP, Perceval HR und fCrH2 verwendet.
Bei letzterem wurde zunächst nachgewiesen, dass tatsächlich ausschließlich
die Gedrängtheit der Umgebung wiedergegeben wird. Es wurde gezeigt, dass
das Zytoplasma dichter gepackt ist als das Nukleoplasma. Dieser Unterschied
wird teilweise auch nach dem Abbau der Kernmembran beibehalten. Die He-
terogenität ist auf mittleren Längenskalen im Zytoplasma stärker ausgeprägt
als im Nukleoplasma. Auf Längenskalen unter einigen hundert Nanometern
verschwindet dieser Unterschied. Diese Ergebnisse sind zeitlich invariant und
nicht an die Existenz des Zytoskeletts gebunden. In Mitosezellen ähneln sich
die Heterogenitäten beider Kompartimente auf allen Längenskalen stark. Die
Ausübung von osmolarem oder oxidativem Stress wie auch ATP-Entzug be-
einflussen zwar die Gedrängtheit an sich, jedoch nicht deren Heterogenität.
Lediglich unter osmolarem Stress ändert sich auch die Heterogenität der Kom-
partimente. Die Ergebnisse dieser Arbeit können beispielsweise in Simulatio-
nen von intrazellulären Transportprozessen verwendet werden und sind daher
insbesondere für medizinische Anwendungen von Interesse.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

When sifting through scientific literature published during the last few decades,

one cannot fail to note one trait most of these studies have in common: they

usually share the practice of focusing on averaged values of an ensemble of mea-

surement data. In some cases critical reading even can raise the suspicion that

the respective authors rather hope to distract the reader from inconveniently

large standard deviations. If measurements are performed in fairly homoge-

neous samples, this approach is, of course, perfectly acceptable. However, if

samples feature an intrinsic heterogeneity, invaluable information might get

lost.

The aspect of intrinsic heterogeneity is especially important in biological appli-

cations, for example when investigating single cells or small cell populations.

In the macroscopic world, fluctuations at this scale can often be neglected.

This can be explained by the law of large numbers: the more often a measure-

ment is repeated (i.e. the more cells are sampled), the closer to the expected

value their average should be. However, strictly speaking, this theorem is only

true for systems at equilibrium. Living organisms, on the other hand, are out

of thermal equilibrium: in order to sustain life, energy has to be supplied and

is consumed constantly. Yet in systems out of equilibrium, the law of large

numbers does not always apply. Thus even macroscopic systems such as large

organisms can exhibit large fluctuations [1].

On the single-cell level and below, i.e. within cells, random fluctuations can

have a major impact on vital processes. Nevertheless, noise does not nec-

essarily have to be detrimental: a lot of intracellular processes actually rely

on randomness. A notable and well documented example of such processes

is diffusional transport of molecules in cells [2] [3]. But there are many more

examples of the importance of noise on the cellular level. In recent years fluc-
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tuations in gene expression and their effect on organisms have been a subject

of interest for many scientists [4] [5] [6]. Evolution itself is driven by stochastic

gene mutations and ”random” recombination of genetic material during sexual

reproduction as well as chromosomal crossover or even parasexual gene trans-

fer. Probably the most fundamental source of fluctuations on the intracellular

levels is, however, intrinsic thermal noise in biochemical reactions [7]. After

all, reactions generally depend on random collisions and transient binding of

specific molecules. In view of the fact that many proteins exist only in low

numbers within one cell - for example, in Escherichia coli about 75% of all

protein species are present in less than 250 copies [8] - a distinct spatial orga-

nization of intracellular contents should be expected to be advantageous for

any cell. Yet membrane-enclosed compartments are a characteristic feature

only in eukaryotic cells. Even though current estimates on the absolute num-

ber of prokaryote (and archaea) species on earth diverge by several orders of

magnitude, experts agree that they far outnumber eukaryotes [9] [10] [11]. Even

certain elements, such as nitrogen and phosphorus, are predominantly stored

in prokaryotes [12]. In view of this obvious evolutionary success of prokaryotes,

there has to be another, alternative or additional way of organizing intracellu-

lar contents.

Indeed it has been shown that Caulobacter crescentus can achieve a certain de-

gree of compartmentalization based on chromosomal gene order [13]. Moreover,

a brief glance at intracellular contents reveals that cells are tightly packed with

a multitude of structures of vastly different sizes - ranging from sub-nanometres

(e.g. dissolved ions) to several micrometres (e.g. organelles). In view of the

fact that organelles are membrane-enclosed and usually occupy distinct spaces

within cells, other, smaller structures can only occupy the remaining fraction

of intracellular volume. So the diversity of molecular constituents of different

sizes already results in some kind of structuring of the cell’s inside. Conse-

quently local molecule densities - or ”crowding states” - can be expected to

be highly heterogeneous throughout the cell. What is more, crowding states

and heterogeneities might differ even within the same subcellular region de-

pending on the lengthscales at which they are investigated. Keeping in mind

the profound structural changes cells undergo in the course of one cell cycle,

temporal variations in either observable are very likely to occur.

The fundamental aim of this thesis is to characterize intracellular crowding

states as well as their heterogeneities on several lengthscales. This is achieved
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Chapter 1. Introduction

by performing imaging-based as well as lifetime-based experiments in living

HeLa cells transfected with various fluorescence markers.

Heterogeneity analysis is mainly based on the coefficient of variation, i.e. on a

normalized standard deviation of observables. So, instead of limiting analyses

to considering only averaged values (and possibly even hoping for small ”er-

rors”), the focus of this thesis lies explicitly in exploiting the spatial variation

of an observable in order to deduce information about the cell’s structure.

As monitoring cells throughout cell cycle progression is challenging, crowding

states and crowding heterogeneities are analysed either in interphase cells or in

metaphase cells. In addition, the influence of various treatments on interphase

crowding states and crowding heterogeneities is investigated.

Since crowding has a profound impact on many intracellular processes, in-

cluding protein formation, biochemical reactions and transport processes, the

results found in this thesis can, for example, be used in simulations and evalu-

ations of intracellular diffusion. Thus, especially bioinformatics and nanomed-

icine might benefit from insights gained in this thesis [14] [15] [16].
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Part I

Fundamentals





Chapter 2

Theoretical Background

This chapter presents fundamentals of cell biology and biophysics relevant for

this work. After a short description of the spatial organization of HeLa cells in

interphase and metaphase, an overview of the basic principles of macromolecu-

lar crowding and hitherto existing evidence of its spatially heterogeneous nature

will be given.

2.1 A Brief Overview of the Composition and

Spatial Organization of HeLa Cells

According to cell theory, all living organisms consist of at least one cell. Cells

are considered to be the basic building blocks of life, i.e. the most fundamen-

tal unit of structure, function and reproduction [17] [18]. Cells can be divided

into two main categories, prokaryotes and eukaryotes, that make up the three

domains of life on earth [19] [20]. The most prominent features separating eu-

karyotes from prokaryotes are size, the more complex organization of genetic

information, the existence of a membrane-enclosed nucleus and membrane-

enclosed organelles [21] [22].

There is an enormous diversity of organisms, even within one kingdom [21]. On

a cellular level, however, organisms bear a striking similarity. Despite certain

differences, they generally feature the same types of organelles and have com-

parable metabolisms [22]. Even some of the fundamental reaction pathways are

widely conserved [23] [24] [25]. Therefore, results obtained by studying one type of

cell can often be transferred to other cell types, a fact which is, in particular,

important in medical applications.

In this work, all measurements were taken in interphase or metaphase cells of
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2.1. Composition and Spatial Organization of HeLa

the Göteborg strain of HeLa wildtype cells - a line of human cervical cancer

cells widely used in scientific research [26] [27]. The subsequent introduction into

intracellular organization focuses on the characteristics of these two cell cycle

phases in this particular cell line. Still, many of the characteristics described

below are widely conserved among species, and also the results of this thesis

are likely to be transferable to other mammalian cells. For a more in-depth

description of intracellular organization, see e.g. Alberts [22].

2.1.1 Composition and Spatial Organization of HeLa

Cells in Interphase

A complete cycle of growth and division in HeLa cells takes approximately

22 h [28]. Around 95% of this time the cell is in interphase [29], which is divided

into three subphases: in S phase DNA is replicated, a process which takes

about half the time of interphase. G1 and G2, two gap phases of varying

lengths, are mainly used for cell growth and monitoring of the cell’s internal

and external environment [22] [30].

Interphase cells can be subdivided into two major compartments: nucleus and

cytoplasm. Apart from a number of exceptions, mammalian cells have only

one nucleus. It constitutes the biggest organelle in the cell. In the strain of

HeLa cells used in this thesis it is most often ellipsoidal or kidney-shaped with

semi-axis sizes of (23± 4) µm and (10± 3) µm, respectively. A schematic view

of a typical HeLa cell in interphase is shown in Fig. 2.1. The perinuclear space

is separated from the surrounding cytoplasm by a lipid bilayer membrane that

is continuous with the rough endoplasmic reticulum. This allows the mainte-

nance of a defined reaction space more or less independent of the processes in

the cytoplasm, thus guaranteeing the accurate replication and transcription of

the cellular genome. At the same time, nuclear pore complexes ensure regu-

lated transport of molecules between nucleoplasm and cytoplasm [22].

The nucleoplasm consists mainly of DNA in the form of decondensed chro-

matin, RNA, nucleoli containing mainly genetic information of ribosomal RNA,

as well as speckles, PML bodies and Cajal bodies. The liquid part of the nu-

cleoplasm is referred to as nucleosol, containing dissolved molecules such as

nucleotides and enzymes. The most prevalent types of proteins in the nucleus

are DNA and RNA polymerases, histones and transcription factors [22]. The

nucleus might also feature a dynamic network or a sponge-like structure of

protein fibres reminiscent of the cytoskeleton [31]. Recently, however, the very
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Chapter 2. Theoretical Background

Figure 2.1: Schematic view of an interphase cell. Nucleoplasm and cytoplasm feature
multiple structures of vastly different sizes and shapes. Some of them are enclosed by
lipid membranes, some are not. The space between organelles and other large structures is
occupied by structures such as proteins and dissolved (macro)molecules.

existence of this nuclear matrix has been called into question [32].

The cytoplasm, delimited by plasma membrane and nuclear membrane, con-

sists of a liquid part, the cytosol, as well as a number of membrane-enclosed

organelles of various sizes and non-soluble inclusions such as lipid droplets.

On lengthscales of several micrometres, the architecture of the cytoplasm is

dominated by large organelles like nucleus, mitochondria and Golgi apparatus.

As shown in Fig. 2.1 the Golgi apparatus consists of several cisternae and is

located close to the nucleus. The endoplasmic reticulum can be considered to

be a large organelle spanning most of the cytoplasm. Due to its characteristic

net-like structure, however, it should rather be counted to be a part of the

100 nm-lengthscale. Similarly, the cytoskeleton could be viewed as a part of
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2.1. Composition and Spatial Organization of HeLa

this lengthscale. It is a complex network featuring various protein filaments:

microtubules, intermediate filaments as well as actin filaments [22].

Going below the 100 nm-scale (see zoomed in area in Fig. 2.1), cells feature

structures such as non-soluble lipid droplets and small vesicles. The cytosol,

i.e. the liquid part of the cytoplasm, constitutes about 70% of the total cell

volume. It is a complex concoction of small structures like protein filaments,

dissolved molecules and water. Small proteins, carbohydrates and RNA mol-

ecules are typical examples of dissolved molecules. They range in size from

1nm to 10 nm. On the subnanometer scale water and dissolved ions like Ca2+,

Na+, Cl− are abundant constituents of cells [22].

The compartmentalization achieved by this multi-scale nature of cellular ar-

chitecture enables and facilitates the simultaneous implementation of highly

diverse biochemical reactions in the cell. Various types of reactions require a

certain type of environment. Confining them to several membrane-enclosed or-

ganelles, environmental conditions can be optimized for the respective reaction

pathway without having to adjust the total cell interior to these conditions,

a process that would cost a considerate amount of energy. Specific pH values

differing from that of the cytoplasm, for example, can easily be maintained.

Even reactions that include potentially harmful intermediate products and

by-products, such as the generation of reactive oxygen species by the electron

transport chain, can be performed without danger of harming the cell in total.

This is due to the fact that the reaction is restricted to one specialized type

of organelles, the mitochondria. But even without an encompassing mem-

brane, subcompartments with locally varying biochemical conditions can be

formed owing to the complex and dynamic network of cellular structures [22].

Of course, this compartmentalization can facilitate biochemical reactions by

merely putting reactants in close proximity.

Another effect of intracellular multi-scale architecture is the fact that, although

approximately 70% of the cell’s volume is water [22], physically the interior of

cells does not behave like an ideal solution [33]. Cells rather show an effect

referred to as macromolecular crowding. Macromolecular crowding has an im-

pact on many intracellular processes, such as diffusional transport. It will be

discussed in more detail in Sec. 2.2.

Although mammalian cells feature many distinct structures, nucleoplasm and

cytoplasm are the only compartments accessible by combining the methods

used in this work. While nucleoli could be clearly discriminated in imaging-

based methods, cytoplasmic organelles could, at best, be seen as darker spots

12



Chapter 2. Theoretical Background

in fluorescence images. However, no individual organelles could be identified

in the cytoplasm. Therefore, analyses were restricted to areas in the recorded

cells in which no conspicuous structure was visible to the naked eye. What

is more, without labelling of additional intracellular structures the different

subphases of interphase could not be differentiated. Considering the fact that

interphase cells were recorded in unsynchronized cultures, it is assumed that

all interphase subphases were recorded with probabilities according to their

relative duration.

2.1.2 Major Changes upon Entry in Mitosis

The cellular genome being duplicated successfully, cells enter into mitosis to

split into two daughter cells - provided the intra- and extracellular conditions

are favourable. The five mitotic phases - prophase, prometaphase, metaphase,

anaphase and telophase - are primarily defined by their movement of chro-

mosomes as seen in the microscope [22]. Metaphase is the only mitotic phase

considered in this work. So this passage focuses on the processes between

entering into mitosis and forming a metaphase plate. A schematic view of a

typical HeLa cell in metaphase and the conformational changes leading to this

state is shown in Fig. 2.2. Examples of labelled structures in actual living cells

in interphase and metaphase are displayed in Fig. 2.3.

During interphase (Fig. 2.2a) mammalian cells consist of two clearly distin-

guished types of protoplasm: nucleoplasm and cytoplasm. Upon entry into

mitosis these compartments are not strictly separated any longer, since mam-

malian cells generally divide by open mitosis [34]. After the condensation of

interphase DNA (Fig. 2.2a and Fig. 2.3a, b, and c) into sister chromatid shape

and the onset of spindle assembly in prophase (Fig. 2.2b), prometaphase starts

with the breakdown of the nuclear envelope (Fig. 2.2c). Chromosomes attach

to spindle microtubules and, subsequently, are aligned at the equator of the

fully formed metaphase spindle (Fig. 2.2d and 2.3d). Simultaneously, the flat,

often triangular or trapezoid interphase HeLa cells detach from their growth

surface and change to a spherical shape [22]. This procedure is accompanied

by major changes in the shape and localization of several organelles: The

endoplasmic reticulum changes from its mostly net-like interphase structure

to a mostly sheet-like metaphase structure which is limited to the outside

of the spindle region (Fig. 2.3b and 2.3e). At the same time the interphase
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2.1. Composition and Spatial Organization of HeLa

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 2.2: Schematic view of a cell’s progression from interphase into meta-
phase. (a) In interphase the cell is attached to the surface. (b) Nuclear envelope breakdown
in prophase is accompanied by the formation of a mitotic spindle. (c) In prometaphase the
cell starts to detach from the surface. Simultaneously spindle microtubules attach to the
chromosomes’ kinetochores. (d) In metaphase the cell has assumed a globular shape, chro-
mosomes are aligned in a metaphase plate.

Golgi apparatus disintegrates and its fragments, along with the former nu-

clear envelope’s fragments, are evenly distributed throughout the whole cell

(Fig. 2.3c and 2.3f). Even organelles that do not show any conspicuous struc-

tural changes, like e.g. mitochondria, display a characteristic spatial distribu-

tion during mitosis [35]. Due to this plainly disproportionate dispersal of big

intracellular structures crowding states in the mitotic spindle region are likely

to be different from those in its surroundings. In fact the exclusion of large

structures from the spindle region has been shown to induce the accumula-

tion of mitotic regulators in the spindle region [36]. As mitotic regulators are

comparatively small, it is likely that the same effect holds true for other small

molecules as well. Therefore it is legitimate to treat the metaphase spindle

region and its surroundings as separate compartments analogous to nucleus

and cytoplasm in interphase, although they lack a physical barrier such as the

nuclear envelope.
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Figure 2.3: Intracellular components display marked differences between their
interphase and metaphase structure and localizations. Top row: interphase cells,
bottom row: metaphase cells. Fluorescently labelled structures: (a) + (d) Microtubules
(green) and DNA (blue). In interphase: Ki-67 (violet), in metaphase: kinetochores (violet).
(b) + (e) ER (fire) and DNA (green). (c) + (f) Golgi (fire) and DNA (green), interphase
membrane traced in yellow for clarity. Scalebars 10 µm. Figure (a) taken from [37] (slightly
changed), figure (d) taken from [38]. Scale in figures (a) and (d) not given by respective
authors.

2.2 Macromolecular Crowding

2.2.1 Crowding and its Effects on Cellular Transport

and Reaction Kinetics

About 70% of the total cell volume is made of an elaborate mixture of dis-

solved molecules ranging in size from 1nm to 100 nm [22]. Even cells as small as

Escherichia coli contain several thousand different types of proteins [39]. About

1000 of these proteins are produced at levels high enough to be detected eas-

ily [40]. This miscellany of molecules is summarized by the terms ”cytosol” or

”nucleosol”, respectively. Although their main ingredient is water, they cannot

be viewed as ideal aqueous solutions [33] [41]. Protein filaments like actin and

microtubules, which form the cytoskeleton, divide the cytosol into an intricate

network of narrow pores [33] [42]. Moreover, while the cumulative concentration

of all macromolecules can reach up to 300mgml−1 [43] or 20% to 30% of the
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2.2. Macromolecular Crowding

total cell volume [44] the concentrations of individual molecule types are usu-

ally small. Therefore, cellular fluids are referred to as ”crowded” rather than

”concentrated” [45].

Crowding has several major impacts on intracellular processes. First and fore-

most, the high overall concentration of macromolecules considerably reduces

the volume of solvent available for molecules in the solution. Depending on

the size of the investigated structure, it might be necessary to make the dis-

tinction between excluded volume and occupied volume [46] (see Fig. 2.4). As

molecules are generally considered to be impenetrable, one increment of space

can only be occupied by one molecule at a time. Therefore the term ”occupied

volume” (labelled black in Fig. 2.4) refers to the sum of all volume incre-

ments that have already been occupied by molecules. However, the volumes

in between molecules that are not occupied might nevertheless be too small

to provide enough space for another molecule. This is, of course, especially

true for big molecules. As a result, the ”excluded volume fraction”, i.e. all

volume unavailable to the centre of mass of a certain type of molecule (labelled

red in Fig. 2.4), can substantially exceed the occupied volume fraction. Please

do note that the excluded volume fraction can vary considerably for different

types of molecules while the occupied volume fraction remains the same for all

types of molecules in a sample (see Fig. 2.4a vs. Fig. 2.4b). For example, for

two hard spherical particles of similar size the excluded volume is four times

the occupied volume [47]. However, one must keep in mind that in biological

specimen the particles, i.e. individual molecules or molecule complexes, are,

by no means, of equal size but rather cover a wide range of sizes. For example,

in the cytoplasm of human cervical cancer cells (HeLa), the protein content

follows a Poisson distribution with an average molecular weight of 80 kDa [48].

It can be assumed that the excluded volume fraction of a tracer particle of

20 kDa in a cellular fluid would be even higher than that obtained in solutions

of globular proteins of 20 kDa.

It must be noted that the excluded and occupied volume fractions virtually

are the same for tracer molecules significantly smaller than the surrounding

particles.

As a direct result of this excluded volume effect, the effective concentration of

individual molecule species in the solvent is increased considerably. This leads

to an increase in chemical activity by changing equilibrium constants and rates
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(a) (b)

Figure 2.4: Occupied and excluded volume for tracer particles of different sizes.
While the occupied volume (black) is identical for tracer particles (blue) of all sizes, much less
volume is excluded (red) for (a) tracer particles significantly smaller than the surrounding
particles than for (b) tracer particles of the same size as the surrounding particles. Please
note that excluded volume is depicted with respect to the tracer particles’ centre of mass.

of biochemical reactions [49]. Especially at high crowding levels dissociation

constants may be altered by preferring the association of macromolecules to

their dissociation [50]. This is due to the fact that a large number of monomers

is very likely to occupy more volume than a single polymer. The conformation

of macromolecules can be altered by mere crowding effects as well. Crowding,

in particular, can significantly accelerate the folding of proteins to their final,

often roughly globular shape [51]. This can easily be explained when keeping in

mind that a globular particle occupies a considerably smaller volume than an

unfolded protein chain. Therefore, by increasing the overall volume occupancy,

reactions and folding processes are gradually shifted towards ’more compact’

molecule shapes.

An additional important effect of macromolecular crowding on intracellular

dynamics is its impact on diffusion. Compared to diffusion in pure water, a

tracer particle’s motion can be slowed down considerably in a crowded medium

such as cellular protoplasms [33]. By means of TIRF and FRAP, for example,

Swaminathan et al. [52] found the diffusion coefficient of BCECF, a small fluo-

rescent molecule, in the vicinity of the ventral surface of epithelial cells to be

ten-fold lower than in water. Subdiffusive behaviour is frequently reported for

biological samples [2] [46] [48] [53]. The anomaly factor α of subdiffusive systems

has even been considered to serve as a measure for the crowdedness of cells [48].

The impact of macromolecular crowding on a specific molecule depends mainly

on the molecular weight and, to some lesser extent, on the molecule’s shape [49].
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2.2. Macromolecular Crowding

Effects on molecule motion and reaction kinetics are more pronounced for big

molecules than for small ones and affect elongated particles more than globular

ones. As the size effect is highly non-linear [54], dynamic behaviour is manipu-

lated much stronger in macromolecules than in smaller particles such as amino

acids. Thus macromolecular crowding can be summarized as a phenomenon

caused by large molecules, mainly affecting other large molecules. On the other

hand, comparatively small particles are considerably affected by excluded vol-

ume effects as well as subdiffusion, particularly if they are involved in reactions

featuring pronounced changes in their tertiary and/or quaternary structure [45].

Considering the enormous impact of macromolecular crowding on intracellular

dynamics it is astonishing that life is possible at all. However, one must keep in

mind that biomolecules actually evolved to function in exactly this kind of en-

vironment [46] [55] [56] [57]. It is with the help of macromolecular crowding effects

that proteins are folded to and stabilized in exactly the shape that is required

to guarantee efficient functioning. Subdiffusion has been shown to enhance

signal propagation and protein complex formation as well as to increase the

probability of finding reaction partners [58]. Considering the fact that crowding

is a characteristic feature conserved in all cells as well as in the extracellular

environment of multicellular organisms - albeit at varying levels - it might even

be thought of as an essential prerequisite to life itself. Even the previously re-

ported disparate crowding states in cytoplasm and nucleoplasm of the same

cell [59] might not be a mere side effect from intracellular architecture but also

a mandatory requirement for proper functioning of cellular metabolism and

reproduction.

Therefore it is not surprising to find that biochemical reactions in test tubes

can behave in a radically different way from the way they naturally do in

cells [60]. Results obtained in in-vitro experiments in dilute solutions can dif-

fer from in-vivo values by several orders of magnitude. That is why they

often fail to reflect physiological conditions. Consequently it is essential to

study biochemical reactions, for example in medical research, in realistically

crowded conditions. There are, however, some major difficulties that have to

be taken into account. It might seem to be the obvious choice to analyse a

reaction in its native environment, i.e. inside a living cell. But this raises

some problems: as previously stated, individual concentrations of one mole-

cule type inside a cell can be extremely low and might be hard or impossible

to detect. Moreover, physiological cells harbour a plethora of different mol-
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ecules - typical eukaryotic cells are thought to synthesize some 105 different

proteins [22]. So reaction products of the investigated reaction might, in turn,

participate as reagents in various new reaction pathways. For example, the

eukaryotic protein calmodulin is supposed to interact with approximately 180

targets including transcription factors, ion channels, enzymes and structural

proteins [33] [61]. Thus, even at sufficiently high concentrations, intermediate re-

action products might be too short-lived to be detectable. While working with

highly concentrated extracts of cells or cell lysates would eliminate the problem

of too low concentrations, short molecule lifetimes or interference from other

molecules could still be present. In vitro experiments in solutions with high

concentrations of artificial crowding agents such as dextran, ficoll, polyethy-

lene glycol and others have been performed by various groups [62] [63]. In this

approach undesirable chemical side-effects of native cellular fluids are avoided,

whereas the purely steric effects of macromolecular crowding are maintained.

A recent study by Stiehl et al. [64] however pointed out that artificial crowding

agents fail to reflect the inherent heterogeneity of living cells. Recent evidence

of this intracellular heterogeneity is discussed in the next section.

2.2.2 Recent Evidence of the Heterogeneous Nature of

Macromolecular Crowding

These days we are used to thinking of cells as crowded systems. In most

studies, however, the effects of macromolecular crowding are tacitly assumed

to be homogeneous throughout the cell. This assumption seems to be highly

questionable given the multi-scale nature of intracellular architecture described

above. The mere existence of membrane-bound organelles constitutes an in-

trinsic spatial inhomogeneity within the cytoplasm. Moreover, organelles are

not randomly distributed within the cell: the Golgi apparatus is located close

to the nuclear membrane, the endoplasmic reticulum is even contiguous with

it. Mitochondria have been reported to be located preferentially near sites

of high ATP consumption. Cells even spend a considerable amount of their

energy supply on the maintenance of this organelle distribution [33]. In addi-

tion, the cytoplasm is permeated by cytoskeletal filaments. These filaments

are by no means distributed isotropically throughout the cytoplasm. They

rather feature distinct local inhomogeneities [65] [66] which vary spatially as well

as temporally [33]. Indeed individual microtubules as well as actin filaments are

dynamically unstable as they are growing and shrinking alternately [22].
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It was already proposed in 1923 that it might be adequate to describe the cyto-

plasm not as a homogeneous solution but as a sol-gel [67]. This theory views the

cytoplasm as a combination of distinct fluid and solid phases. Depending on

the local level of interaction between intracellular constituents the cytoplasm

is believed to behave either like an integrated network (gel) or a disordered

colloidal solution (sol). A sol-gel description of the cytoplasm might even

explain the anomalous diffusion characteristics of tracer particles in cellular

protoplasm. More recent evidence suggests that at least half of the cytoplas-

mic protein content seems to be resident in the solid phase of cytoplasm, i.e.

on or in close association with membranes [33]. At the same time the aqueous

phase of cytoplasm is crowded with macromolecules. This theory is supported

by numerous FRAP studies which reported on significant immobile fractions

of cytoplasmic proteins [68] [69] [70] [71] [72] [73]. In fact many proteins, initially as-

sumed to be more or less homogeneously distributed in the cytoplasm, now

are known to be localized on membranes or on cytoskeletal filaments [33]. It

stands to reason that their reaction partners will preferentially be in close

proximity to these localized proteins, even if they are not attached to mem-

branes or cytoskeletal filaments themselves. Indeed a colocalization of enzyme

and substrate or regulatory protein and target already prior to interaction has

been proposed for several proteins [33]. Colocalization phenomena might also

explain how competing interactions can be discriminated within one cell when

- as is the case for the protein calmodulin mentioned above - affinities for the

majority of binding partners lie within one order of magnitude [33].

Montero-Llopis et al. [13] demonstrated convincingly that Caulobacter crescen-

tus uses some form of compartmentalization by localized synthesis of proteins.

Although this prokaryote lacks membrane-bound organelles, mRNA processes

are spatially organized in a way that prevents ribosomes from diffusing freely.

Thus translation and protein synthesis are localized spatially according to

chromosomal gene order. Since each gene occupies only a specific locus on

the chromosome [74], a functional compartmentalization of the cell interior is

achieved solely by means of production of specific protein species within small

subregions.

The various benefits of this membraneless compartmentalization for the cell are

obvious. Thus it stands to reason that eukaryotic cells might employ a similar

principle in addition to membrane-bound organelles. This would inevitably

lead to a form of ordering in the aqueous phase of cytoplasm. Considering the
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plethora of molecules inside cells with sizes ranging from few nanometres to

several micrometres the occupied volume fraction is most likely to vary spa-

tially and possibly also temporally. This, in turn, would have a significant

impact on the characteristics of reaction kinetics and transport in the cell.

Indeed recent studies suggested a heterogeneity of crowding states in biologi-

cal fluids: Lampo et al. [75] performed single particle tracking of mRNA mol-

ecules in Escherichia coli and Saccharomyces cerevisiae. In both organisms

they found particle motion to be ergodic, subdiffusive and non-Gaussian at all

timescales. They could attribute non-Gaussianity to a combination of a signif-

icant heterogeneity between particle trajectories and local spatiotemporal het-

erogeneities within individual trajectories. They argue that non-Gaussianity as

well as the broad spectrum of diffusivities could be a general feature of macro-

molecularly crowded systems. They even compare crowded fluids to colloidal

fluids near their glass transition, a system in which similar displacement distri-

butions have been observed [76] [77]. Indeed earlier bacterial cytoplasm [78] as well

as human cells [79] were reported to possess glass-like properties. Remarkably,

both cell types show very similar tracer behaviour, even though Escherichia

coli is prokaryotic whereas Saccharomyces cerevisiae is eukaryotic. Unfortu-

nately, as a side-effect of the small size of Escherichia coli and Saccharomyces

cerevisiae, Lampo et al. could not pinpoint whether heterogeneity between

trajectories is an inter- or intracellular phenomenon.

Witzel et al. [80] performed single particle tracking of chemically inert tracer

particles in the cytoplasm of Dictyostelium discoideum. They observed tracer

diffusion with a non-Gaussian distribution of increments within each trajec-

tory. Most likely this distribution of increments is caused by the cytoplasm’s

spatio-temporal heterogeneity: their novel fit model, which is based on ran-

domly distributed diffusivities to describe medium heterogeneities, was well

suited to describe experimental data. Up to now it has not been possible

to discern whether diffusion constants vary only spatially or also temporally.

Witzel et al., however, could demonstrate that non-Gaussian diffusion is a fea-

ture of the cytoplasm which is independent of cytoskeleton components at least

to some degree: by repeating their measurements while progressively removing

cytoskeleton elements by drug-induced depolymerization they could show that

heterogeneity is reduced, but does not vanish.

Struntz et al. [81] performed SPIM-FCS in Caenorhabditis elegans embryo mem-

brane and cytoplasm to obtain diffusion maps of the peripheral membrane pro-
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tein PLC1δ1 with high spatiotemporal resolution. They were able to observe

spatially varying diffusion coefficients in membranes as well as in cytoplasm.

Most likely this pixelwise variation can be attributed to a local heterogeneity

of the environment surrounding the tracer.

In a recent study by Stiehl et al. [64] cellular protoplasm was shown to fea-

ture a distinct spatial heterogeneity of its volume occupancy on the meso- and

nanoscale. This suggests a self-similar texture of cellular protoplasm, although

no lengthscales bigger than that accessible by FCS experiments were consid-

ered. Interestingly, however, cellular protoplasm was shown to be significantly

more heterogeneous than biomimetic fluids.

A study by Schweizer et al. [36] established that spatio-temporal variations in

intracellular crowding levels are sufficient to induce a significant accumulation

of mitotic regulators in the spindle region of metaphase cells. Furthermore,

Pawar et al. [82] observed that diffusion in the mitotic spindle of HeLa cells in

metaphase is anisotropic in the spindle region.

Massignan et al. [83] demonstrated by a set of simulations that Brownian motion

in an inhomogeneous medium of spatially varying diffusion constants results

in nonergodic subdiffusion. In particular, they could show that ergodicity-

breaking does not require particle immobilization, as is often assumed, but

can be introduced solely by disorder.

Wang et al. [84] observed Fickian yet non-Gaussian diffusion spanning broad

timescales for liposomes diffusing in nematic solutions of F-actin filaments.

This system features a broad distribution of diffusivities which are likely to be

due to the environment’s heterogeneity [85]. They propose that non-Gaussian

diffusion in soft materials is likely to be more prevalent than expected. Never-

theless they argue that non-Gaussian diffusive systems are not always required

to feature multiple diffusion coefficients.

Kühn et al. [86] propose a new approach to describe protein diffusion in cells,

based on the construction of a realistic 3d-digital model of a cell. This model

was generated using data gathered by confocal microscopy. In it the cell is seg-

mented into a number of subcompartments, namely cytoplasm, nucleoplasm

and nuclear envelope. In each of these subcompartments protein dynamics

is modelled by numerical mesoscopic methods. Structures beyond the resolu-

tion limit of confocal microscopy are accounted for by assigning an effective,

spatially varying porosity to the cell. This porosity is characterized by using

the (inhomogeneous) equilibrium distribution of a chemically inert fluorescent

protein. Heterogeneous fluorescence intensity is interpreted as being homoge-
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neous in the liquid phase in which diffusion takes place. Diffusion in porous

media, i.e. diffusion in the liquid phase alternating with diffusion in a medium

with constrained motion, is modelled by spatially varying ”effective” diffusion

coefficients depending on spatially varying local porosities. Separate diffusion

coefficients are assigned to the different subcompartments. These porous me-

dia were assumed to be immobile during the course of a FRAP measurement.

Kühn’s model was invented as a means to evaluate FRAP data. For previous

FRAP analysis methods numerous assumptions have to be made. Until now,

however, details of intracellular structure and their impact on tracer diffusion

have been included only to some extent. Therefore FRAP data could not be

compared directly to FCS data, as, usually, FRAP experiments underestimate

diffusion coefficients [86]. The new analysis method was applied to FRAP data

of freely diffusing EYFP in NLFK and HeLa cells. The results were compared

to FCS data of the same system. Fluorescence intensity distributions mea-

sured immediately after the bleaching event were used as a starting point for

simulations of post-bleach evolution of fluorescence in the entire cell. Fluo-

rophore distributions were simulated for every time step during fluorescence

recovery and fluorescence intensity was computed in the same focal plane in

which the experiment was performed. They found excellent correlations be-

tween simulated and experimental fluorescence recovery. In fact simulated

diffusion coefficients were significantly closer to correct diffusion coefficients

than diffusion coefficients obtained by the more commonly applied Soumpasis

analysis method [86].

By microinjecting fluorescent tracer particles of different sizes (average hy-

drodynamic radii of 3.5 nm and 24 nm) into fibroblasts, Luby-Phelps et al. [87]

observed subcompartments in the cytoplasm in which large tracers could not

be found. Later these subcompartments could be demonstrated to be very flat,

containing many filament bundles within a meshwork of thin filaments mostly

made up of actin and actin-binding proteins [66]. Although size-excluding and

non-excluding compartments differed in ultrastructure and cell height, Luby-

Phelps et al. could not detect any kind of membrane or other physical barrier.

Due to the fine filament network within the excluding compartments they

suggested a molecular sieving mechanism caused by a network of obstacles be-

hind the size-dependent partitioning of tracer particles. Reduced cell height in

size-excluding compartments could not entirely be ruled out as the reason for

size-dependent partitioning. But sieving was later determined to be the more

likely mechanism [88]. With mean pore sizes of 50 nm and partition coefficients
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decaying with the cube of the tracer radius, also particles smaller than the

nominal percolation cut-off are significantly excluded.

Despite the fact that these results clearly suggest crowding to be much more

complex than discussed up to now, data on the multi-scale heterogeneity of

cellular fluids still are rather scarce. Moreover, virtually all previous studies

focused on analysing the heterogeneity of transport processes in cells. In-

vestigating the impact of crowding on diffusion properties of tracer particles

the majority of groups probed actual crowding heterogeneities only indirectly.

However, diffusion is not only influenced by crowding but can also be affected

by other processes such as biochemical interactions between tracer particle and

native cellular components [53]. Moreover, Parry et al. [78] demonstrated that

cellular metabolism fluidizes the bacterial cytoplasm. Witzel et al. [80] found

microtubules to have a similar effect, while the actin cortex rather seems to

confine larger particles. An influence of viscosity and membranes on diffusion

characteristics is possible as well [89]. As macromolecular crowding is thought

to have an impact on virtually all intracellular processes it is quite evident

that some further studies are required.

This thesis aims at a more direct characterization of the heterogeneity of intra-

cellular crowding states. By means of confocal fluorescence imaging, ratiomet-

ric FRET imaging and lifetime-based techniques, intracellular heterogeneities

of macromolecular crowding levels are analysed on multiple lengthscales. In

all of these measurements, nucleoplasm and cytoplasm of interphase as well as

spindle and spindle periphery of metaphase cells are investigated separately.

In addition to that it will be determined whether various stress treatments

affect intracellular crowding levels or their heterogeneities.
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Microscopy

The following chapter introduces fluorescence microscopy as a means of inves-

tigating static and dynamic processes in living cells. A brief introduction to

the principles of fluorescence is followed by a short description of the confocal

microscopy setup. Then various advanced microscopy techniques used in this

thesis will be presented.

The most basic forms of compound microscopes have been known for more

than 400 years. They have been used to study biological specimen for approx-

imately 350 years [90]. These microscopes usually feature an objective lens in

close proximity to the sample as well as an ocular lens. Combining these two

types of lenses enables the user to see a real image. Even these early bright

field microscopes could already reach magnifications of up to 270 times [90].

In the 19th century, sample illumination by electric lamps was invented to

improve image quality. In accordance with the Abbe diffraction limit resolu-

tion is limited not only by the utilized objective but also by the wavelength

of illumination light. So turn-of-the-century scientists aspired to improve im-

age quality by using wavelengths as low as possible. It was pure coincidence

that Köhler witnessed fluorescent structures in a microscope for the first time

when he operated with ultraviolet light in 1904 [91]. The advent of fluorescence

labelling techniques since the 1930s [92] and the invention of lasers as well as

the implementation of dichroic filters in the 1960s [93] have helped to make

fluorescence microscopy to be today’s method of choice for live cell imaging.
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3.1 Principles of Fluorescence

The term fluorescence refers to the absorption of energy from particles or

radiation by a material, almost immediately followed by the re-emission of

energy in the form of light. This process results from a series of discrete

steps: if light of the appropriate wavelength hits a fluorescently active atom or

molecule, this molecule can absorb a specific quantum of energy which results

in the excitation of a valence electron from singlet ground state to a higher

energy level called excited state. A singlet state denotes an electronic state in

which all electron spins are paired. The excited state can either be a singlet

state or a triplet state in which the excited electron is no longer paired with

the ground state electron but has the same spin. As intersystem crossing to a

triplet state requires an additional forbidden spin transition, it is much more

likely that a singlet excited state will form upon absorption, a process that

typically takes a few femtoseconds [94].

The minimum excitation energy ∆T required for the transition of an electron

from ground state S0 to the excited state S1 is

∆T = TS1 − TS0 , (3.1)

while the energy dT carried by the incoming photon can be determined via

Planck’s law [95] as

dT = hν =
hc

λ
. (3.2)

In this expression, ν is the frequency of the incoming photon, λ its wavelength.

h denotes the Planck constant, c the speed of light.

Since the excited state usually consists of several sublevels termed vibronic lev-

els, it depends on the wavelength of excitation light as well as the fluorophore’s

characteristics which energy level the valence electron will obtain. A schematic

visualization of energy levels and transitions between them is given in Fig. 3.1.

If the valence electron ascends to any other level than the lowest vibronic

sublevel of a given state, excitation is followed by immediate and fast relax-

ation to the lowest vibronic sublevel by means of intramolecular non-radiative

transitions. The energy emitted in this process of relaxation is dissipated in

collisions of the excited molecule and surrounding solvent molecules. Because

of this relaxation in the picosecond range, the shape of the emission spectrum

usually is independent of the excitation wavelength, a principle summarized in

Kasha’s rule [96].

From the lowest vibronic sublevel the excited electron ultimately relaxes back
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Figure 3.1: Schematic visualization of energy levels and transitions between
them. Only processes relevant for this thesis are included. Variables: S0 = singlet ground
state, S1 = singlet excited state, T1 = triplet excited state, h =: Planck constant, ν =
wavelength. Indices: A = absorption, F, F ′ = fluorescence, P, P ′ = phosphorescence.

to the ground state. Simultaneously a photon is emitted. The photons emitted

during relaxation are collectively referred to as fluorescence light. In contrast

to energy absorption, photon emittance is quite slow with average timescales

of nano- to microseconds [97] [94].

Due to intramolecular vibronic energy loss, fluorescence light usually has less

energy and consequently a higher wavelength than excitation light. The dif-

ferences in wavelengths of emission and excitation spectra are referred to as

Stokes shift, a material property of the utilized fluorophore used in fluores-

cence microscopy to separate the emitted fluorescence signal from excitation

light [98].

3.2 Properties of Fluorophores Exploited in

this Work

This section briefly sketches the properties of fluorophores that are directly

exploited in this work. For a more detailed explanation as well as for other

characteristic properties of fluorescent particles, see, for example, Lakowicz [94]

or Ishikawa-Ankerhold et al. [99].

3.2.1 Photobleaching

Fluorescent molecules typically feature a system of several aromatic groups or,

alternatively, a combination of neighbouring π-bonds [100]. As long as there is
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no covalent modification of these groups that would irreversibly destroy the

molecule, fluorophores can enter multiple cycles of excitation and emission.

The process of molecules losing their ability to fluoresce is called photobleach-

ing or fading and is mainly caused by chemical reactions between fluores-

cent molecules and their surrounding solvent molecules. Photodestructive and

photochemical reactions occur particularly often if the fluorophore previously

passed to the spin forbidden triplet state. Conversion from singlet to triplet

as well as conversion from triplet back to singlet state involves a forbidden

spin transition. Thus the molecule stays in the triplet state for a considerably

longer period of time than it does in the excited singlet state. Additionally,

molecules in the triplet state are highly reactive. In particular they tend to

react with molecular oxygen. This process ultimately leads to the formation

of reactive oxygen species (ROS). Those ROS are cytotoxic as they are able to

oxidise biomolecules. In addition to that they can bleach further fluorophores

in the cell [94] [99].

3.2.2 Fluorescence Lifetime

Having illuminated a fluorescently active sample with a δ-pulse of excitation

light, a population of fluorophores will be in the excited state. As emission

events are random, all excited fluorophores are equally likely to emit fluores-

cence photons in a given time period, resulting in a single exponential decay

of excited state molecules. As fluorescence intensity I(t) is proportional to the

number of emitting fluorophores at each point of time, this can be written as

I(t) = I0 exp

(

− t

τ

)

. (3.3)

The characteristic time τ for fluorescence intensity to be decreased to 1/e of its

initial value I0 is called fluorescence lifetime. Figuratively it can be considered

to be the average time an electron stays in the excited state before relaxing

back to the ground state. It is independent of the total fluorescence intensity.

In the course of its fluorescence lifetime, while it is in the excited state, the

fluorophore can change its conformation, interact with surrounding molecules

or diffuse through the sample. This might actually change the duration of

the excited state. So fluorescence lifetime can be used as a means of studying

these processes independently of intensity levels. This will be explained in

more detail in Sec. 3.7 and chapter 7 [94] [99].
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3.2.3 Förster Resonance Energy Transfer

Excited fluorophores can also release their additional energy non-radiatively

by transferring it to another molecule via long-range dipole-dipole coupling,

a process called Förster Resonance Energy Transfer or - although inappropri-

ately - Fluorescence Resonance Energy Transfer (FRET, see Fig. 3.2). While

the donor molecule has to be a fluorophore for FRET to occur, this is not

necessarily required of the acceptor molecule.

Figure 3.2: Schematic visualization of donor and acceptor energy levels. Only
transitions relevant for FRET are included. Donor and acceptor ground states are not
necessarily at the same energy level. Variables: S0 = singlet ground state, S1 = singlet
excited state, h =: Planck constant, ν = wavelength. Indices: A = absorption, AF,AF ′ =
acceptor fluorescence.

FRET efficiency is a term that refers to the efficiency of energy transfer be-

tween donor and acceptor molecules. According to Förster’s works on energy

transfer it depends on a short physical distance between donor and acceptor,

the relative orientation of their dipole moments as well as the spectral overlap

of donor emission spectrum and acceptor absorption spectrum [101] [102]. Due to

dipole-dipole coupling FRET efficiency is defined by

EFRET =
1

1 +
(

r
R0

)6 (3.4)

with donor-to-acceptor separation distance r and the Förster radius R0 be-

ing the characteristic distance where FRET efficiency for a specific FRET

pair reaches 50%. As FRET efficiency scales inversely with the 6th power of

the donor-to-acceptor distance, FRET reacts extremely sensitively to small
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changes in proximity. In fact FRET can only occur if donor and acceptor mol-

ecules are not separated by more than approximately 10 nm. Thus FRET is an

ideal method to analyse molecular distances and interactions beyond the res-

olution limits of classical light microscopy, although it reaches its limits when

studying larger proteins or protein complexes [99].

Of course, donor-to-acceptor separation distances cannot be measured directly.

There are, however, several methods to extract FRET efficiencies from mea-

surement data. In lifetime-based measurement techniques, for example, FRET

efficiencies can be calculated from donor lifetimes in the presence (τDA) and

absence (τD) of the acceptor molecule [103]:

EFRET = 1− τDA

τD
. (3.5)

In sensitized emission FRET, the FRET efficiency can be determined from

fluorescence intensities:

EFRET =
ζSE

ζSE +D
. (3.6)

In this expression, SE denotes fluorescence of acceptor molecules caused solely

by energy transfer from donor molecules, D describes direct donor fluorescence.

The prefactor ζ is determined by the ratio of donor and acceptor emission spec-

tra and quantum yields [103].

Essentially there are three different principles for designing FRET-based bio-

sensors. One way of analysing protein interaction is generating two separately

labelled proteins, one of them carrying the donor, the other one the accep-

tor molecule. As soon as the two proteins interact, they are close enough for

FRET to occur, resulting in a FRET signal that was not there before inter-

action. Another possibility is attaching both donor and acceptor molecules

to the same biomolecule. This approach can be used for biomolecules that

are anticipated to undergo proteolysis in the course of the experiment. Pro-

teolysis would be visible in a loss of FRET signal upon separation of donor

and acceptor beyond 10 nm. The third method is based on intramolecularly

labelled biomolecules as well. If the link between donor and acceptor parts

is designed in a way that it undergoes conformational changes upon stimu-

lation by other molecules, e.g. reaction partners or solvent molecules, these

interactions are reflected in changes in FRET signal [94] [99]. The FRET sensor

used in this work, fCrH2, belongs to this third group of FRET constructs. Its

conformation and thus FRET efficiency depicts the local crowding state of the

sensor’s surroundings [104] [105].
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3.3 Fluorescence Microscopy

3.3.1 Fluorescence Microscopy in General

The first steps in fluorescence microscopy were taken at the beginning of the

20th century. Yet, these early setups did suffer from a number of serious prob-

lems: first and foremost the lack of intensive sources of excitation light and

difficulties in proper separation of excitation and emission light. Today the

most commonly used form of fluorescence microscopy is realized in the epi

fluorescence microscope, developed in 1929 by Ellinger and Hirt [93]. In order

to collect emission light towards the detector this kind of setup uses the same

lens that was used for focusing excitation light on the sample. As the ma-

jority of the excitation light is transmitted through the sample, only a minor

part of the excitation light is reflected back into the objective together with

the emitted light. This process leads to a rather high signal-to-noise ratio.

By inserting a dichroic mirror as beam splitter into the beam path between

sample and detection unit, this excitation light is reflected back towards the

light source [94] [99]. To minimize photobleaching during measurements, excita-

tion bandpass filters are used in setups using high power fluorescence lamps

as light sources to ensure that only light of the wavelengths required for exci-

tation reaches the sample. In setups using lasers as excitation source, this is,

of course, not necessary.

The Abbe limit defines the resolution limit for light microscopy [106]. This is

the smallest possible distance dAbbe at which two points can still be perceived

to be separate. It is given by

dAbbe =
λexc

2N.A.
. (3.7)

For high resolution the experimenter should strive to use an objective lens with

high numerical aperture N.A to collect as much emitted fluorescence light as

possible. Resolution can be enhanced by using an immersion fluid, such as oil

or water, which abrogates reflections. Finally, resolution can be improved by

choosing illumination wavelengths λexc as low as possible. This accounts for

the discovery and invention of fluorescence microscopy. Of course, as wave-

length scales inversely with energy, decreasing excitation wavelength can result

in considerably high photo-damage
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One of the main advantages of modern fluorescence microscopy is the abil-

ity to selectively label individual proteins with fluorescent dyes or proteins.

Transmission light microscopy images the whole cell with all its components

against a bright background. In modern fluorescence microscopy, however,

only the structure of interest is monitored against a dark background. Thus

a much higher signal-to-noise ratio can be achieved. The resolution of self-

luminous structures, however, is described by slightly different principles. Due

to diffraction a point light source in a sample is not recorded as a point, but

as a bright central region, termed Airy disc. It is surrounded by a number

of concentric rings - the Airy pattern. According to the Rayleigh criterion,

two point light sources can be separated, when the first intensity minimum of

the first source is localized in the centre maximum of the second source. This

minimum distance is given by

dAiry =
0.61λem

N.A.
=

1.22λem

2N.A.
. (3.8)

Axial resolution is generally worse than lateral resolution and can be calcu-

lated by using the Fresnel-Huygens theory [107].

Note that in contrast to the Abbe limit here resolution is determined by emis-

sion wavelength λem and not by the wavelength of illumination light λexc.

For a sample emitting green light at 500 nm and a numerical aperture of 1.2,

the lateral resolution limit would be 254 nm. Considering the fact that typical

cells range from 1 µm to 100 µm, intracellular structures consequently being

considerably smaller, this cannot be considered to be sufficient. Switching to

lower emission wavelengths doesn’t provide a solution to the problem as this

would require even lower excitation wavelengths. In principle this can be done.

But illumination with UV light tends to damage biomolecules and might per-

turb normal cell function and homoeostasis.

For measurements in cells it is recommendable to use a confocal laser scanning

microscope instead of a wide field microscope, which was done in this work.

3.3.2 Confocal Laser Scanning Microscopy

Confocal laser scanning microscopy was invented by Minsky in 1957 [93]. In

contrast to wide field fluorescence microscopes, this type of microscope com-

bines point-by-point illumination and simultaneous point-by-point detection

for image acquisition instead of illuminating and recording the entire sample

at once. Thus illumination in the focal plane and detection are restricted to
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only one diffraction-limited point. This results in better resolution as well as

in a significant decrease in signal from out-of-focus planes [99].

In the confocal setup, see Fig. 3.3, light from a laser is focused via a pinhole

into the sample where it is used to excite fluorescent molecules. The emitted

light from the sample passes the objective again, as well as a dichroic mirror,

to get to the detector. A second pinhole is placed between the dichroic mirror

and the detector. Both pinholes as well as the focus are optically conjugate

planes - hence the name ’confocal’. That is why scattered light as well as

out-of-focus signals from planes above or below the focal plane are eliminated

by the second pinhole and do not reach the detector. In wide field microscopes

these signals cause artefacts like distortion, glare or blurriness. By eliminating

them the image’s optical resolution is enhanced, especially in axial direction.

In addition to that, improved axial resolution allows for optical sectioning. So

acquisition of multiple images from several focal planes to reconstruct the 3D

structure of an object is possible.

Figure 3.3: Schematic view of a confocal setup. Excitation light passes through a
pinhole and is reflected by dichroic mirror to illuminate the sample. Emission light from the
sample passes the dichroic mirror towards a detector. Due to the second pinhole only light
from the focal plane (red) reaches the detector while light from out-of-focus planes (blue)
is blocked. By this contrast and resolution are enhanced. However, if lasers are used as
excitation light sources, the first pinhole is often omitted.
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In lateral direction the resolution can be improved by a factor of 1/
√
2, at least

in theory. In reality, however, this factor can only be reached if the detection

pinhole is nearly completely closed. In this case the signal intensity would

decrease to virtually nothing. So the actual improvement in lateral resolution

for common pinhole sizes is more likely to be in the range of 1/1.12 or even

worse [107].

The cost of decreasing signal intensity for increasing resolution can be counter-

balanced to some degree by long exposure times. This, however, would result

in increased bleaching of the sample. Alternatively a sensitive detector, e.g. a

photomultiplier tube (PMT) or an avalanche photo diode (APD), can be cho-

sen. Both transform the incoming electromagnetic signal into a photoelectric

current that can be recorded by a computer and can be used to reconstruct

the actual image.

(a) (b)

Figure 3.4: Principles of confocal laser scanning microscopy. (a) Fluorescent par-
ticles are only illuminated as long as they are within the confocal volume. (b) In order
to obtain images the sample has to be scanned by the confocal volume. Fluorescence per
volume position is translated into intensity per pixel.

Due to diffraction the illumination laser beam cannot be focused in a mathe-

matical point, but rather constitutes a small, ellipsoid volume - the confocal

volume (see Fig. 3.4a). During laser scanning this confocal volume is moved

through the sample in x- and y- direction step by step (see Fig. 3.4b). At each

step the fluorescence intensity coming from the volume’s inside is recorded.

As the confocal volume is open to the rest of the sample, particles can freely

diffuse in and out of the volume, thus giving rise to fluctuations in fluorescence

intensity for prolonged illumination of the same spot. This is exploited in tech-

niques like FCS and FLPM, see Sec. 3.6 and Sec. 3.7.2, respectively [99] [107].
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3.4 Ratiometric Förster Resonance Energy

Transfer (Ratiometric FRET)

As was discussed in Sec. 3.3.2, confocal microscopy does improve resolution,

but only to a small degree. Structures and processes beyond the resolution

limit of confocal microscopy can be achieved in several ways. One method

would be to switch to super-resolution microscopy techniques. Many of these

techniques provide astonishing image qualities. Yet, they generally suffer from

one central problem: their temporal resolution is insufficient for investigat-

ing dynamic processes in living cells. A different method to access processes

beyond the confocal resolution limit is using FRET-based sensors. FRET effi-

ciency is inversely proportional to the 6th power of donor-to-acceptor distance

(see Eq. 3.4). In consequence, FRET efficiency is extremely sensitive with re-

spect to small changes in donor-to-acceptor proximity. So FRET can be used

to study molecular interactions at a lengthscale of approximately 5 nm.

The easiest way to measure FRET is sensitized emission FRET, i.e. exciting

the donor and recording fluorescence in the acceptor channel. However, in

general the overlap of donor and acceptor spectra results in spectral bleed-

through, i.e. donor emission in the acceptor channel and direct excitation of

the acceptor by donor excitation. Therefore sensitized emission FRET requires

careful calibration. This is usually done by imaging a set of three samples, one

of which contains only donor molecules, one of which contains only acceptor

molecules; a third sample is the actual FRET sample. With these three images

the FRET efficiency EFRET can be calculated using Eq. 3.6.

In this thesis FRET experiments were done in living cells with an intramolec-

ularly labelled FRET sensor. Thus this calibration could not be performed.

Consequently the experimental procedure for FRET experiments applied in

this thesis (see Fig. 3.5) is only loosely based on sensitized emission FRET:

the sample is illuminated with a wavelength appropriate for direct donor ex-

citation. Fluorescence emission is, however, recorded simultaneously in the

donor and acceptor channels. Taking advantage of the fact that the molar

ratio of donor and acceptor is always 1 in intramolecularly labelled FRET sen-

sors, FRET can be measured by taking the pixelwise ratio of acceptor emission

F to donor and acceptor emission D + F :

FFRET =
F

D + F
. (3.9)
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This FRET ratio FFRET should not be confused with the actual FRET effi-

ciency EFRET (Eq. 3.6). However, it has the same functional form and can

serve as an estimate for FRET efficiency [103].

Figure 3.5: Principle of FRET measurements. Images are simultaneously acquired
in both donor and acceptor channel during donor illumination. The pixel-wise FRET ratio
is calculated from these two images.

3.5 Fluorescence Recovery after

Photobleaching (FRAP) and Fluorescence

Loss In Photobleaching (FLIP)

Depending on the fluorescence microscope technique used in the experiment,

a fluorophore property can be classified either as a measurement artefact that

is to be avoided or it can be targeted specifically as an observable to solve a

particular scientific problem. Probably the most prominent example is photo-

bleaching - usually a major problem in fluorescence microscopy. It is deliber-

ately exploited in techniques like FRAP and FLIP.

FRAP was developed in the 1970s, mainly by Axelrod [108] [109], who originally

utilized it to analyse diffusion in membranes [110]. Today it is a widely used

method to reveal protein dynamics in membranes as well as in the cells’ inte-

rior [111] [112] [113] [114]. FLIP can be understood as a complementary technique to

FRAP and has mainly been used to explore the connectivity between different

subregions or compartments in cells [115] [116].

Both techniques are based on the controlled bleaching of a subregion in the

sample, combined with subsequent time-resolved monitoring of the fluores-

cence intensity of that sample. In this way, information about the dynamics

of a fluorescently labelled structure can be extracted from imaging data.
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3.5.1 Principles and Experimental Realization

The basic principle of FRAP and FLIP experiments is displayed in Fig. 3.6a.

In both measurement techniques, initially a series of fluorescence images is

acquired to serve as a reference value for the intensity in the sample. Sub-

sequently a small, carefully selected subregion of this sample is illuminated

by a focused excitation laser beam of high intensity. Exposure to high light

intensity in the presence of molecular oxygen irreversibly damages the fluo-

rophores inside the illuminated region, which interrupts their ability to repeti-

tively emit fluorescence photons upon excitation. Those permanently damaged

fluorophores stop contributing to the fluorescence from the bleached area. This

process leads to a dark region in the sample. Depending on illumination inten-

sity and exposure time the region can be bleached either completely or only

to some extent.

Provided that the fluorescently labelled structures can move within the sample,

the photo-bleached molecules will gradually be replaced by intact fluorophores

from other regions in the sample after the bleaching event. This can be no-

ticed as a gradual increase of fluorescence intensity in the bleached region,

accompanied by a loss of fluorescence intensity in the surrounding sample. In

order to analyse this process, a time series of images is taken at low excitation

laser power after the bleaching event. An additional loss of fluorescence due to

image acquisition after the initial bleaching event is to be avoided. Moderate

levels of acquisition bleaching can, however, be corrected.

3.5.2 Analysis of FRAP and FLIP experiments

In the acquired image sequence a ROI is selected for evaluation, see Fig. 3.6a.

In FRAP measurements, this is the ROI that was bleached during experiments.

In FLIP it is different from the bleached ROI. For each image in the stack the

fluorescence signal of the complete evaluation ROI is summed up to extract

fluorescence recovery or loss, respectively, as a function of time (Fig. 3.6b and

3.6c).

The resulting curve can be used to gather information about molecule dy-

namics as well as their mobility in general: fluorescence recovery in FRAP

experiments is supposed to reach a plateau intensity I∞ after some time. If

fluorescence intensity is normalized so that the initial, pre-bleach intensity

equals 1 and the intensity immediately after the bleaching pulse equals 0,
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(a)

(b) (c)

Figure 3.6: Principle of FRAP and FLIP. (a) In both FRAP and FLIP, initially a
subregion of the sample is bleached at high intensity. Subsequently, the fluorescence recovery
of that same region (FRAP) or the fluorescence loss in a second region (FLIP) is monitored
as a function of time. (b) Typical FRAP curve. (c) Typical FLIP curve.

the ratio of plateau intensity I∞ and the pre-bleach intensity Ipre renders the

mobile and immobile fractions, MF = I∞
Ipre

and 1 − MF , of the fluorescently

labelled population. However, if the bleached area is large compared to the

total sample volume, the overall loss of fluorescence must be corrected prior to

evaluation in the recovery curve. The speed of fluorescence recovery in FRAP

experiments is measured by the so-called half life t1/2 (see Fig. 3.6b), which,

by convention, refers to the time needed to recover to half the plateau inten-

sity. In analogy, the half time of fluorescence loss in FLIP experiments can be

defined as the time needed to reach an intensity level of I1/2 =
Ipre+I∞

2
.

In order to perform a meaningful analysis of FRAP data, the theoretical model

for curve fitting must be chosen carefully: it is crucial to discriminate, for ex-

ample, diffusion limited recovery from reaction limited recovery. However it

must be taken into account that shape and size of the bleached region as well as

of the analysed region can have a significant impact on acquired data. This can

be quite challenging, as not only fluorophores in the focal plane are bleached

but also those above and below. This bleached structure is generally assumed

to have a conical shape. However, this assumption holds true only if objectives
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with a low numerical aperture are used. If objectives with a high numerical

aperture are used, the bleached volume’s shape can be far more complex than

the shape seen in the focal plane [99]. However, fluorescence regeneration can

generally be considered to be transport limited if the half life is proportional

to the size of the bleaching area.

3.6 Fluorescence Correlation Spectroscopy

(FCS)

Fluorescence Correlation Spectroscopy (FCS) was invented in the early 1970s

by Elson, Magde and Webb [117] [118]. In contrast to most other advanced flu-

orescence microscopy techniques, FCS focuses on analysing the fluctuations

of recorded fluorescence intensity instead of fluorescence intensity itself. The

method allows the analysis of processes on molecular level at fluorophore con-

centrations too high for techniques such as single particle tracking.

3.6.1 Principles and Experimental Realization

Similar to the other methods introduced in this chapter, FCS experiments are

performed on a confocal microscope. In contrast to imaging-based techniques

the confocal volume doesn’t scan the sample but remains fixed (Fig. 3.7a). The

recorded signal is the fluorescence intensity of this small stationary volume as

a function of measurement time. As the confocal volume is open to the rest of

the sample, individual molecules can move in and out of the confocal volume

in the course of the measurement. In particular, the movement of fluorophores

through the illuminated volume causes fluctuations in fluorescence intensity.

The incoming signal is increased by means of an APD and translated into a

photometric current which is recorded as a function of measurement time, thus

rendering the time trace I(t) (Fig. 3.7b).

An appropriate fluorophore concentration has to be maintained in the sam-

ple so that fluctuations in fluorescence intensity can be analysed. At high

fluorophore concentrations the signal-to-noise ratio is high. Consequently fluc-

tuations in fluorescence intensity are minute with regard to its mean value.

At extremely low concentrations of less than a mean of one particle inside the

confocal volume there is no guarantee that any signal at all can be detected.

It can be shown that a mean concentration of one particle inside the confocal

volume is ideal [118].
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Figure 3.7: Principle of FCS. (a) Only a small region, corresponding to one confocal
volume, is considered. This ROI remains stationary during the course of the measurement.
(b) Fluorescence intensity I within the confocal volume is recorded as a function of time t.
(c) The autocorrelation function G(τ) of this time trace is calculated. It can be fitted with
the appropriate fit function to extract data such as diffusion times.

3.6.2 Evaluation of FCS Data

The recorded fluorescence intensity I(t) can be written as the sum of its mean

value and its fluctuations:

I(t) = 〈I〉+ δI(t). (3.10)

This can be used to calculate the autocorrelation function of the signal (see

Fig. 3.7c) [94]:

G(τ) + 1 =
〈I(t)I(t+ τ)〉

〈I(t)〉2 = 1 +
〈δI(t)δI(t+ τ)〉

〈I(t)〉2 . (3.11)

It describes the probability of detecting a fluorophore at time τ that was

already detected at time τ = 0. If concentration fluctuations are governed
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by normal diffusion of one tracer species, the autocorrelation function can be

described by

Gnorm(τ) =
1

〈N〉 ·
1

1 + τ
τd

· 1
√

1 + τ
S2τd

(3.12)

where N denotes the average number of particles in the illuminated volume,

S describes the elongation of confocal volume. The diffusion time τd =
ω2
0

4DP

is the mean dwelling time of a fluorescent particle with the diffusion constant

DP inside a confocal volume with the radius ω0
[94].

Anomalous diffusion, which has been reported to occur in cells, can be de-

scribed by

Ganom(τ) =
1

〈N〉 ·
1

1 + τ
τd

· 1
√

1 + ( τ
S2τd

)α
(3.13)

where the scaling exponent α denotes the anomaly (see e.g. [2] [46] [48] [53]). Con-

formational fluctuations with the characteristic timescale τfluc of intramolecu-

larly labelled FRET constructs can be described by

Gfluc(τ) = 1 +
1− p

p
· e−

τ
τfluc (3.14)

where p represents the fraction of open strands [119] [120] [121].

These expressions are used to evaluate experimentally obtained autocorrelation

functions by applying custom Matlab fit routines.

3.7 Fluorescence Lifetime Measurements

Information about subcellular structures can also be gained by recording and

analysing fluorescence lifetimes instead of or in addition to fluorescence intensi-

ties. The basic principle of lifetime measurements is shown in Fig. 3.8: the sam-

ple is illuminated with a pulsed laser of appropriate wavelength. Fluorophores

in the sample emit photons which arrive at the detector a few nanoseconds

after the initial laser pulse. A TCSPC unit (”time correlated single photon

counting”) records the arrival times τarr of the emitted fluorescence photons

relative to the illumination laser pulse as well as relative to the beginning of

the measurement. The histogram of arrival times is calculated. The shape of

this histogram offers information on relaxation characteristics, i.e. the mean

fluorescence lifetime. Information about fluorescence intensity can be gained

by integrating the histogram.
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Figure 3.8: Basic principle of lifetime measurements. The sample is illuminated
N times with a pulsed laser of appropriate wavelength (blue). A TCSPC unit records the
arrival times τarr of individual photons (red) relative to the last illumination laser pulse.
Subsequently the arrival time histogram is calculated from these data.

The method’s main advantage over other fluorescence microscopy techniques

is its relative insensitivity to limitations linked to fluorescence intensity. As

fluorescence lifetime is independent of fluorescence intensity, the outcome of

experiments is not influenced by measurement settings, neither by the local

excitation intensity and fluorescence detection efficiency [122], the duration of

exposure nor signal cross-contamination between donor- and FRET channel.

Sample characteristics like spatially varying fluorophore concentrations and

moderate levels of photobleaching do not corrupt lifetime analyses, either [123].

Nevertheless, fluorescence lifetime is determined by the fluorophore’s surround-

ings. In FRET, for example, the presence of an acceptor molecule causes the

donor molecule to lose its excited state energy considerably faster than with-
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out the acceptor. So donor lifetime in the presence of FRET is shortened.

Depending on the type of FRET sensor, lifetime analysis can provide infor-

mation about either biochemical reactions or the physical properties of the

sensor’s surroundings. The sensor used in this work, fCrH2, is an intramolec-

ularly labelled sensor which undergoes conformational changes depending on

the local crowding state.

FRET efficiencies can be calculated from the excited state lifetimes of the donor

molecules in the presence or absence of the corresponding acceptor molecules,

τDA and τD, by
[103]

EFRET = 1− τDA

τD
. (3.15)

In principle, FRET efficiencies can also be calculated from ratiometric FRET

data. However, FRET efficiencies calculated from lifetime measurement data

are considerably more accurate and require less calibrations than FRET effi-

ciencies obtained by imaging-based techniques.

3.7.1 Fluorescence Lifetime Imaging Microscopy

(FLIM)

Although the first instrument to measure fluorescence lifetimes was invented

in 1959 [124], it took another 30 years to develop true FLIM imaging [70] [125].

In the course of a FLIM measurement, see Fig. 3.9a, an area of the sample

is scanned while recording arrival times. Since arrival times are recorded rel-

ative to illumination laser pulses as well as relative to the beginning of the

measurement (”lab time”), each arrival time can be assigned to the locus the

photon came from, i.e. the pixel in the FLIM image (which corresponds to a

diffraction limited volume in the sample). The recorded dataset - the FLIM

image - is a matrix with the first two dimensions corresponding to the x- and

y-coordinate of the image. The third dimension contains the recorded lab time

vs. arrival time vectors of the respective pixels (Fig. 3.9b).

After manually selecting a region (marked blue in Fig. 3.9a) of the FLIM im-

age to be analysed, the histogram of arrival times is calculated either for each

pixel or for the complete ROI (Fig. 3.9c). The histograms of these regions can

be evaluated by single or double exponential curve fitting (see Sec. 3.7.3).
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Figure 3.9: Principle of FLIM measurements. (a) TCSPC is performed while scanning
the sample. ROIs to be analysed (blue) are selected after measurements. For each individual
pixel a lab time vs. arrival time vector is recorded. (b) Arrival times τarr vs. pulse number
for four pixels of the FLIM image. (c) Arrival time histograms can either be calculated from
individual pixels or from a ROI containing several pixels. By means of curve fitting the
fluorescence lifetimes can be extracted.

3.7.2 Fluorescence Lifetime Point Measurements

(FLPM)

In contrast to FLIM, in FLPM only a few small ROIs in the sample are se-

lected to record their fluorescence lifetimes (see Fig. 3.10a). The arrival times

of fluorescence photons relative to the excitation laser pulse are recorded only

for these spots. The resulting lab time vs. arrival time vectors contain infor-

mation about the local intensity as well as the local mean fluorescence lifetime

(Fig. 3.10b). These can be analysed via integration of the complete vector,

or via conversion into an arrival time histogram (Fig. 3.10c) and subsequent

fitting, respectively (see Sec. 3.7.3).
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Figure 3.10: Principle of FLPM measurements. (a) TCSPC is performed on a small
ROI in the sample. This ROI remains stationary during the course of the measurement.
For this ROI a lab time vs. arrival time vector is recorded. (b) Arrival times τarr vs. pulse
number of the recorded ROI. (c) The arrival time histograms can only be calculated for the
ROIs selected during measurements. By means of curve fitting the fluorescence lifetimes can
be extracted.

3.7.3 Evaluation of Fluorescence Lifetime

Measurements

Both FLIM and FLPM measurements render a lab time vs. arrival time vec-

tor. They only differ in their spatial and temporal statistics. While FLPM

measurements provide an excellent photon statistics per measurement locus

(around 106 photons per locus), the number of measurement loci is limited

and cannot be changed after measurements. In FLIM images, regions of in-

terest can be chosen freely after measurements, but the photon statistics per

pixel is considerably lower (typically 103 photons per pixel). For both meth-

ods, total acquisition time is limited by the time the cell remains in the focus

without moving recognizably.

The evaluation performed in this thesis is based on an evaluation approach

deduced by Andreas Veres [126] and Olivia Stiehl [127]. It was initially developed

for a different set of samples, but for measurements using the same microscopy
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3.7. FLIM and FLPM

setup. In order to evaluate lifetime measurements, at first, the measured lab

time vs. arrival time vector is converted into a histogram: arrival times τarr

are grouped into intervals of ∆τarr = 16 ps. Then the frequency of photons per

interval n(τarr) is counted. However, due to long measurement times also un-

likely arrival times, i.e. arrival times exceeding 20 ns, are registered. Therefore

histograms have to be corrected prior to fitting (see Fig. 3.11). A phenomeno-

logical equation is used to calculate the corrected number of photons per arrival

time interval ncorr(τarr):

ncorr(τarr) = n(τarr)−
2∆τarr

∆τarrnbins − τarr,low
·
nbins=

τarr,up
∆τarr

∑

i=
τarr,low
∆τarr

n(i). (3.16)

In this equation, τarr,low = 22.4 ns denotes the lower threshold of the interval

used for background corrections, nbins =
1

fexc∆τarr
= 1562 is the total number

of bins. It is defined by temporal resolution ∆τarr = 16 ps and the laser’s pulse

frequency fexc = 40MHz. The largest arrival time which can be measured

is τarr,up = 25 ns, which simultaneously denotes the upper threshold of the

correction interval.

After performing this background correction, the histogram’s maximum is

(a)
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(b)

Figure 3.11: Principle of histogram correction in lifetime measurements. (a)
Lifetime histogram prior to correction. The number of counts per interval between τarr,low
and τarr,up (blue) is averaged. Twice the averaged number of counts is subtracted from the
histogram to get the (b) corrected histogram.

determined. In theory this maximum corresponds to τarr = 0. Since curve

fitting of arrival time histograms is quite sensitive to the starting point of the

fitted data range, the histogram’s maximum and an interval of 150 subsequent

time increments, i.e. 150 ·∆τarr = 2.4 ns, is used as a starting point τarr = 0.

Thus fitting is repeated for 151 slightly different data ranges. In each fit, fit
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Chapter 3. Microscopy

results obtained for the previously evaluated data range are used as initial fit

parameters.

Depending on whether the sample contains a single type of fluorophore or a

FRET construct, curve fitting is performed either with a monoexponential

n(τarr) = αe
− τarr

τD (3.17)

or a double exponential:

n (τarr) = α
(

fFRET e
− τarr

τDA + (1− fFRET ) e
− τarr

τD

)

. (3.18)

In these expressions, the multiplicative constant α depends on total photon

numbers. fFRET denotes the ratio of donor molecules undergoing FRET, τDA

and τD are the fluorescence lifetimes of the donor molecule with and without

the presence of an acceptor molecule, respectively.

For each of the 151 fits the residuals of fit function and data range are cal-

culated. Further analysis is based on those fitting parameters for which the

residuals between fit function and data are minimal.

If FLIM is performed on a FRET sensor, the fit results of donor lifetime with

and without the presence of an acceptor molecule can be used to calculate the

FRET efficiency:

EFRET = 1− τDA

τD
. (3.19)

3.8 Settings and Programs Used in this Thesis

3.8.1 Microscope and Experimental Settings

Microscope

All experiments discussed in this thesis were performed on a commercial Leica

SP5 confocal laser scanning microscope equipped with a TSCPC unit by

PicoQuant using a 63x/1.2NA water immersion objective. All experiments

were performed at 37 ◦C using a custom-made incubator chamber. Details on

the equipment are given in appendix B.

Settings for Imaging Experiments

In all imaging experiments in living cells, image acquisition was designed to

respect the diffraction limit and to meet the Nyquist criterion for digital imag-

ing. To ensure the comparability of all images, images of cells and lysates
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3.8. Settings and Programs Used in this Thesis

were taken with 512× 512 pixels or 1024× 1024 pixels. Zoom was adjusted

so that pixel sizes equalled 100.31 nm or 100.21 nm, respectively. All images

were taken employing monodirectional scanning and photomultiplier tubes.

HeLa cells transfected with free EGFP were illuminated at 488 nm and flu-

orescence was detected in the range of 500 nm to 550 nm. The pinhole was

set to one Airy unit to obtain an optically thin slice of specimen. Each pixel

in an image corresponds to a diffraction-limited volume (’voxel’). Depending

on image size, scanning frequencies were set to 200 lines per second or 100

lines per second to ensure equal exposure times per pixel in all images. Laser

power and detector settings were adjusted to exploit the dynamic range of the

photomultiplier without saturation effects.

Each FRAP series consisted of five frames acquired before bleaching, two

frames of bleaching at full laser power (488 nm) and 70 frames after bleaching.

Lag time between acquisition of individual frames was minimized at a scanning

speed of 400 lines per second and image size of 1024× 1024 pixels, i.e. time

resolution between images was 2.578 s. To ensure bleaching of an optically

thick slice of specimen, the pinhole was set to 4 Airy units.

For ratiometric FRET imaging of HeLa cells transfected with fCrH2, samples

were illuminated at 488 nm, fluorescence was detected in the range of 500 nm to

550 nm and 600 nm to 700 nm. To ensure comparability of ratiometric FRET

images, PMT voltages were set to 580V in the green emission channel and

850V in the red emission channel. Scanning frequencies were set to 400 lines

per second or 800 lines per second, the pinhole was adjusted to 2 Airy units.

A line average of 2 was employed in all images, i.e. each line was scanned

two times and both lines averaged before proceeding to scanning the next line.

Laser power was adjusted to exploit the dynamic range of photomultipliers

without saturation effects.

HeLa cells transfected with Perceval HR were illuminated at 405 nm, 458 nm

or 488 nm. To obtain similar absolute excitation powers, laser powers were

adjusted to 5% (405 nm), 22% (458 nm) and 10% (488 nm), respectively. For

all illuminations, emission was detected in the range of 500 nm to 550 nm,

PMT voltage was adjusted to ensure optimal use of the dynamic range of the

photomultiplier without saturation effects and was held constant for all illu-

minations of the same cell. Images were scanned with a scanning speed of 400

lines per second and a line average of 2, the pinhole was set to 2 Airy units for

all measurements.
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Chapter 3. Microscopy

Settings for FLIM Experiments

FLIM images were taken with 512× 512 pixels, zoom was adjusted to achieve

a pixel size of 100.31 nm. Samples were illuminated with a 470 nm pulsed

laser with a pulse frequency of fexc = 40MHz. Laser power was adjusted to

minimize measurement time while staying below the recommended detection

rate for lifetime measurements, rdet,max ≈ fexc
100

= 4 · 105 counts
s

. Emitted photons

were detected with an APD in the detection range of 500 nm to 550 nm. The

pinhole was set to 1 Airy unit, image acquisition at a scanning speed of 400

lines per second was continued until a number of 2000 photons was registered

in the brightest pixel, resulting in image acquisition times of ∼ 10min. Ratio-

metric FRET images were taken before and after FLIM imaging to ensure that

cell movement or mitotic progression during image acquisition was negligible.

Settings for FLPM Experiments

In FLPM experiments, several modi operandi were followed: arrival times were

recorded either for 5 s or 30 s per measurement locus. Depending on recording

time per locus and cell cycle phase, various numbers of measurement loci were

chosen. The exact combinations as well as the resulting total measurement

times can be seen in table 3.1. Samples were illuminated with a 470 nm pulsed

laser with a pulse frequency of fexc = 40MHz. Laser power was adjusted

to maximize photon counts while staying below the recommended detection

rate for lifetime measurements, rdet,max ≈ fexc
100

= 4 · 105 counts
s

. Emitted photons

were detected with an APD in the detection range of 500 nm to 550 nm. The

pinhole was set to 1 Airy unit. Ratiometric FRET images were taken before

and after FLIM imaging to ensure that cell movement or mitotic progression

during image acquisition was negligible.

Settings for FCS Experiments

FCS measurements were performed at 488 nm and 594 nm, respectively. Laser

power was adjusted to maximize photon counts while not bleaching the sam-

ple. Fluorescence was detected with APDs in the range of 500 nm to 550 nm

and 607 nm to 683 nm. Fluorescence intensity was recorded for 30 s per mea-

surement locus, the pinhole was set to 1 Airy unit.
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3.8. Settings and Programs Used in this Thesis

acquisition time loci per measurement total measurement
per locus time

30 s 8 in cytoplasm and 7min
6 in nucleoplasm

30 s 6 perpendicular to spindle axis or 3min
6 parallel to spindle axis or 3min

6 in periphery 3min
5 s 10 in cytoplasm and 1min 40 s

10 in nucleoplasm
5 s 10 perpendicular to spindle axis or 50 s

10 parallel to spindle axis or 50 s
14 in periphery 70 s

Table 3.1: Acquisition Times in FLPM-experiments

3.8.2 Analysis Programs

Imaging was performed using the built-in Leica LASAF Software (Version

2.7.3.9723). FLIM, FLPM and FCS measurements were performed by using

the PicoQuant Symphotime Operation Software (Version 5.3.2.2) addi-

tionally. Analysis of FLIM data required the previous conversion from pt3 to

ics data format, which was done using the pt32ics software by Verboogen et

al. [128]. Data extraction from pt3 files for FLPM and FCS measurements was

performed with the custom-made softwareworkbench developed by Andreas

Veres as part of his dissertation [126]. All further analyses were done inMatlab

R2015b and Matlab R2018b with custom-made analysis routines. Plotting

was accomplished in Origin2018 (Version 95E). False-colour fluorescence im-

ages were generated in Fiji (Version 2.0.0-rc-69/1.52p/Java 1.8.0 172).
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Chapter 4

Cell Culture

In this chapter, all cell culture methods used in this work will be explained

in detail. For a complete list of chemicals, equipment and their respective

manufacturers see appendix B.

4.1 Culture of HeLa Cells

HeLa wild type cells of the Göteborg strain were grown in Cell Culture Flasks

in D10 medium consisting of DMEM medium, supplemented with 10% fetal

calf serum, 100 µg/ml penicillin, 17mM streptomycin and 10mM glutamine at

37 ◦C and 5% CO2. Cells were passaged 2-3 times per week and used until the

25th-30th passage.

For microscopy, cells were plated in µ-Slide microscopy chambers and supple-

mented with transparent imaging medium consisting of MEM without phenol-

red, 5% fetal calf serum and 50 mM HEPES.

4.2 Transfection of HeLa Cells

Cells were transiently transfected prior to measurements to obtain cells ex-

pressing fluorescent molecules. Transfection protocols are based on the respec-

tive manufacturers’ protocols, but were optimized with respect to the partic-

ular requirements of cell type, plasmids and experiments.
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4.2. Transfection of HeLa Cells

4.2.1 Plasmids Used in this Work

Free Low-Expressing EGFP

A pCS2-based plasmid expressing EGFP under the control of a SRα promoter

was used to characterize the heterogeneity of crowding states via imaging and

FCS. Different from many other constructs, this particular plasmid expresses

EGFP only on a comparatively low level. This low level is ideally suited for

the experiments in this thesis. It is low enough to perform FCS measurements

and, at the same time, high enough to allow imaging based techniques as well.

The expressed EGFP molecules are unspecific, i.e. they do not bind to any

particular substructure of the cell. The tertiary structure of EGFP as well as

its excitation and emission spectra are shown in Fig. 4.1.

(a) (b)

Figure 4.1: EGFP. (a) Molecular structure. (b) Absorption and emission spectra with
laser wavelengths and emission filter bandwidth used in this work. Figure (a) taken from [129].
Figure (b) generated with ThermoFisher Fluorescence Spectra Viewer [130].

fCrH2

fCrH2 is a synthetic crowding sensor based on a similar sensor initially de-

veloped by Boersma et al. [104] and modified by Sukenik et al. [105]. Different

from the original sensor, fCrH2 uses AcGFP1 and mCherry as FRET pair

(Fig. 4.2a). The excitation and emission spectra of fCrH2 are displayed in

Fig. 4.2b. According to Sukenik et al. it undergoes a continuous structural

change upon increase of crowder concentration. With increasing crowding lev-

els, donor emission decreases whereas acceptor emission increases (Fig. 4.2c).

Taken together, the FRET ratio rapidly responds to volume modulations in

cells in a linear way (Fig. 4.2d).
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(a)

(b)

(c) (d)

Figure 4.2: fCrH2. (a) Molecular structure of fCrH2. (b) Absorption and emission spec-
tra with laser wavelengths and emission filter bandwidth used in this work. (c) Contribution
of donor and acceptor to total fluorescence changes in response to increasing concentration of
artificial crowder. (d) FRET ratio as a function of crowder concentration. In the range rel-
evant for measurements in mammalian cells the dependence is approximately linear. Figure
(a) generated using [129], [131] and [132]. Figure (b) generated with ThermoFisher Fluorescence
Spectra Viewer [130]. Figure (c) inspired by [104]. Figure (d) inspired by [105].
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4.2. Transfection of HeLa Cells

PercevalHR

PercevalHR (Fig. 4.3a), developed by Tantama et al. [133], is a genetically en-

coded fluorescent biosensor susceptible to the local ATP:ADP ratio. Due to

its high affinity to nucleotides it is constantly occupied by either ATP or ADP

at physiological conditions. Its excitation spectrum has two distinct peaks

that react differently to nucleotide binding (Fig. 4.3b): while ADP binding

increases fluorescence at an excitation of 420 nm, ATP increases fluorescence

at an excitation of 500 nm. At 455 nm the spectrum contains a fixed isosbestic

point, i.e. fluorescence intensity at this excitation wavelength is independent

of ATP:ADP levels.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 4.3: Perceval HR. (a) Molecular structure. (b) Principle of ATP:ADP sensitivity
and laser lines used in this work. Absorption of excitation energy of specific wavelengths
depends on local ATP:ADP concentration. Concentrations are colour-coded, colours match
those used in (d). (c) Absorption and emission spectra with laser wavelengths and emission
filter bandwidth used in this work. (d) Ratiometric signal as a function of ATP:ADP ratio.
In the range relevant for measurements in mammalian cells (ATP:ADP ratios of about
[1, 100] [133]) the dependence is approximately linear. Marked concentrations correspond
to those displayed in (b). Figure (a) from [134]. Figure (c) generated with ThermoFisher
Fluorescence Spectra Viewer [130]. Figures (b) and (d) inspired by [133].
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Recording the fluorescence at high and low or, alternatively, at high and iso-

sbestic wavelength and then taking the ratio of both channels is a way to

analyse the intracellular ATP:ADP ratio independent of the absolute concen-

trations of sensor protein and nucleotides. It must be noted that, apart from

intensity levels, the emission spectrum remains the same for all excitation

wavelengths (Fig. 4.3c). In the ATP:ADP range relevant for measurements in

mammalian cells, i.e. for ATP:ADP ratios of about [1, 100] [133], the relation

between ATP:ADP ratio and the ratio of fluorescence intensities at high and

low wavelengths is approximately linear (Fig. 4.3d). Moreover, PercevalHR

has been shown not to buffer ATP or ADP [133].

4.2.2 Transfection of Free Low-Expressing EGFP with

Peqfect

Transient transfection with EGFP was performed using Peqfect according to

the manufacturer’s protocol: 4 µl Peqfect were added to 200 µl supplement-free

Opti-MEM GlutaMAX medium. After 5min of incubation at room tempera-

ture, 2 µg DNA were added to the mixture. After another 30min of incubation

at room temperature, the complete mixture was added to the microscopy cham-

ber containing cells seeded the day before and 1000 µl of fresh D10 medium.

Measurements were performed after 24 h of incubation at 37 ◦C.

4.2.3 Transfections with Fugene 6

Transfection of Free Low-Expressing EGFP

Transient transfection with EGFP using Fugene 6 was performed according to

the following, optimized protocol: 1.5 µl Fugene 6 were added to 50 µl supple-

ment-free Opti-MEM GlutaMAX medium. After 5min of incubation at room

temperature 0.5 µg DNA were added to the mixture. After another 30min

of incubation at room temperature the complete mixture was added to the

microscopy chamber containing cells seeded the day before and 1000 µl of fresh

D10 medium. Measurements were performed after 24 h of incubation at 37 ◦C.

Transfection of Perceval

Transient transfection with PercevalHR using Fugene 6 was performed accord-

ing to the following, optimized protocol: 3 µl Fugene 6 were added to 50 µl

supplement-free Opti-MEM GlutaMAX medium. After 5min of incubation
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at room temperature 1 µg DNA were added to the mixture. After another

30min of incubation at room temperature the complete mixture was added to

the microscopy chamber containing cells seeded the day before and 1000 µl of

fresh D10 medium. Measurements were performed after 24 h of incubation at

37 ◦C.

Transfection of fCrH2

Transient transfection with fCrH2 using Fugene 6 was performed according to

the following, optimized protocol: 2.5 µl Fugene 6 were added to 50 µl supple-

ment-free Opti-MEM GlutaMAX medium. After 5min of incubation at room

temperature 0.5 µg DNA were added to the mixture. After another 60min

of incubation at room temperature the complete mixture was added to the

microscopy chamber containing cells seeded the day before and 1000 µl of fresh

D10 medium. Measurements were performed after 24 h of incubation at 37 ◦C.

4.2.4 Transfection of fCrH2 with PolyPlus jetPrime

Transient transfection with fCrH2 using PolyPlus jetPrime was performed ac-

cording to the following, optimized protocol: 2 µg of DNA were added to 150 µl

PolyPlus jetPrime buffer. The mixture was vortexed for 10 s and centrifuged

at 13.3 rpm for a few seconds. After adding 4 µl of PolyPlus jetPrime the mix-

ture was vortexed and centrifuged again. After 10min of incubation at room

temperature the complete mixture was added to the microscopy chamber con-

taining cells seeded the day before and 1000 µl of fresh DMEM medium. After

4 h of incubation at 37 ◦C, the medium was replaced by fresh D10 medium.

Measurements were performed after another 20 h of incubation at 37 ◦C.

Transfection with PolyPlus jetPrime generates significantly higher transfection

rates than transfection with either Peqfect or Fugene 6, but appears to be more

invasive: cells treated with either Peqfect or Fugene 6 generally looked far more

healthy than those treated with PolyPlus jetPrime. Since cells should be as

close to their natural state as possible during single cell measurements, trans-

fections for single cell measurements were performed with either Peqfect or

Fugene 6. Preparation of lysates (protocol see Sec. 4.4), on the other hand, re-

quires an as-high-as-possible transfection rate, whereas individual cells’ states

of health are not as crucial to the experimental procedure. Therefore, cells

destined to be lysed were transfected with PolyPlus jetPrime.
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Name rotenone oligomycin
C1 0.8 1.8
C2 0.6 1.5
C3 0.5 1.25
C4 0.4 1.0

Table 4.1: Final concentrations of rotenone and oligomycin used in apoptosis measure-
ments. Concentrations are given in µM.

4.3 Special Treatments

Monitoring of changes in heterogeneity levels in cells subjected to stress con-

ditions was achieved by treating cells according to the following protocols:

4.3.1 Treatments to Induce Osmolar Stress

Cells were generally cultured in isoosmolar media (0.3Osm) to reproduce phys-

iological conditions during cell growth and experiments. In order to induce hy-

perosmolar stress, isoosmolar imaging medium was mixed with sodium chloride

(NaCl) to a final molarity of 0.8Osm. To induce hypoosmolar stress, imaging

medium was diluted with MilliQ water to a final molarity of 0.1Osm.

After the onset of measurements the isoosmolar imaging medium was replaced

either by hyperosmolar or hypoosmolar imaging medium. So measurements of

cells could be taken by using the same cell both with and without treatment.

4.3.2 Treatments to Induce Apoptosis

Rotenone and Oligomycin

Rotenone and oligomycin dissolved in DMSO were added to transparent imag-

ing medium to induce apoptosis in cells. Final concentrations of rotenone and

oligomycin used in this work are given in table 4.1.

After the onset of measurements the imaging medium was replaced by imaging

medium supplemented with rotenone as well as oligomycin. So measurements

of cells could be taken by using the same cell both with and without treatment.

ATP Depletion via Sodium Azide and 2-Deoxy-D-Glucose

Cells were treated with sodium azide and 2-deoxy-D-glucose diluted in glucose

free imaging medium to deplete them of ATP.
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After the onset of measurements the imaging medium was replaced by imaging

medium supplemented with sodium azide (NaN3) at a final concentration of

10mM and 2-deoxy-D-glucose at a final concentration of 6mM. So measure-

ments of cells could be taken by using the same cell both with and without

treatment.

4.3.3 Depolymerization of Microtubules

Microtubules were depolymerized by adding nocodazole dissolved in imaging

medium to a final concentration of 10 µM to cells seeded and transfected before.

Measurements were performed after 10min of incubation on ice and 15min of

incubation at 37 ◦C without another change of medium.

4.3.4 Synchronization of Cells for Measurements in

Metaphase

For measurements in metaphase cells were synchronized with nocodazole: noco-

dazole was diluted in D10 to a final concentration of 49.5 nM and added to cells

previously seeded and transfected. After 12 h to 18 h of incubation at 37 ◦C

cells were washed 4 times with PBS. Then imaging medium was added. Meas-

urements in metaphase were performed after 30min of incubation at 37 ◦C.

4.4 Lysates

In order to produce cell lysates, cells were seeded and transfected in µ-Slide

microscopy chambers (ibidi 2-well) and treated with M-PER Mammalian Pro-

tein Extraction Reagent. The cell culture medium was decanted and cells were

washed once with PBS. The smallest volume of M-PER with lysis still being

successful was found to be 200 µl per 2-well vial. This amount of M-PER was

added to the cells and the chamber was shaken gently for 5min. The resulting

lysate was collected and transferred to a new, smaller microscopy slide (ibidi

8-well).
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Part II focuses on characterizing intracellular heterogeneities on several length-

scales by various measurement methods:

Chapter 5 introduces the principal measurement and analysis methods used in

all subsequent chapters of this part. The ratio of available volume fractions

and their heterogeneity on the ROI-to-ROI scale as well as on the voxel-to-

voxel scale is established by means of intensity-based fluorescence imaging in

HeLa cells transfected with EGFP.

In chapter 6, ratiometric FRET imaging is performed in HeLa cells transfected

with the FRET-based crowding sensor fCrH2. Thus overall crowding on the

5 nm-scale and its ROI-to-ROI heterogeneity can be analyzed.

In chapter 7, lifetime-based measurements in HeLa cells transfected with fCrH2

are used to further refine the results gained in chapter 6. The results of chapter

6 and chapter 7 are compared and briefly discussed.

Chapter 8 summarizes the results of several stress treatments performed on

HeLa interphase cells. Depending on the specific treatment, either EGFP,

fCrH2 or Perceval HR are transfected. Cellular stress responses are recorded

by means of intensity-based fluorescence imaging, ratiometric imaging, ratio-

metric FRET or FCS.

In chapter 9, all results obtained in chapters 5 to 8 are summarized and dis-

cussed.

An overview of all lengthscales investigated in this thesis is given on p. 63.

An overview of all measurements, i.e. all combinations of cell cycle stages,

treatments, fluorophores, observables and measurement techniques is given on

p. 66.
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Overview of Nomenclature,

Observables, Lengthscales, and

Measurements

Nomenclature

pixel always refers to one pixel in an acquired image

voxel always refers to the corresponding volume in the sample

comp compartment: nucleoplasm/cytoplasm/spindle/periphery

µ(x) = 〈x〉 mean of an observable x

σ(x) standard deviation of an observable x

η(x) heterogeneity of an observable x

δ(x) dispersion index of an observable x

µROI(x) pixel-/voxelwise mean of x in one ROI

σROI(x) pixel-/voxelwise standard deviation of x in one ROI

ηROI(x) pixel-/voxelwise heterogeneity of x in one ROI

xcomp mean of x in all ROIs in same compartment & cell

σ(µROI) standard deviation of µROI in same compartment & cell

ηcomp(x) ROI-to-ROI heterogeneity in same compartment & cell

r overall ratio of x between compartments in one cell

ρ ratio of dispersion indices in a cell

〈x〉ens ensemble average of observable x

〈x〉comp,ens average of all ROIs in the same compartment in all cells

〈x〉t temporal average of observable x
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Overview of Observables

Observable Description
I intensity of EGFP

proportional to available volume fraction ϕ
lengthscale is determined by lengthscale of investigation

ratio of fCrH2 not undergoing FRET via FRET
Θ = 1− FFRET proportional to available volume fraction ϕ

= D
D+F

lengthscale is determined by lengthscale of investigation

and Förster radius
ratio of fCrH2 not undergoing FRET via FLIM

Ψ = 1− EFRET proportional to available volume fraction ϕ
= τDA

τD
lengthscale is determined by lengthscale of investigation

and Förster radius

ATP
ADP

ATP:ADP level
lengthscale is determined by lengthscale of investigation

ATP
ISO

ATP:isosbestic point level
lengthscale is determined by lengthscale of investigation

τ diffusion time, obtained via FCS
α diffusion anomaly, obtained via FCS

Table 4.2: Overview of all fundamental observables investigated in this thesis.
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Overview of all Measurements in Cells

Treatment Fluorophore Method Obs. Pages

EGFP

imaging I 82-106

imaging, TR I
109-113
151-153

FCS, TR τ, α 181-185
no treatment,

fCrH2
FRET Θ 123-131

interphase FLIM Ψ 135-140
FLPM Ψ 143-147

Perceval HR ratiom. im. ATP
ADP

, ATP
ISO

165-171

EGFP imaging I 82-106
no treatment,

fCrH2
FRET Θ 123-131

metaphase FLIM Ψ 135-140
FLPM Ψ 143-147

depletion of
EGFP imaging I 106-109

microtubules
hyperosmolar

fCrH2 FRET, TR Θ 153-158
stress

hypoosmolar
fCrH2 FRET, TR Θ 153-158

stress
oxidative

fCrH2 FRET, TR Θ 158-162
stress

ATP depletion
Perceval HR ratiom. im., TR ATP

ISO
171-175(rotenone +

oligomycin)
ATP depletion

Perceval HR ratiom. im., TR ATP
ADP

, ATP
ISO

177-179
(sodium azide +
2-deoxy-D-gluc.)

EGFP
imaging, TR I 179-181
FCS, TR τ, α 181-185

Table 4.3: Overview of all measurements in cells. TR: time-resolved.
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Chapter 5

Characterizing Native

Intracellular Crowding Levels

and Crowding Heterogeneities

via Intensity-based Imaging

→ An overview of all lengthscales, observables and measurements in cells is

given on p. 63-66. Ensemble statistics is summarized in appendix A.

5.1 Motivation

Considering the importance of noise in biological processes in general [7] as well

as the multi-scale nature of intracellular architecture, the assumption that

crowding is homogeneous throughout the entire cell appears highly question-

able. Indeed, as described in Sec. 2.2.2, a number of recent studies reported on

non-negligible heterogeneities of intracellular transport processes. These might

ultimately be caused by heterogeneities in the spatial organization of the pro-

toplasm surrounding the tracer particles employed in the respective studies.

Yet, the vast majority of researchers still follow the ’traditional’ approach of

data evaluation, i.e. they average over all data gathered from different loci

within a cell. Thus, a potential spatial heterogeneity gets lost or, rather, in-

cluded into the observable’s error bars. For a sufficiently homogeneous sample

this approach is perfectly acceptable. But in a complex specimen such as a

living cell, the spatial heterogeneity of an observable might itself contain in-

valuable information.
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As macromolecular crowding has a pronounced impact on virtually all intracel-

lular processes, obviously a thorough characterization of intracellular crowding

heterogeneities is needed. Particularly with regard to current advances in fields

such as nanomedicine it is of crucial importance to understand how intracel-

lular transport and reaction kinetics can vary even within one cell.

Previous works on the subject were based on measurements of transport pro-

cesses, which might be influenced by other processes than mere crowding ef-

fects [53] [78] [80] [89].

This project aims at elucidating the spatial heterogeneity of cellular proto-

plasm in interphase and metaphase via a more static approach. Simple fluo-

rescence imaging is used to characterize intracellular crowding heterogeneities

on several lengthscales. Although the focus is on spatial heterogeneities, tem-

poral heterogeneity is briefly discussed, too.

5.2 Definition of Heterogeneity Used in This

Thesis

This thesis presents an attempt to quantify intracellular spatial heterogeneity

on several lengthscales. An easy and straightforward method of doing so is

calculating the coefficient of variation η. For any observable x it is defined as

the ratio of its standard deviation and its mean value:

η(x) =

√

〈x2〉 − 〈x〉2
〈x〉 . (5.1)

Depending on the particular problem and the lengthscale investigated, x can

represent various observables accessible via the respective measurement tech-

nique. In this chapter, for example, the spatial heterogeneity of the available

volume fraction ϕ is deduced from the spatial heterogeneity of the local fluo-

rescence intensity I.
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5.3 Fundamental Relation between Crowding

State and Measured Fluorescence

Intensity

5.3.1 Intensity as a Function of Crowding

The fundamental idea for probing intracellular crowding heterogeneities via

intensity-based imaging exploits the excluded volume effect. It is assumed

that, in accordance with the laws of diffusion, chemically inert tracer particles

in solution strive for a homogeneous distribution. Thus, from a macroscopic

point of view, a solution of fluorescent particles would appear evenly stained.

Putting a number of impenetrable obstacles into the solution would result in

an increased effective concentration of tracer particles in the solution, whereas

loci occupied by obstacles are free of tracers. In the macroscopic picture the

solution would appear to be more brightly coloured but supplemented by some

duller spots indicating the presence of obstacles.

It must, however, be taken into account that this pattern of measured fluores-

cence intensities does not only depend on the obstacles’ size (relative to the

fluorophores’ size) but also on the lengthscale at which the sample solution is

observed: consider, for example, a grid of 24×24 grid sites that are either black

or white (see Fig. 5.1). When investigating this grid at maximum resolution,

i.e. a resolution allowing to separate individual grid sites, each grid site has a

value of either 0 (black) or 1 (white). When investigating the same grid at a

resolution averaging over, for example, areas of 6 × 6 grid sites, the resulting

areas (”measured pixels”) have values between 0 and 1 - i.e. various grey scale

values. Averaging over the complete grid of 24× 24 grid sites again renders a

grey value. Depending on the spatial distribution of black and white grid sites,

the size of the region over whose grid sites the average is calculated can have

a considerable influence on the obtained grey scale values: the more the dis-

tribution of individual grid sites is inhomogeneous, the more information gets

lost when averaging over bigger regions. This principle is shown in Fig. 5.1:

both grids in Fig. 5.1a and Fig. 5.1b consist of the same numbers of black and

white grid sites. However, the pattern of grid sites is more homogeneous in

Fig. 5.1a than in Fig. 5.1b. Averaging over areas of 6× 6 grid sites renders a

homogeneous grey value in all areas in Fig. 5.1a, but a new pattern of different

grey scale values in Fig. 5.1b. When averaging over the complete box of 24×24
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(a)

(b)

Figure 5.1: Fundamental relation between volume occupancy, heterogeneity and
intensity on different lengthscales. (a) The sixteen 6x6 boxes display different patterns
of occupied (black) grid sites, but they all contain the same ratio of occupied to non-
occupied grid sites. On the lengthscale of 6x6 box to 6x6 box the sample therefore appears
homogeneous, while on the lengthscale of individual grid sites it is heterogeneous. (b) The
sixteen 6x6 boxes display different patterns of occupied grid sites as well as different ratios
of occupied to non-occupied grid sites. Therefore the sample appears heterogeneous on both
the small and the big lengthscale. However, these two heterogeneities are not necessarily
the same. On the lengthscale of the complete sample, box (a) and box (b) are equivalent.

grid sites both, Fig. 5.1a and 5.1b, show the same grey scale value, as expected.

So two samples showing equal intensities at a given resolution - or lengthscale

- can be quite different from each other at another resolution/lengthscale.

Considering a complex multi-scale fluid like cellular protoplasm with obstacles

of various sizes and shapes, one would expect an intricate pattern of regions

coloured more or less brightly. Bright areas correspond to domains with many

tracer molecules, i.e. a lower occupied/excluded volume fraction. Dull areas

contain only few fluorophores which means that the local occupied/excluded

volume fraction must be higher. By analysing the pattern of fluorescence inten-

sities, it should be possible to gain information about local occupied/excluded

volume fractions as well as their spatial variation.

5.3.2 Grid Box Simulation

A simple grid box simulation (principle shown in Fig. 5.2) can show that

fluorescence intensity indeed reflects the local available volume fraction: cellu-
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lar protoplasm is represented as a 3D matrix/grid box M of size (10 · r0)3
with r0 =

λexc

2
≈ 240 nm. The length of individual grid sites is defined as

dx = dy = dz = 20 nm, resulting in a total number of 1.7 · 106 grid sites.

Simplifying the simulation process, every grid site can either contain one unit

of fluorophores or be devoid of them. In reality, a corresponding subvolume

within a cell could, of course, contain varying amounts of fluorophores. Ini-

tially the occupied volume fraction Φ inside the grid box is set to zero, i.e. all

matrix entries are set to one. For any chosen volume occupancy a percentage

of grid sites corresponding to this particular occupied volume fraction is set to

zero, representing the percentage of volume not available to fluorophores.

(a)

(b)

Figure 5.2: Grid box simulation. (a) A grid with a fraction Φ of occupied grid sites
(black) is multiplied with a Gaussian beam profile (red). The sum of the resulting matrix
represents the relative intensity displayed in one pixel as a function of occupied volume φ of
the corresponding voxel within the sample. (b) Averaging over many grid boxes corresponds
to the mean intensity of a ROI.
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As the precise nature of occupation caused by surrounding molecules is not

known, three different models of occupation are tested (see Fig. 5.3): to depict

an occupation due to small molecules (corresponding to an ideal solution,

i.e. occupation caused by other solvent molecules), all occupied grid sites are

chosen randomly and immediately set to zero (Fig. 5.3a). In an attempt to

describe a mixture of differently sized molecules, every grid site is assigned

a probability p to be occupied when being chosen (Fig. 5.3d). Initially a

probability p = 0.05 is assigned to all grid sites. As soon as a grid site is set

to zero, the probability of the eight grid sites immediately surrounding this

site to be occupied is set to 1. In order to represent occupation by bigger

molecules, a grid site is chosen randomly and is set to zero together with

its surrounding eight sites (Fig. 5.3b). Thereby the actual occupied volume

fraction is increased by 9/(1.7 · 106)%. In all three models grid sites can only

be occupied once.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 5.3: Different models of occupation. (a) Occupation by monomers. (b) occu-
pation by big molecules. (c) Occupation by a mixture of differently sized molecules: grid
box. (d) Occupation by a mixture of differently sized molecules: probability box.

In order to obtain the fluorescence intensity as a function of volume occupancy,

the matrix is multiplied by a Gaussian beam profile G placed in the centre of

the simulation volume:

M(Φ) ◦G =






MΦ

ijk · A · e
− 2

r20
·



((i− I
2)dx)

2
+((j−J

2 )dy)
2
+
((k−K

2 )dz)
2

S2










, (5.2)

with I = J = K = 10·r0
dx

= 120 denoting the number of grid sites in each di-

mension, i, j, k being the actual position on the grid. The dimensionless shape
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factor S describes the distortion of the confocal volume in axial direction com-

pared to lateral directions. For this simulation it is set to be S = 5 to match

the measurement setup used for fluorescence imaging. The intensity of the

complete matrix as a function of the beam amplitude A is obtained by sum-

ming up all individual entries.

In all occupation models the effect of the grid’s volume occupancy Φ on relative

emitted intensity Igrid is tested for occupied volume fractions from Φ = 1%

to Φ = 100% in 1% steps. In order to improve run-time, the simulation box

remains the same (i.e. all occupied grid sites stay occupied) while going from

Φi to Φi+1 and another 1% of grid sites is set to zero according to the occupa-

tion rules described above. For statistical reasons, each simulation is repeated

300 times. For the purpose of depicting real fluorescence measurements more

accurately, Poisson noise is applied to both the simulation matrix before sum-

ming up and the complete table of intensities as a function of occupied volume

fractions by using the built-in Matlab function imnoise:

〈Igrid(Φ)〉 =
〈

imnoise

(

∑

grid

[imnoise(M(Φ) ◦G, ′poisson′)] , ′poisson′

)〉

.

(5.3)
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Figure 5.4: Relative emitted intensity as a function of available volume. Averaged
result of 300 grid box simulations for (a) single voxel and (b) larger ROI. As expected, the
fluorophores’ relative emitted intensity I(ϕ)/I(ϕ = 1) equals the available volume fraction
ϕ. Results are independent of the chosen occupation model.

Fig. 5.4 shows that the relative fluorescence intensity is proportional to the

available volume fraction ϕ = 1− Φ, which confirms the initial assumption

that fluorescence intensity depends on crowding levels linearly. Please note

that the result of one grid box simulation represents the fluorescence intensity
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of one pixel as a function of the volume occupancy of the corresponding voxel

in the sample (Fig. 5.4a). Trivially, however, the proportionality of relative

intensity and available volume also holds true for larger areas, i.e. the sum of

several pixels/grid boxes, which corresponds to a larger area in the focal plane

of the sample (Fig. 5.4b).

5.3.3 Intensity as a Function of Particle Concentration

and Instrument Settings

It might seem superfluous to specifically investigate the emitted intensity as a

function of fluorophore concentration. However, one must bear in mind that

measured intensities, i.e. ultimately pixel values, do not only depend on the

corresponding voxel’s fluorophore concentration in the sample but are influ-

enced by instrument settings as well. To be more precise we have to state

the fact that instrument settings might influence mean values and standard

deviations of pixel values differently. For the purpose of testing this adjustable

instrument settings were modified systematically in experiments with auto-

fluorescent plastic slides (”chromaslides”) and varying concentrations of the

fluorescent dye Alexa488 dissolved in MilliQ water. Since both chromaslides

and fluorophores can be expected to be homogeneous on the lengthscale of

investigation, experimentally obtained standard deviations can be ascribed to

the setup.

Scanning speed as well as image size were found to influence both recorded

mean intensities and pixel-wise standard deviations (Fig. 5.5a and 5.5b). So

depending on the settings, vastly different heterogeneity levels can be found in

the same homogeneous sample. (Fig. 5.5d and 5.5e) As both parameters ulti-

mately define illumination time per voxel, they were adjusted so that constant

exposure time for all subsequent measurements could be guaranteed.

Naturally line and frame averages do not influence recorded mean fluorescence

levels. They only influence standard deviations (Fig. 5.5c). However, thus also

recorded heterogeneity levels depend on line and frame averages (Fig. 5.5f).

One could argue that applying a high line or frame average would minimize

noise originating from microscope components and, therefore, would yield more

reliable results regarding the samples’ native heterogeneities. However, aver-

aging considerably increases image acquisition time. In view of the fact that

all measurements are performed in living cells, long acquisition times should

be avoided: cells continue their metabolic and/or reproductive activity during
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measurements. So averaging over many lines/frames might mask actual het-

erogeneity levels by averaging over various temporally varying crowding states.

Additionally, prolonged excitation can damage fluorophores permanently. In

order to avoid these effects images were not averaged.
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Figure 5.5: Influence of microscope settings on pixelwise intensity distributions.
Measurements performed on chromaslides. (a) - (c) Distribution of pixel values. (d) - (f)
Pixelwise heterogeneities η(I). Heterogeneity η(I) calculated according to Eq. 5.1. (a) +
(d) Scanning speed. (b) + (e) Image Size. (c) + (f) Line/frame averages. Since micro-
scope settings can have a significant impact on pixelwise heterogeneities obtained in the
same (homogeneous) sample, scanning speed, image size and line/frame average, which to-
gether ultimately define illumination time per voxel, were adjusted to guarantee constant
illumination times in all subsequent images.

Laser excitation power and photomultiplier bias voltage were found to influence

both registered mean intensity and pixel-wise standard deviation and thus

measured heterogeneity levels (see Fig. 5.6). So the best practice would be

to define a set of standard imaging conditions to be used in all experiments.

However, this is not possible for the given system: the expression levels of

transfected EGFP in HeLa cells show a rather high variation. Yet the imaging

approach to quantifying intracellular crowding heterogeneities depends on the

analysis of pixel values of a given range. This causes the problem that laser

excitation power and photomultiplier bias voltage cannot be held constant

throughout measurements. For each individual cell they have to be adjusted to

optimally exploit the dynamic range of the photomultiplier tube while avoiding

saturation effects. Thus the precise influence of laser power and PMT voltage
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on registered intensities has to be analysed. This is done by performing a set

of simulations of pixel value distributions of homogeneous and inhomogeneous

samples in ideal and realistic imaging conditions (see Fig. 5.7) and comparing

their results to actual measurements performed on the given microscope (see

Fig. 5.8).

Let us at first consider the simulation of a perfectly homogeneous sample

(see Fig. 5.7a). In an ideal fluorescence imaging experiment (see Fig. 5.7c),

the number of emitted photons k obtained from each voxel is defined by a

Poissonian

p(k, χ) =
χk

k!
e−χ. (5.4)

It can be shown that for this distribution the mean number of photons is given

by 〈k〉 = χ, the variance by σ2(k) = 〈(k − 〈k〉)2〉 = χ. The average number of

emitted photons per voxel χ is, of course, determined by the average number of

fluorescent molecules 〈N〉 in that volume as well as the fluorophores’ quantum

yield and the illumination intensity. So, in principle, we should find the rela-

tion 〈k〉 = σ2(k) = χ ∝ 〈N〉 ∝ 〈c〉. In this expression N denotes the number

of fluorescent particles in a given volume, c the particle concentration.

When performing imaging experiments in solutions of fluorescent dyes, e.g.

Alexa488, in water, however, the distribution of pixel values is markedly dif-

ferent from a Poissonian (see Fig. 5.8a): while the general shape of the distri-

bution is clearly reminiscent of a Poissonian, the fundamental characteristic of

Poissonian distributions, i.e. 〈k〉 = χ = 〈(k − 〈k〉)2〉, does not hold true for the

given setup. For all measurements the variance of pixel values is considerably

larger than the corresponding mean value. Yet the variance depends on the

average in a linear fashion (see Fig. 5.9):

σ2(I) = ξ2 · µ(I). (5.5)

The multiplicative prefactor ξ2 depends on detector settings and is clearly

larger than unity in all cases. The phenomenon itself can be attributed to the

detector-dependent translation of photon counts via secondary electron mul-

tiplication to discrete fluorescence intensity values n performed by the image

acquisition software. But also imperfections in photon detection might con-

tribute to this scaling of variances.
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Figure 5.6: Influence of microscope settings on pixelwise intensity distributions.
Left column: laser power. Right column: PMT bias voltage. (a) + (b) Distribution of pixel
values obtained in chromaslides. (c) + (d) Mean µ(I), (e) + (f) standard deviation σ(I) and
(g) +(h) pixelwise heterogeneity η(I) of pixel values. Heterogeneity η(I) calculated according
to Eq. 5.1. Measurements performed in fluorophore solutions of different concentrations in
order to sample larger range of laser powers/PMT voltages. Although both settings have a
profound impact on obtained heterogeneity values, they cannot be held constant.
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Figure 5.7: Simulation of pixel value distributions: homogeneous and inhomoge-
neous samples in ideal and realistic imaging conditions. Left: homogeneous sample.
Right: Inhomogeneous sample with Gaussian distribution of pixel values. (a) + (b) Sample-
inherent heterogeneity. (c) + (d) Ideal imaging conditions: Poisson noise. (e) + (f) Realistic
imaging conditions: mapping algorithm. Grey areas: cut-out from simulated matrices.
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In simulations, this can be modelled by means of a mapping algorithm. All

pixel values n are transformed according to the following expression:

n = ξ(k − 〈k〉) + 〈k〉. (5.6)

In this approach the mean pixel value remains unchanged, while the variance

is stretched by a factor ξ2:

〈n〉 = 〈k〉 = χ, (5.7)

σ2(n) = 〈(n− 〈n〉)2〉 = ξ2χ. (5.8)

The resulting histogram retains a Poissonian shape, but is much broader than

a ’true’ Poissonian (see Fig. 5.7e).

Experimental data obtained in homogeneous samples can be reproduced al-

most exactly with this mapping algorithm as long as ξ2 > 1: histograms of

pixel values can be fitted very well with this model of a ’stretched’, i.e. broad-

ened Poissonian whereas the much slimmer ’true’ Poissonian describes the data

only very poorly (see Fig. 5.8a). However, the mapping algorithm is not suited

to fit histograms of pixel values obtained in cells (see Fig. 5.8b). This indicates

that cells indeed do contain an additional sample-inherent heterogeneity.
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Figure 5.8: Comparison of measurement data, Poissonian and mapping algo-
rithm. (a) The mapping algorithm described in the text is well suited to describe exper-
imental data of solutions of Alexa488 in water. A Poissonian on the other hand describes
experimental data even in homogeneous samples poorly. (b) In HeLa cells transfected with
EGFP, neither a Poissonian nor the mapping algorithm can describe experimental data,
hinting at an additional sample-inherent heterogeneity.

In inhomogeneous samples the spatial variation of units of volume below the

diffraction limit accessible for fluorophores ultimately results in a spatially
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Figure 5.9: Pixelwise variance as a function of mean intensity. For homogeneous
solutions of Alexa488 in MilliQ water at different concentrations, the pixelwise variance of
intensity values σ2(n) is proportional to but does not equal the samples’ mean intensity 〈n〉.
The proportionality factor ξ2 depends on PMT bias voltage (PMT) but not on excitation
laser power (LP) and is generally > 1. The identity line σ2(n) = 〈n〉 is added as a guide to
the eye.

varying number of fluorescent particles per voxel. As shown before, the number

of fluorophores per volume 〈N〉 is proportional to the accessible volume fraction

φ:

〈N〉 ∝ φ. (5.9)

Thus the mean fluorescence per voxel can be described as

χ = Aφ ∝ 〈N〉. (5.10)

In this expression the prefactor A summarizes all proportionality factors.

For the purpose of simplification, in the simulation it is assumed that the acces-

sible volume fraction can be described by a Gaussian probability distribution

function with a mean accessible volume fraction φ0 and a variance σ2(φ) << φ2
0

(see Fig. 5.7b). In perfect imaging conditions this would render a mean fluo-

rescence intensity 〈χ〉 = Aφ0 and a variance σ2(χ) = Aσ2(φ) (see Fig. 5.7d).

Sampling such a specimen in more realistic measurement conditions, i.e. ap-

plying the mapping algorithm introduced in Eq. 5.6, 5.7 and 5.8, we find the

mean and variance accessible via image analysis to be

〈n〉 = Aφ0 (5.11)

σ2(n) = ξ2(Aφ0 + A2σ2(φ)). (5.12)
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The resulting probability distribution function (see Fig. 5.7f) is well suited to

describe experimentally obtained histograms of intracellular pixel values.

Eq. 5.12 can be utilized to extract the voxel-to-voxel heterogeneity of the acces-

sible volume fraction in cellular compartments from imaging data. The exact

analysis method is described in Sec. 5.6.

It must be noted that this setting-dependent scaling of pixel-wise variances

only has an impact on pixel/voxel-wise heterogeneities. Intermediate length-

scale heterogeneities can be calibrated with images acquired in homogeneous

samples. This is discussed in more detail in Sec. 5.5.

It should be stressed that only photomultiplier settings have an effect on the

prefactor ξ2. Varying the laser illumination intensity at fixed detector settings

does change mean value and variance of fluorescence intensities, but has no

impact on their proportionality factor. The same holds true for varying the

fluorophore concentration inside the sample. These results are displayed in

Fig. 5.9.

Of course one could argue that the best measurement procedure would be to

adjust PMT bias voltage to a fixed value and only vary laser illumination in-

tensity. However, due to the extremely heterogeneous transfection levels of

EGFP in HeLa cells, this would inevitably require using a very large interval

of laser intensities. Yet the argon laser integrated in the measurement setup

used in this thesis has been shown to remain stable only in a limited intensity

range. Moreover, taking images at high laser power is likely to result in pho-

tobleaching of fluorophores or even in harming the cell itself.

5.3.4 Measuring Fluorescence Intensities in Cells

In this project, the genetically encoded fluorescent protein EGFP (enhanced

green fluorescent protein) was used as a tracer particle. EGFP is a cylindrical

protein with a chromophore in the centre of the cylinder [135]. The type of

EGFP used here is not bound to any intracellular structure but diffuses freely

in both cytoplasm and nucleoplasm. According to Swaminathan et al. [136] and

Verkman et al. [137], it does not significantly interact with cellular components.

As the molecule is quite small with a Stokes-radius of only 2.82 nm [138], it is able

to diffuse rapidly in the cell [136]. Depending on the exact cell type, production

of a fully functional EGFP molecule takes between one and several minutes [139].

After an incubation time of 24 h after transient transfection into HeLa cells it
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is very likely to have adopted a more or less homogeneous distribution of

individual molecules in the available volume fraction. Thus variations in local

fluorescence intensities can be judged to be local excluded volume effects. In

addition GFP is not particularly susceptible to photobleaching. So it is the

perfect type of fluorophore to probe the surrounding environment via imaging.

It should be noted that, in accordance with the resolution limit of confocal

microscopy as well as the Nyquist criterion, zoom was adjusted so that pixel

sizes equalled either 100.21 nm or 100.31 nm. This ensures comparability of all

images.

5.4 Differences in Overall Crowding States

between Compartments

When inspecting fluorescence images of HeLa cells transfected with free EGFP

(Fig. 5.10a) it is particularly striking that the average fluorescence intensity

seems to be higher in the nucleoplasm than in the cytoplasm. The mere visual

impression can be confirmed quantitatively by plotting an averaged line pro-

file of fluorescence intensities of both compartments (Fig. 5.10e). This profile

shows that fluorescence is higher in the nucleoplasm than in the cytoplasm, on

average about 30%. Plotting the distribution of pixel-wise fluorescence values

per compartment (Fig. 5.10g) is an additional way of showing a considerably

higher mean fluorescence intensity in the nucleus.

Strangely enough, however, a similarly biased distribution of fluorescence in-

tensities can be observed in metaphase cells (Fig. 5.10b), where fluorescence

in the spindle region is markedly higher than in the spindle periphery. With

regard to nuclear envelope breakdown in early prometaphase this observation

is really remarkable: all intracellular constituents - or, at least, all those small

enough - are expected to mix freely in the absence of a diffusion barrier. Yet

fluorescence line profile (Fig. 5.10f) as well as the distribution of pixel-wise

fluorescence values (Fig. 5.10h) establish the average fluorescence intensity in

the spindle region to be about 15% to 20% higher than in its periphery.

EGFP has been reported to be biochemically inert and to possess no nuclear

localization sequence [140]. Thus directional transport between nucleoplasm and

cytoplasm is rather unlikely.

Of course there might be a fraction of immobile EGFP molecules bound to

one of the nucleoplasmic constituents. The most likely binding partner would
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Figure 5.10: HeLa cells in interphase (left) and metaphase (right). (a) + (b)
Fluorescence images. Nucleus and spindle feature a higher fluorescence intensity than cyto-
plasm and periphery. (c) + (d) Transmission images. (e) + (f) Line profiles of rectangular
regions marked in (a) and (b) (taken along horizontal direction x and averaged over vertical
direction). Pixel values are higher in nucleus and spindle than in cytoplasm and periphery.
(g)+(h) Histograms of pixel values in circular ROIs marked in (a) and (b). Scalebar 10 µm.
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be DNA. Together with a constant concentration of EGFP molecules diffus-

ing freely in both cytoplasm and nucleoplasm this would result in an increase

in absolute concentration of fluorophores in the nucleus. But this would not

provide an explanation for the increased level of fluorescence in the spindle

region during metaphase, where condensed chromatin is clearly visible as a

dark, i.e. non-fluorescent region localized in only a comparatively small part

of the spindle region.

It might be possible that a fraction of EGFP is bound to decondensed DNA in

interphase cells but detaches prior to entry into mitosis or during chromatin

condensation. This could explain the increased fluorescence level in interphase

nuclei as well as in the metaphase spindle region. This assumption is true

provided that the contiguous nucleocytoplasmic fluid does not mix completely

before metaphase.

A number of FRAP experiments was performed on interphase cells to test

whether the nucleus does feature such a fraction of immobilized EGFP mole-

cules. A region in the nucleus was bleached at high laser power. The subse-

quent fluorescence recovery in the nucleus as well as the simultaneous fluores-

cence loss in the cytoplasm was being monitored for 3min. With the standard

imaging conditions used in this project the minimum time resolution that could

be realized is 1 image per 2.578 s. In order to limit the influence of z-directional

diffusion on FRAP recovery, the confocal pinhole was set to 4AU. In this way

a thick section of the sample can be bleached.

Please note that FRAP experiments cannot easily be performed in metaphase

cells since mitotic cells are considerably more vulnerable than interphase cells.

Usually they are destroyed during illumination at high laser power even after

short measurement times.

When bleaching only a small region inside the nucleus two equilibration pro-

cesses take place in the cell: first, fluorescence levels are equilibrated inside

the nucleus. Subsequently the ratio of fluorescence levels between nucleus and

cytoplasm is re-established. Mixing within the nucleus is generally completed

within the first two images, i.e. within 2.5 s to 5 s. This demonstrates, in ac-

cordance with previous FRAP studies, that EGFP diffuses freely within both

compartments [136] [135] [141] [142] [143] [144]. In contrast to intranuclear mixing, equi-

libration between cytoplasm and nucleoplasm takes considerably more time

(see Fig. 5.11). The same tendency was observed by Wei et al. [140] for EGFP

in COS7 cells. When bleaching the complete nucleus, only the second equili-

bration process is visible, of course. In 1975 Paine et al. [145] discovered that
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Figure 5.11: False colour images of FRAP series. 1st and 2nd row: only a small,
circular ROI (white) is bleached. Equilibration within the nucleus is accomplished in less
than 10 s. Restoring the initial ratio of fluorescence levels between compartments takes much
longer. 3rd and 4th row: in order to avoid additional effects by intranuclear equilibration
the whole nucleus (white) is bleached. Scalebar 10µm.
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the nuclear envelope is a substantially more effective transport barrier than

cytoplasm of similar thickness is. Thus transit through the nuclear membrane

constitutes the rate limiting factor in diffusion between both compartments.

Although Paine et al. demonstrated this for the diffusion of dextran in Rana

pipiens oocytes, the nuclear envelope ultrastructure is conserved extraordinar-

ily even among phylogenetically distant species [145]. Moreover, similar results

were found for a number of different tracer molecules and cell types in more

recent studies: Mohr et al. [146] describe that passive translocation through nu-

clear pore complexes is slowed down at least 10-fold for GFP-sized proteins in

HeLa cells. In contrast to that, according to Guigas et al. [59] diffusion of gold

nanoparticles in the nucleoplasm and cytoplasm of HeLa cells differs only by a

factor < 2. Ribbeck et al. [147] claim that passive diffusion through NPCs is fast

for small molecules, but becomes restricted and inefficient as the diffusing ob-

jects approach a size limit of 20 kDa to 40 kDa, with 27 kDa-sized EGFP lying

well within this range. Timney et al. [148] state that NPCs in Saccharomyces

cerevisiae form a soft barrier to passive diffusion that intensifies gradually with

increasing molecular mass – a tendency that was also described by Paine et

al. [145] for Rana pipiens. Wei et al. [140] found that diffusion is slowed down

100-fold at the nuclear envelope boundary compared to diffusion within the

nucleus or cytoplasm in COS7 and HEK 293 cells. So both compartments

have been mixed well long before equilibration between nucleus and cytoplasm

takes place.

While fluorescence equilibration by diffusion within a compartment after bleach-

ing events is usually described by an infinite series solution [108], fluorescence

recovery in the nucleus represents restricted diffusion between two well-mixed

compartments. Thus recovery kinetics is strongly influenced by the nuclear

membrane’s permeability properties due to a finite number of nuclear pore

complexes. According to Svoboda et al. [149] and Majewska et al. [150] this kind

of fluorescence kinetics can be described by a single-exponential decay. If,

however, protoplasmic diffusion significantly affected nuclear entry, a higher

order equation would be necessary to describe fluorescence recovery/loss. The

greater the influence of such intracompartmental diffusion, the worse a single

exponential can describe nucleocytoplasmic tracer movement. The same, of

course, holds true for replacement of immobilized bleached molecules.

Indeed, a monoexponential fit function is well-suited for reproducing fluores-

cence recovery in the nucleoplasm and fluorescence loss in the cytoplasm of

HeLa cells after bleaching the complete nucleus. Fluorescence loss in the cy-
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toplasm and fluorescence recovery in the nucleoplasm were fitted independent

of each other with the single exponential function

Fnorm,comp(t) = Fnorm,comp(∞) + Acomp · exp
[

− t

τcomp

]

. (5.13)

In this equation τcomp is the characteristic time scale of recovery, Acomp is

the intensity of the mobile fraction of molecules, Fnorm,comp(∞) denotes the

fluorescence level in the respective compartment long after the bleaching event.

Fnorm,comp(t) is the sum of all pixel values inside the respective compartment,

normalized on the fluorescence emitted by the complete cell:

Fnorm,comp(t) =
Fcomp(t)

Fcell(t)
=

∑

comp Ipixel(t)
∑

cell Ipixel(t)
. (5.14)

Of course, after normalizing the fluorescence signal per compartment on the

whole cell’s fluorescence, compartment-wise analysis of time scales of fluores-

cence kinetics might seem redundant. After all, loss of fluorescence in one

out of two compartments must necessarily equal fluorescence gain/recovery in

the other compartment. Therefore, time scales should automatically be the

same in both compartments. However, due to experimental constraints such

as bleaching of a large fraction of the cell’s volume as well as limitations of

the measurement setup, normalization of the fluorescence signal prior to ana-

lysis cannot be avoided. Nevertheless, successful fitting of both fluorescence

loss and recovery serves as a control. Obtaining the same results in both fit

processes confirms the fact that the whole process can, indeed, be described

by a single exponential fit function.

Half times t1/2,comp = ln 2 · τcomp of fluorescence kinetics were found to be vir-

tually the same in both compartments of individual cells: although half times

varied significantly between cells (〈τ1/2,both〉 = (51± 21) s for both compart-

ments), the difference between compartments in the same cell was on average

only
〈∣

∣

∣

τ1/2,nuc−τ1/2,cyto
τ1/2,nuc

∣

∣

∣

〉

= (0.38± 0.34)‰.

It must be noted that corresponding half times in both compartments do

not completely exclude the possibility of an immobile fraction of EGFP in the

nucleus. Fluorophores bound to a nuclear constituent could, of course, grad-

ually be exchanged by fluorophores in the mobile fraction. However, the time

scale of this replacement process would have to be close to the time scale of

membrane translocation or much faster to be completely masked in fluores-

cence recovery curves. It stands to reason to assume that the characteristic
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Figure 5.12: Evolution of fluorescence intensities during FRAP experiments.
(a) Relative ratio of fluorescence intensities in nucleoplasm and cytoplasm, normalized on
initial ratio. (b) Relative nucleoplasmic and cytoplasmic fluorescence intensity, normalized
on total cellular intensity.

time scale of replacement should be the same in all cells. However, depending

on nucleus size and shape, half times of fluorescence recovery and loss var-

ied considerably throughout the investigated cell ensemble (see appendix A).

While this variation would be expected for recovery/loss purely depending

on diffusion, it excludes substitution of immobile EGFP at the time scale

of membrane translocation events. Substitution at a much faster time scale

also appears questionable. Moreover, the initial ratio of fluorescence intensi-

ties between nucleoplasm and cytoplasm is in most cases re-established within

3min after bleaching, which can be seen when plotting the evolution of either

compartment-wise intensities (see Fig. 5.12a) or the ratio of compartment-wise
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intensities (see Fig. 5.12b) relative to pre-bleaching levels. Hence, there is no

indication for an immobilized EGFP pool leading to an elevated nuclear fluo-

rescence.

So, in accordance with the initial assumptions, differences in fluorescence in-

tensities are very likely to be caused by differences in crowding levels between

the compartments. In view of the fact that illumination and detection settings

necessarily have to be the same for both compartments within one cell, the

ratio r of mean fluorescence intensities Icomp between both compartments can

serve as an estimate for the ratio of average accessible volume fractions φcomp:

r =







Inuc

Icyto
= φnuc

φcyto
for interphase,

Ispin
Iper

=
φspin

φper
for metaphase.

(5.15)

The indices nuc, cyto, spin and per indicate nucleus, cytoplasm, spindle and

spindle periphery, respectively.

Basically there are two ways of determining mean fluorescence intensities per

compartment: either selecting the complete compartment and calculating its

average pixel value, or selecting a number of small ROIs inside a compart-

ment and calculating their average pixel value. The advantage of calculating

the mean of a complete compartment lies in the fact that no information gets

lost during averaging. However, this method has some flaws that are difficult

to avoid: especially in interphase cells it is often difficult to discern the cell

boundary. Interphase cells are of a roughly triangular, trapezoid or spindle-

like shape with a centre thickness of several 10 µm. However, cell thickness

decreases considerably towards the border of a cell attached to the surface of

a culture dish. Consequently this border region contains comparatively few

fluorophores. Thus it appears dull and has only a low contrast to the back-

ground. Moreover, this decrease in section thickness and fluorescence levels

might have a negative impact on analysis results as there is no way to use the

photomultiplier’s dynamic range optimally in dull border area and the bright

centre at the same time. An additional aspect is the fact that HeLa cells are

epithelial cells most suitably grown in a nearly confluent monolayer. If two

cells with similar expression levels of EGFP grow in close proximity, it can

be hard to discern where exactly the cell membranes are. A similar problem

arises at the nuclear boundary: in general the nucleus can easily be identified
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 5.13: Distribution of ROIs selected in HeLa cells. (a) Fluorescence and
(b) Transmission image of interphase cell. 20 ROIs per compartment (red: nucleus, black:
cytoplasm) are selected for further analysis. Within the compartments, ROIs are selected
randomly in a way that no structure visible to the naked eye lies within a ROI. (c) Fluo-
rescence and (d) Transmission image of metaphase cell. 8 ROIs in the spindle (red) and 12
ROIs in the spindle periphery (black) are selected for further analysis. Selection of ROIs
always follows the pattern shown in this image. P, C and B in (d) signify pole, centre and
border positions used in spatially resolved analysis of spindle region. Scalebar 10 µm.

in interphase cells. It is, however, error-prone to select the exact location of

the nuclear membrane at the resolution reached in the given setup. Due to

the cells’ circular shape it is easy to recognize the boundary between cell and

background in metaphase cells. Once again, however, it is hard to locate the

exact border between spindle area and periphery. Moreover, it is a matter of

debate whether such a ’hard’ border actually exists.

However, in interphase cells as well as in metaphase cells it is no problem to

identify smaller subregions clearly located in one of the two compartments.

Therefore, in order to analyse mean crowding levels in cellular compartments,

only small subregions were selected that could be assigned to one of the com-
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partments without any doubt. Due to cell geometry 20 ROIs were chosen

both in nucleoplasm and cytoplasm in all interphase cells. In metaphase cells

8 ROIs were selected inside the spindle region and 12 ROIs in the periphery

(Fig. 5.13). All regions were selected by hand with a custom Matlab routine.

During selection special attention was given to choose regions that met the

following standards: they were completely inside the respective compartment

and did not feature any conspicuous large structure (such as nucleoli in in-

terphase nuclei, DNA in metaphase spindles). In addition to that they well

represented the cell (i.e. no conspicuously bright or dull regions) and were of

roughly the same size (usually 20− 25 pixels squared).

Subsequently the average fluorescence of the complete ensemble of ROIs in one

compartment of one cell was calculated. Average values per compartment were

compared within the same cell by building the ratio r of both compartments

according to Eq. 5.15. Finally, ratios per cell could be compared within the

cell ensemble.
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Figure 5.14: Ratio of overall crowding levels in interphase and metaphase cells.
79 interphase cells and 116 metaphase cells were recorded. Ratios calculated according to
Eq. 5.15. Angle brackets signify ensemble averages ± ensemble standard deviations.

Plotting the distribution of fluorescence ratios (see Fig. 5.14) reveals the ac-

cessible volume fraction for EGFP to be about 20% higher in the nucleoplasm

than in the cytoplasm.

At first glance this might seem counter-intuitive due to the nucleus being

densely packed with decondensed chromatin. But it confirms the results pre-

viously found by Guigas et al. [59]. While analysing the diffusion of inert gold
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nanoparticles in cellular protoplasm by means of FCS they observed slight dif-

ferences in diffusion characteristics between cytoplasm and nucleoplasm. In

their measurements the anomaly factor α for subdiffusive behaviour was con-

sistently smaller in the cytoplasm than in the nucleoplasm. The anomaly factor

α was established by Weiss et al. [48] to be a measure for crowding levels. In a

series of FCS experiments in cells and dextran solutions, as well as by means

of simulations, they showed that low anomaly factors α indicate high levels

of macromolecular crowding and vice versa. Moreover they were able to show

that treatments to disrupt intracellular architecture on the scale of 100 nm to

several micrometres do not alter the subdiffusive nature of cytoplasmic passive

transport.

In accordance with these results we can state that crowding levels appear to

be higher in the cytoplasm than in the nucleoplasm of physiological HeLa

cells. Most likely this can be attributed to the presence of organelles in the

cytoplasm. Membrane-enclosed organelles can be expected to be completely

excluded for small molecules, thus already constituting a comparatively large

excluded volume fraction in itself. Moreover, according to Nguyen et al. [151] a

large fraction of proteins is found almost exclusively in the cytoplasm. Thus

rise is given to a more dense packing of the cytoplasm than the nucleoplasm.

So a higher excluded volume fraction is more probable in the cytoplasm than

in the nucleoplasm.

Comparing spindle region and spindle periphery metaphase cells, similar to

interphase cells, display differences in fluorescence levels, and, consequently

in crowding states. Comparing both ”compartments” in one cell and plotting

the ensemble distribution of both ratios, we find the accessible volume fraction

for EGFP to be about 10% higher in the spindle region than in the spindle

periphery. This hints at a continued zoning of former nucleus and former cy-

toplasm even after nuclear envelope breakdown.

Although there is no evidence for a physical barrier between spindle and spin-

dle periphery, cellular constituents do not mix freely throughout the cell but

remain separate, at least partly. This is especially true for large intracellular

constituents such as organelles. As shown in Fig. 2.3 many organelles are lo-

cated solely in the spindle periphery during mitosis. Only some structures, such

as Golgi apparatus and nuclear envelope, fragment and subsequently spread in

the complete cell. Considering these very characteristic and widely conserved

localization patterns of various organelles during mitosis, it appears justified to
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regard spindle and spindle periphery as separate compartments with distinct

crowding levels although they lack a separating membrane.

Indeed it was proposed in previous studies that some form of compartmen-

talization remains even after nuclear envelope breakdown: the mitotic spindle

matrix as a distinct biochemical milieu that differs considerably from the sur-

rounding spindle periphery was suggested as early as 1967 [152]. Initially it

was thought to be a stationary substrate that stabilizes the spindle [153]. Re-

cent studies suggest a more dynamic spindle matrix: after the nuclear enve-

lope being - at least in part - recycled into the ER, the ER could serve as

an organelle exclusion envelope [115] [154] similar to that reported in Drosophila

melanogaster [155]. While the sheet-like mitotic ER cannot be considered to be

a general diffusion barrier such as the interphase nuclear envelope, a simple

size-exclusion barrier was proposed to be sufficient to maintain spatial differ-

ences in obstacle concentration even after nuclear envelope breakdown [36] [156].

Similar results were reported for Caenorhabditis elegans embryos [157].

Nevertheless it must be stressed that at least some mixing of former nucleo-

plasm and cytoplasm does take place after nuclear envelope breakdown: the

mean ratio of crowding levels in both compartments is closer to unity for meta-

phase cells (〈r〉met = 1.11± 0.06) than for interphase cells (〈r〉int = 1.20± 0.15),

hinting at a more similar texture in the different parts of mitotic nucleocyto-

plasmic fluids than in the clearly distinct interphase protoplasms.

It is a matter of particular interest to compare absolute crowding levels in

interphase and metaphase compartments. This procedure could help to find

out whether the pronounced change in ratios of crowding levels between com-

partments is completely caused by partial mixing of both types of protoplasm

after nuclear envelope breakdown. This change in ratios could also be caused

by changes in overall cell volume. However, it was not possible to extract

absolute crowding levels with the method described above. Artefacts such as

bleaching, phototoxicity and rapid evaporation of immersion and imaging me-

dia prevented monitoring the same cell in interphase and metaphase with the

available setup.
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5.5 Heterogeneity of Crowding States on

Intermediate Lengthscales

When looking at ensemble distributions of crowding ratios in interphase and

metaphase cells (see Fig. 5.14), apart from different mean ratios another char-

acteristic trait attracts attention. For both cell cycle phases a large number of

cells was recorded (79 interphase cells, 116 metaphase cells) to satisfy statis-

tics. The distribution of interphase crowding ratios is, however, much broader

than that of metaphase crowding ratios: although mean crowding ratios differ

by less than 10%, the standard deviation of crowding ratios in interphase cells

is almost 2.5 fold larger than the standard deviation in metaphase cells. This

shows that the ratio of fluorescence levels between both compartments varies

much more in interphase cells than in metaphase cells. This, in turn, hints

at a higher heterogeneity of crowding levels in at least one of the interphase

compartments.

It is possible that cell ensembles feature a significant cell-to-cell heterogeneity

of crowding levels. Due to restrictions stemming from the analysis method it-

self, it is, however, not possible to investigate cell-to-cell variations in absolute

crowding levels. In order to do this, images of cells would have to be acquired

at exactly the same illumination and detection settings. In principle it is pos-

sible to define a set of standard instrument settings and select only cells fitting

the conditions for imaging. But it cannot be guaranteed that standard instru-

ment settings really produce exactly the same measurement conditions. This

is especially true when imaging is performed on several days of measurement.

As a result of highly diverse transfection and protein expression levels, it is

not possible to find a statistically relevant number of cells suitable for image

acquisition with exactly the same instrument settings in one sample. So only

the intracellular spatial heterogeneity of crowding levels can be analysed in

this work.

A simple way to get a first clue about a possible intracellular spatial heterogene-

ity of crowding is a mere looking at images of HeLa cells transfected with free

EGFP (see Fig. 5.10a and Fig. 5.10b). Apart from their overall fluorescence

levels metaphase cells do not seem to display any marked differences between

spindle region and spindle periphery. In contrast to that, interphase cells do:

in most interphase cells the cytoplasm does not only appear darker than the

nucleoplasm but also displays a much more speckled pattern of brighter and

duller areas. Fluorescence in the nucleus appears much more homogeneous.
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In order to quantify intracellular compartment-wise heterogeneity levels on

an intermediate lengthscale, i.e. on a lengthscale of several micrometres, the

previously introduced coefficient of variation (see Eq. 5.1) was used. To this

end, again the n = 20/12/8 ROIs per compartment were used that had been

selected to calculate the overall crowding state per compartment. Inserting

the average 〈µROI〉 and standard deviation σ(µROI) of all mean intensities

per ROI µROI obtained in the same cell into Eq. 5.1 renders the ROI-to-ROI

heterogeneity ηcomp of a specific compartment comp:

ηcomp := η(µROI) =
σ(µROI)

〈µROI〉
=

√

1
n−1

∑n
i=1 (µROI,i − 〈µROI〉)2
1
n

∑n
i=1 µROI,i

. (5.16)

Thus cell-wise ROI-to-ROI heterogeneities can be calculated for all compart-

ments. It must be stressed that these intermediate lengthscale heterogeneities

can be considered to be absolute heterogeneities. Fluorescence intensities are

governed by cellular fluorophore concentration as well as illumination and de-

tection settings. However, all settings are conserved for the ROIs in one cell.

Furthermore, both, mean value 〈µROI〉 and standard deviation σ(µROI), de-

pend on fluorescence intensity in the same way. So imaging-dependent prefac-

tors cancel out in the intermediate lengthscale heterogeneity per compartment

ηcomp, leaving only the sample-inherent heterogeneity.

Yet, a lower threshold should be defined below which heterogeneities are con-

sidered to be insignificant. The relative standard error of individual regions’

mean fluorescence intensities sROI =
σROI(I)√
NµROI

can serve as a first estimate for

this lower threshold. In this expression, σROI(I) =
√

1
N−1

∑N
i=1 (Ii − µROI)2

denotes the pixel-wise standard deviation of intensity values of a ROI con-

sisting of N pixels. Although there is some variation between compartments

(exact values are given in appendix A), mean and median standard errors are

close to 1% for all compartments and cells. So intermediate lengthscale het-

erogeneities in cells exceeding a level of 1% could be classified as significant.

Another way of estimating a lower boundary is repeating the analysis method

described above for measurements obtained in homogeneous samples. To this

end images of varying concentrations of Alexa488 dissolved in MilliQ water

were taken and evaluated. The mean heterogeneity of homogeneous samples

obtained in this way was ηAlexa488 = (1.78± 0.59)%. This percentage is slightly

larger but still consistent with the first estimate. So 2% was chosen to be the
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5.5. Heterogeneity of Crowding States on Intermediate Lengthscales

lower threshold above which heterogeneities obtained in cellular compartments

are considered to be significant.

One might ask why a spatial heterogeneity would exist at all in homogeneous

samples at the given lengthscale. After all, fluorophore solutions should strive

for a homogeneous distribution of fluorophores and solvent molecules accord-

ing to the laws of diffusion. Moreover, fluorophore solutions were thoroughly

vortexed immediately before measurements. Imaging was completed before

any significant sedimentation of fluorophores was likely to occur. Although

Alexa488, which in this case is attached to dextran, might form aggregates of

several molecules, the rather small size of 10kDa-dextran [158] makes an influ-

ence of aggregation on the observed lengthscale rather unlikely - after all, a

single voxel describes a volume of (100 nm)3. It is more likely that the mea-

sured inhomogeneities in homogeneous samples are caused by the measure-

ment process itself. As described in Sec. 5.3, measured pixelwise intensities

depend on instrument settings as well as on statistical effects of detection in-

struments. Taking into consideration that also excitation illumination might

fluctuate minutely, it stands to reason that homogeneous samples display a

measurable - albeit small - heterogeneity.

<hcyto>int = (12.74 ± 5.34)%
<hnuc>int =   (5.76 ± 2.89)%

(a) (b)

Figure 5.15: ROI-to-ROI heterogeneities of available volume fractions. (a) Results
of 79 interphase cells. (b) Results of 116 metaphase cells. Lower significance level (blue)
obtained by evaluation of fluorophore solutions. Angle brackets signify ensemble averages
± ensemble standard deviations.

With regard to the established lower boundary of 2% all mean heterogeneities

per compartment and even the vast majority of cellular heterogeneities are

significant: intermediate lengthscale heterogeneities range from 0% to 20%

for nucleoplasm, spindle and spindle periphery. Cytoplasmic heterogeneities

can reach even higher levels in a few cases. The respective distributions as well
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as all ensemble means and standard deviations are shown in Fig. 5.15. Con-

firming the visual impression from fluorescence images (see Fig. 5.10a), the

cytoplasm is, indeed, much more heterogeneous than the other compartments:

with an average intermediate lengthscale heterogeneity of (12.7± 5.3)% its

heterogeneity level is about twofold higher than that of other compartments.

This can be explained in terms of intracellular architecture and composition:

while the nucleus is densely packed with DNA and other (macro)molecules,

the diversity of molecule species is considerably higher in the cytoplasm [159].

Considering the size-distribution of objects populating the cytoplasm, we can

also expect it to have a more complex organization than the nucleoplasm, most

probably on several length scales. Regarding this complex multi-scale nature

of intracellular architecture it is not surprising to find a higher ROI-to-ROI

heterogeneity in the cytoplasm: bigger organelles such as the Golgi cannot

be distinguished faithfully in HeLa cells transfected with free EGFP, but can,

in principle, constitute much of an individual evaluation ROI. So ROIs con-

taining much of a big organelle would appear considerably darker than ROIs

containing primarily cytosol.

As anticipated from visual impressions, crowding heterogeneities in metaphase

are virtually the same in both compartments (Fig. 5.15b). One could argue

that, similar to interphase cells, crowding is somewhat more heterogeneous

in the spindle periphery than in the spindle itself. This would be completely

reasonable since, similar to interphase cells, the majority of organelles is lo-

cated in the spindle periphery whereas the spindle itself features mostly smaller

structures. However, measured heterogeneity levels are as high as 2% even in

homogeneous samples. So the difference in heterogeneity levels between both

compartments can hardly be considered to be significant. Moreover, the dis-

tributions of compartment-intrinsic heterogeneities are quite similar. So we

can conclude that crowding heterogeneities are the same in spindle as well as

in spindle periphery, despite their different overall crowding levels.

Peculiarly, the average heterogeneity levels of nucleoplasm, spindle and spindle

periphery are nearly the same.

Finally, with regard to results obtained by Pawar et al. [82], an attempt was

made to analyse a possible pattern of heterogeneity levels inside the spindle

region. Pawar et al. performed spatially resolved FCS measurements parallel

and perpendicular to the spindle axis of mitotic cells. They found that macro-

molecules display an anisotropically varying diffusion characteristics inside the
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spindle region. With diffusion being less anomalous along the spindle axis, as

compared to perpendicular directions, diffusion along the spindle axis is clearly

favoured.

In an attempt to mimic their experiments with an imaging approach, ROIs

inside the spindle were selected according to the pattern shown in Fig. 5.13.

To ensure comparability of all individual measurements, all fluorescence in-

tensities per ROI µROI in one cell were normalized by this particular cell’s

average fluorescence intensity inside the spindle region 〈µROI〉spin. Then ROIs

were sorted according to their relative position in the spindle, to be more pre-

cisely, their position near spindle centre, spindle border or spindle pole (see

Fig. 5.13d).
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<(IROI/<Ispin>)>B = 0.996 ± 0.052
<(IROI/<Ispin>)>P = 0.992 ± 0.059
<(IROI/<Ispin>)>C = 1.015 ± 0.050

Figure 5.16: Spatially resolved analysis of the spindle region Relative mean fluo-
rescence values per ROI µROI/µspin sorted according to their relative position within the
spindle. Result of 116 metaphase cells. Angle brackets signify ensemble averages ± ensemble
standard deviations.

As can be seen in Fig. 5.16 these relative fluorescence intensities display rather

similar distributions within the cell ensemble. So on the ROI-to-ROI length-

scale, none of the three positions investigated can be viewed to be more or less

crowded than the rest of the mitotic spindle. One might argue that the centre

position, which seems to have a slightly higher intensity, might be less crowded

than the pole and border positions. After all, at least the density of spindle

microtubules is lower in the spindle centre than close to the spindle poles. In

addition to that, crowding at the spindle centre would be less influenced by

objects in the spindle periphery than crowding at pole or border positions.

It is, however, open to dispute whether the slightly higher average of relative

fluorescence intensity at the spindle centre can be viewed as significant, es-
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pecially when taking into account the considerably high ensemble variation.

After all, all ensemble means lie well within each other’s standard deviations

(see Fig. 5.16).

5.6 Voxel-wise Heterogeneity of Crowding

States

When going beyond intermediate lengthscales we have to take account of the

influence of illumination laser power and photomultiplier bias voltage on mean

fluorescence values and their pixel-wise variance. So sample-inherent contribu-

tions have to be separated from setting-dependent contributions to heterogene-

ity values. The principle of this calculation process is displayed in Fig. 5.17.

It is based on simulation results obtained in chapter 5. As shown in Sec. 5.3.3

the relation between pixel-wise variance σ2
ROI(I) and mean value µROI(I) can

be described as

σ2
ROI(I) = ξ2(µROI(I) + A2σ2

ROI(ϕ)) = ξ2(Aϕ0,ROI + A2σ2
ROI(ϕ)). (5.17)

Here µROI(I) = Aϕ0,ROI = AµROI(ϕ) is determined by the local mean acces-

sible volume fraction ϕ. A2σ2
ROI(ϕ) reflects its local spatial variation. Due to

experimental constraints the instrument settings and, consequently, the multi-

plicative factor ξ2 could not be held constant for all measurements. Trivially,

however, all instrument settings remain the same for all ROIs within one image.

So ξ2 and A are constant for all ROIs in the same image. What is more, assum-

ing a Gaussian distribution of the local accessible volume fraction, A2σ2
ROI(ϕ)

can be expected to deviate randomly and unbiasedly from the mean over all

ROIs in the same sample. So the unknown prefactor ξ2 can be obtained by

fitting the data pairs (µROI(I), σ
2
ROI(I)) of all ROIs in the same compartment

of the same cell with a linear function

σ2
ROI(I) = ξ2fit · (µROI(I) + βfit). (5.18)

The scaled offset βfit reflects the average local heterogeneity of the acces-

sible volume fraction, βfit = 〈A2σ2
ROI(φ)〉ROIs. The factor A includes parts

dependent on the setup as well as parts dependent on crowding. The general

prefactor ξ2fit, however, is only determined by measurement settings. As both

compartments are necessarily imaged at the same illumination and detection
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Figure 5.17: Principle of voxelscale analysis. Sample-inherent and setting-dependent
contributions to pixel-wise heterogeneity of intensity values have to be separated in order to
obtain the voxel-wise heterogeneity of crowding states.

settings, it is sufficient to fit only the data pairs of one compartment and to

use the fit results for further evaluation of both compartments of the same cell.

Due to geometric reasons, in metaphase cells the number of ROIs selected in

both compartments was not the same. In order to achieve a better fit quality

the ensemble of data pairs selected in the spindle periphery was used to deter-

mine the prefactor ξ2fit. For the sake of better comparability of data evaluation

the ensemble of data pairs selected in the cytoplasm was used in interphase
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cells. Fitting was performed in Matlab following the robust nonlinear least-

squares method with bisquare weighing. In order to ensure good fit quality,

fitting was repeated up to 8000 times. Fit quality was further controlled by the

built-in Matlab option exitflag, only results with positive exitflags were taken

into further consideration. But for all that, results obtained in this way have

to be read carefully, as, in each cell, there are only 20/12 data pairs available

for fitting.

After determining the prefactor ξ2fit and solving Eq. 5.17 for AσROI(ϕ) the

voxel-wise heterogeneity of the accessible volume fraction can, according to

Eq. 5.1, be estimated as

ηROI(ϕ) =
σROI(ϕ)

µROI(ϕ)
=

AσROI(ϕ)

Aϕ0,ROI

=

√

σ2
ROI(I)

ξ2fit
− µROI(I)

µROI(I)
. (5.19)

Please note that this evaluation has to be repeated for each individual cell, as

experimental settings and, in consequence of this, ξ2 and A differ from cell to

cell.

Of course also in this case a lower threshold should be defined above which

heterogeneity levels can be considered to be significant. For this purpose the

same evaluation method was applied to data gathered in homogeneous dye

solutions. Different concentrations of Alexa488 dissolved in MilliQ water were

imaged under the same imaging conditions. The complete series of images was

repeated for several typical measurement settings. Only images with mean

fluorescence intensities (i.e. pixel values) in the range [50, 150] were considered

to be apt for analysis by means of fitting, because mean fluorescence values in

cells usually were in that range. In order to circumvent the problems of few

data pairs available for fitting, all data pairs from images taken at the same

instrument settings were treated as one data set for fitting. Heterogeneity

levels of the accessible volume fraction were calculated according to Eq. 5.19.

Since the vast majority of calculated heterogeneity levels of homogeneous fluo-

rophore solutions was below 3% this value was chosen as a lower cut-off level.

So intracellular heterogeneity levels on the voxel-lengthscale can be considered

to be significant as soon as they exceed 3%.

Fig. 5.18a and Fig. 5.18b display the distribution of intracellular crowding

heterogeneities on the voxel-lengthscale as well as their ensemble means and
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(a) (b)

Figure 5.18: Voxelscale heterogeneities of EGFP (a) Results of 79 interphase cells.
(b) Results of 116 metaphase cells. Lower significance level obtained via evaluation of fluo-
rophore solutions. Angle brackets signify ensemble averages ± ensemble standard deviations.

standard deviations. Most of the heterogeneity values obtained in cells are

above the significance level. However, there is no apparent difference in het-

erogeneity levels between compartments, especially when taking into account

the rather large ensemble heterogeneity. All compartments feature mean het-

erogeneities around 7%. The distribution of local heterogeneity values is very

similar, too. Moreover, heterogeneity levels on the voxel-scale, i.e. on the

scale of a few 100 nm, do not appear to change after entry into mitosis. So the

major structural changes cells undergo in the process of reproduction appear

to take place either on bigger or on considerably smaller lengthscales. In addi-

tion to that, the obvious differences in protoplasmic content, most prominently

those between nucleoplasm and cytoplasm, do not appear to have an impact

on voxel-wise heterogeneity levels. So we can establish the average voxel-wise

heterogeneity to be about 7% in all compartments.

It should be emphasized that in contrast to heterogeneity levels on interme-

diate lengthscale the results for voxel-to-voxel lengthscale are quite vague.

Additional fluctuations are most likely to be introduced to the method when

fitting with only a small number of data pairs. Fitting was performed for one

compartment only and the prefactor ξ2fit was subsequently used to evaluate

the other compartment. A more accurate result might be obtained by fitting

both compartments separately until a value for ξ2fit is found that is adequate

to describe both data sets well. But it must be noted, though, that data sets

from both compartments cannot be fitted together as the factor A does not

only depend on measurement settings but also on crowding properties in the

respective compartments.
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Another way to roughly estimate heterogeneity levels in cellular compartments

on the voxel-scale is to compare indices of dispersion between compartments.

This technique has the advantage that it doesn’t require data fitting. So

additional uncertainties introduced via data fitting are avoided. The index of

dispersion of a variable x is defined as

δ(x) =
〈(x− 〈x〉)2〉

〈x〉 =
σ2(x)

µ(x)
. (5.20)

Inserting the relation between variance and mean for imaging data as it was

established previously, the index of dispersion for intracellular compartments

becomes

δROI(I) =
σ2
ROI(I)

µROI

= ξ2
(

1 +
Aσ2

ROI(φ)

AµROI(φ)

)

= ξ2(1 + δROI(φ)). (5.21)

Necessarily the setup-dependent prefactor ξ2 is the same for both compart-

ments of one cell. So it cancels out when taking the ratio of mean indices of

dispersion per compartment of the same cell

ρ(I) =
〈δROI(I)〉nuc,cell
〈δROI(I)〉cyto,cell

=
1 + 〈δROI(φ)〉nuc,cell
1 + 〈δROI(φ)〉cyto,cell

. (5.22)

In the vast majority of cells this ratio of mean dispersion indices of intensities

is < 1. It is easy to show that the ratio ρ(I) underestimates the ratio of mean

dispersion indices of accessible volume fractions ρ(φ) =
〈δROI〉nuc,cell

〈δROI〉cyto,cell by adding

zero and rearranging the equation:

ρ(I) =
1 + 〈δROI〉nuc,cell
1 + 〈δROI〉cyto,cell

=
1 + 〈δROI〉nuc,cell
1 + 〈δROI〉cyto,cell

+
〈δROI〉nuc,cell
〈δROI〉cyto,cell

− 〈δROI〉nuc,cell
〈δROI〉cyto,cell

=
〈δROI〉nuc,cell
〈δROI〉cyto,cell

+
〈δROI〉cyto,cell − 〈δROI〉nuc,cell

(1 + 〈δROI〉cyto,cell)〈δROI〉cyto,cell
.

(5.23)

As both 〈δROI〉cyto,cell and 〈δROI〉nuc,cell are larger than one also the denominator

(1 + 〈δROI〉cyto,cell)〈δROI〉cyto,cell exceeds unity. The experimentally obtained

result ρ(I) =
1+〈δROI〉nuc,cell

1+〈δROI〉cyto,cell < 1 implies that 〈δROI〉cyto,cell > 〈δROI〉nuc,cell, so
the numerator 〈δROI〉cyto,cell − 〈δROI〉nuc,cell is positive. Therefore in all cases

the following expression holds true:

1 > ρ(I) =
1 + 〈δROI〉nuc,cell
1 + 〈δROI〉cyto,cell

>
〈δROI〉nuc,cell
〈δROI〉cyto,cell

= ρ(φ). (5.24)
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So the ratio of dispersion indices ρ(I) underestimates the real difference in

voxel-scale crowding dispersion indices between compartments.
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Figure 5.19: Ratio of dispersion indices ρ. Results of 79 interphase cells and 116
metaphase cells. Angle brackets signify ensemble averages ± ensemble standard deviations.

Distributions of both interphase and metaphase ratios, ρint and ρmet, are shown

in Fig. 5.19. The mean ratio of dispersion indices in interphase cells was found

to be 〈ρ〉int = 〈δnuc/δcyto〉int = 0.87 ± 0.11. In metaphase cells the ratio was

found to be 〈ρ〉met = 〈δspin/δper〉met = 0.92 ± 0.11. This might be interpreted

as an indication that heterogeneity levels on the voxel-to-voxel scale differ be-

tween compartments as well. A considerably higher heterogeneity of crowding

in the cytoplasm (as compared to the nucleoplasm) and an at least somewhat

higher heterogeneity of crowding in the spindle periphery (as compared to the

spindle itself) would confirm the previous results for intermediate scale hetero-

geneities. It must, however, be emphasized that the index of dispersion itself

is not dimensionless, as opposed to the coefficient of variation that was previ-

ously used to characterize crowding heterogeneities. What is more, in imaging

experiments the pixel-to-pixel variance of fluorescence intensities depends on

the mean pixel value in a linear way. So the ratio of dispersion indices does

not only reflect the differences in heterogeneity levels between the compart-

ments but also their differences in fluorescence intensity levels. Remembering

that our first observation was exactly that striking difference in fluorescence

intensity levels between the compartments, it must be taken into consideration

that the difference in heterogeneity levels is rather negligible.
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Yet, the experimentally obtained ratio of dispersion indices does not equal the

inverse of the ratio of mean fluorescence values. This confirms the assumption

that there is, at least to some degree, a heterogeneity on the voxel-to-voxel-

scale in living cells. It is, however, not possible to draw any definite conclusion

whether these heterogeneities are the same in all compartments or whether

they differ in some ways.

Finally, voxelscale heterogeneity values per ROI obtained in metaphase cells

were sorted according to their relative position within the spindle. All values

were obtained by data fitting, so any known influence of absolute intensity

has already been eliminated. Thus there is no need to normalize ROI-wise

heterogeneity values on the cell’s mean heterogeneity value. Nevertheless, no

obvious difference in heterogeneity values or distributions could be observed

between spindle pole, centre and border positions (see Fig. 5.20). Since the

voxelscale heterogeneity was found to be very similar in all compartments, this

is no surprise.
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Figure 5.20: Spindle spatially resolved: voxelscale heterogeneity values per ROI.
Results of 116 metaphase cells. Angle brackets signify ensemble averages ± ensemble stan-
dard deviations.
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5.7 Further Characterization of Intracellular

Crowding Levels

5.7.1 Intracellular Heterogeneity in Cells Without

Microtubules

In order to investigate a possible influence of the cytoskeleton on intracellu-

lar heterogeneity levels, HeLa cells were treated with nocodazole (protocol see

Sec. 4.3.3). This drug is known to prevent polymerization of microtubules [160].

Measurements and analysis on all lengthscales were performed following the

method used in untreated cells. However, as this protocol served only as a test

measurement, a much smaller ensemble of only 11 cells was investigated.
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Figure 5.21: Comparison of HeLa wildtype cell and HeLa cell treated with
nocodazole. (a) Cell treated with nocodazole. (b) Wildtype Cell. (c) Plotprofiles of
rectangular ROIs in both images. (d) Histograms of circular ROIs in both images. Profiles
are taken along horizontal direction x and averaged over all pixels in vertical direction.
There are no obvious differences between both cells. Scalebar 10 µm.
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An image of a cell treated with nocodazole is displayed in Fig. 5.21a. Vis-

ible to the naked eye there is no obvious difference between physiological

cells (Fig. 5.21b) and cells treated with nocodazole. This first impression

is confirmed when we consider the plotprofile (Fig. 5.21c) and histograms

(Fig. 5.21d) of nucleus and cytoplasm. Plotprofile as well as histograms show

a rather strong resemblance to those obtained in untreated cells.
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Figure 5.22: Comparison of crowding ratios and heterogeneities on all length-
scales in HeLa wildtype and HeLa treated with nocodazole. Results of 79 native
interphase cells and 11 interphase cells treated with nocodazole. (a) Crowding Ratios. (b)
ROI-to-ROI heterogeneities. (c) Voxelscale heterogeneities. (d) Ratio of Dispersion Indices.
Angle brackets signify ensemble averages ± ensemble standard deviations.

The distributions of crowding ratios as well as ensemble means and standard

deviations of untreated cells and cells treated with nocodazole are displayed

in Fig. 5.22a. The ratio of overall crowding levels was found to be somewhat

higher in nocodazole treated cells (〈r〉noc = 1.3 ± 0.1) than in untreated cells

(〈r〉int = 1.2±0.1). This suggests that the difference in crowding levels between

nucleus and cytoplasm is even more pronounced in nocodazole treated than in

untreated cells, with the cytoplasm being more crowded than the nucleoplasm.

However, both ratios lie within each other’s standard deviations. Besides, it

must be noted that in contrast to normal interphase cells, the ensemble of
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nocodazole treated cells analysed was very small. So the perceived difference

in overall crowding ratios might be a misconception due to the small ensemble

size.

The same holds true for ROI-to-ROI heterogeneities (see Fig. 5.22b): at first

glance both, distribution and ensemble mean of compartment-wise ROI-to-ROI

heterogeneities, seem to differ between wildtype cells and nocodazole treated

cells: in both compartments heterogeneities in nocodazole-treated cells are

smaller (〈ηcyto〉noc = (8.14± 2.36)%, 〈ηnuc〉noc = (3.51± 0.66)%) than in un-

treated cells (〈ηcyto〉int = (12.74± 5.34)%, 〈ηnuc〉int = (5.76± 2.89)%), while

the general tendency ηcyto > ηnuc still holds true. Moreover, the ensemble dis-

tributions of heterogeneities appear to be less wide in both compartments than

they are in untreated cells. In fact the histograms of nocodazole treated cells

lie entirely within those of untreated cells. So, considering the small ensemble

size, no definite conclusion can be drawn whether cells depleted of microtubules

differ significantly in their crowding levels or crowding heterogeneities.

On the voxel-to-voxel level (see Fig. 5.22c), cells with and cells without micro-

tubules appear to feature the same heterogeneity levels. Since interphase and

metaphase cells did not show any obvious difference on that lengthscale, this

is rather unlikely to be merely an effect of ensemble sizes. Interestingly there

doesn’t seem to be any difference between the ratio of dispersion indices in

cells depleted of microtubules and in physiological cells (Fig. 5.22d). The ratio

of overall crowding levels, on the other hand, which is equivalent to the ratio of

mean intensities, appears to be somewhat different in both populations. This

might serve as a confirmation that the ratio of dispersion indices indeed does

allow drawing conclusions on differences in voxelscale heterogeneities in both

compartments, even though it is not dimensionless.

Ultimately, no definite conclusion can be drawn whether the microtubule skele-

ton has an influence on intracellular heterogeneity levels at the investigated

lengthscales or not. In order to decide whether the perceived differences in

overall crowding ratios and ROI-to-ROI heterogeneities are in fact significant

a large ensemble of cells treated with nocodazole would have to be measured

and analysed It was decided not to include such extensive measurements into

this thesis, as other aspects of intracellular heterogeneity such as FRET-based

measurements and time-resolved measurements in cells exposed to stress were

considered to be more promising.
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5.7.2 Temporal Evolution of Intracellular

Heterogeneities

In order to characterize the multi-scale intracellular heterogeneity of HeLa in-

terphase cells in greater detail, a test measurement was performed in which

the same cell was monitored for 31min. During this period the cell was repeat-

edly imaged at the same imaging conditions. All analyses were performed in

analogy to measurements previously described. The same ROIs were analysed

at all time steps.

In addition to studying the temporal evolution of intracellular observables,

their temporal heterogeneities ηt were calculated:

ηt(x) =
σt(x)

µt(x)
, (5.25)

with σt(x) =
√

〈x2〉time − 〈x〉2time being the temporal standard deviation and

µt(x) = 〈x〉time the temporal mean of the observable x. The timescale of tem-

poral heterogeneities is, of course, governed by total measurement duration

and temporal resolution, i.e. the length of time increments between two sub-

sequent images in a series.

Fig. 5.23 displays the evolution of intracellular intensity levels and hetero-

geneities as well as their respective ratios for two series. The first series (left

column) covers a measurement time of approximately one minute, with images

taken every 2.575 s. The second series (right column) covers a measurement

time of 30min at a temporal resolution of 30 s.

In both series, the intensity levels stay virtually the same throughout the

course of the measurement - there is no evidence of bleaching. Consequently,

there were only slight variations in the ratio of overall crowding levels. In

fact its temporal heterogeneity is below 1% for short measurement times and

below 4% for long measurement times. The rather large dip in intensities in

Fig. 5.23b can be attributed to a slight focal drift, which unfortunately cannot

be avoided in long term measurements with the given measurement setup. Ex-

cluding the drift region from evaluation results in the fact that the temporal

heterogeneity of overall crowding ratios decreases to 1.45%. Interestingly, the

ensemble heterogeneity of interphase crowding ratios is much higher (12.34%).

So apparently the ensemble heterogeneity of overall crowding ratios in inter-

phase cells is not caused by temporal variation. It rather seems to be a distinct

feature of the cells. However, no definite conclusion can be drawn since these
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measurements only cover a small fraction of HeLa cells’ 24 h-cell-cycle. It

would be most interesting to cover the whole cell cycle, especially in the same

cell. However, due to substantial focal drift and increasing CO2-concentration

during long term measurements this cannot be achieved with the measurement

setup available for this thesis.

The temporal heterogeneity of intracellular ROI-to-ROI heterogeneities is much

more pronounced than the temporal heterogeneity of crowding ratios. Never-

theless it is still much lower than the ensemble heterogeneity of intracellular

ROI-to-ROI heterogeneities in interphase cells. The exact values are displayed

in table 5.1. Moreover, at least for short measurement times, there is no gen-

eral trend in either compartment-wise ROI-to-ROI heterogeneities nor their

ratio. For long measurement times there seems to be a decrease in the ratio of

ROI-to-ROI heterogeneities, which can be seen even after excluding the drift

part. It remains to be analysed whether this tendency is a mere side-effect of

focal drift or, indeed, caused by intracellular processes. As already mentioned,

it is difficult to monitor the same cell for long time periods. In order to thor-

oughly investigate the evolution of ROI-to-ROI heterogeneities, a large set of

interphase cells of all cell cycle stages would have to be measured for periods of

30min to 60min. This would, however, require at measurement setup allowing

to control O2 and CO2 levels and without suffering from focal drift.

ensemble temporal temporal
heterogeneity heterogeneity heterogeneity
interphase cells δt = 2.575 s, T = 65 s δt = 30 s, T = 3min

ηint(ηcyto) = 41.94% ηt(ηcyto) = 5.76% ηt(ηcyto) = 24.87% (18.65%)
ηint(ηnuc) = 50.22% ηt(ηnuc) = 11.41% ηt(ηnuc) = 20.09% (11.86%)
ηint(

ηnuc

ηcyto
) = 51.71% ηt(

ηnuc

ηcyto
) = 11.55% ηt(

ηnuc

ηcyto
) = 18.09% (20.56%)

Table 5.1: Comparison of temporal heterogeneity and ensemble heterogeneity
of ROI-to-ROI heterogeneities. Values in parentheses signify temporal heterogeneities
excluding the drift part.

On the voxel-to-voxel scale neither the compartment-wise heterogeneities nor

their ratio show any tendency to evolve over time. This holds true for short

as well as for long measurement times. There might be a slight deflection

in both nucleoplasmic and cytoplasmic voxelscale heterogeneities during focal

drift. However, the eye can easily be deceived. Neither does their ratio show

any general tendency to evolve over time. This, however, doesn’t come as a

surprise, since voxelscale heterogeneities were already found to be very similar

in interphase as well as metaphase cells.
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Similar to ROI-to-ROI heterogeneities the temporal heterogeneity of voxelscale

spatial heterogeneities is much smaller than the ensemble heterogeneity of in-

terphase voxelscale heterogeneities. This supports the theory that the ensem-

ble heterogeneity is not caused by intracellular cell cycle variations but by dif-

ferences between individual cells. The exact values are displayed in table 5.2.

Interestingly, in both series the mean voxelwise heterogeneity per compart-

ment is larger in the cytoplasm than in the nucleoplasm. This confirms the

observation that the previously described trend of the cytoplasm being more

heterogeneous than the nucleoplasm can also be seen on the voxelscale. An

extensive set of measurements would be necessary to analyse whether these

results are genuine or a special property of this individual cell.

ensemble temporal temporal
heterogeneity heterogeneity heterogeneity
interphase cells δt = 2.575 s, T = 65 s δt = 30 s, T = 3min
ηcyto(ηROI) = 65.70% ηt(〈ηROI〉cyto) = 12.81% ηt(〈ηROI〉cyto) = 9.45%

(9.03%)
ηnuc(ηROI) = 68.39% ηt(〈ηROI〉nuc) = 21.92% ηt(〈ηROI〉nuc) = 13.46%

(11.55%)

Table 5.2: Comparison of temporal heterogeneity and ensemble heterogeneity
of voxelscale heterogeneities. Values in parentheses signify temporal heterogeneities
excluding the drift part.

In summary, overall crowding levels as well as voxel-wise heterogeneities do not

appear to change during the cell cycle. In contrast, the ratio of compartment-

wise ROI-to-ROI heterogeneities might evolve. However, the test measurement

performed in this thesis does not allow making any definite deduction about the

evolution of intracellular spatial heterogeneities on either lengthscale. A proper

characterization of cell cycle dependent variations in spatial heterogeneities

would require more extensive measurements and is not part of this thesis.
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Figure 5.23: Temporal evolution of crowding levels and heterogeneities. Left
column: short measurement time at high temporal resolution. Right column: long measure-
ment time at low temporal resolution. Dashed lines indicate start and end of a period of
stage drift as identified in the acquired images. (a) + (b) Intensity levels + ratio. (c) + (d)
ROI-to-ROI heterogeneities + ratio. (e) + (f) Voxelscale heterogeneities + ratio.
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5.7.3 Additional Analysis Approaches

Spatial Correlation of Pixelwise Intensity Values

In order to check whether pixelwise intensity levels are correlated, the spa-

tial correlation of intensity values per pixel was manually calculated for short

distances (see Fig. 5.24a). To this end, the ROIs previously selected for hetero-

geneity analyses were divided into subROIs of 21× 21 pixels, i.e. a maximum

distance of 10 pixels from the centre pixel of each subROI was considered for

correlations. Then for each distance d from the centre pixel the mean product

of pixel values of centre pixel and pixel at distance d was calculated. This

value represents the spatial correlation CsubROI(d) of distance d of this par-

ticular subROI. This procedure was repeated for the complete ROI (i.e. all

pixels with a minimum distance of 10 pixels from the ROI’s boundary served as

centre pixels). Subsequently the mean of all subROI-correlations 〈CsubROI(d)〉
was calculated.

The result is shown in Fig. 5.24b for a representative ROI. As can be seen, the

pixelwise intensity values are not spatially correlated.
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Figure 5.24: Spatial correlation of pixelwise intensity values. (a) Principle of
manual calculations. (b) Averaged correlation for a representative ROI. Clearly the pixelwise
intensity is not spatially correlated.

Edge Filters and Fractal Analysis

In an attempt to characterize the internal structure of cellular protoplasms

more thoroughly, various edge filters (ImageJ) were applied to images of cells.

However, neither within raw images nor within thresholded images any kind of

edges could be identified. Similarly, results obtained by means of multifractal

analysis in FracLac (ImageJ) were inconclusive. Most probably, free EGFP

is not suitable for these types of analyses. Thus results are not shown.
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5.8 Summary and Discussion

In chapter 5, intracellular crowding levels and intracellular crowding hetero-

geneities on several lengthscales were analysed in interphase and metaphase

cells by means of a simple, intensity-based imaging approach.

The cytoplasm of interphase HeLa cells was found to be more crowded than

their nucleoplasm. These observations straightforwardly confirm results ob-

tained by previous studies [59] [48], which, primarily, had been based on diffu-

sion. Furthermore, it could be established that the difference in crowding

states between compartments is conserved even after nuclear envelope break-

down: the spindle periphery is more crowded than the spindle region, although

there is no evidence of a membranous barrier between both regions. However,

at least some mixing between former cytoplasm and former nucleoplasm does

take place, as spindle and periphery feature more similar crowding levels than

nucleoplasm and cytoplasm. Unfortunately it was not possible to gather in-

formation about absolute crowding levels within the compartments. It would

be most interesting to investigate how, within both compartments, absolute

crowding levels change upon entry into mitosis. This remains to be done in a

future project.

In addition to characterizing overall crowding ratios, the heterogeneity of

crowding levels within nucleoplasm, cytoplasm, spindle and spindle periph-

ery was described on two lengthscales.

HeLa cells were found to feature significant heterogeneity levels in all compart-

ments. This confirms a number of recent studies [36] [64] [75] [80] [81] [85] [86]. How-

ever, results in this thesis are obtained in a more direct way, as previous studies

were generally based on simulations and diffusion experiments. Different to

previous studies on the subject, in this thesis metaphase cells were analysed

as well.

On the ROI-to-ROI lengthscale, the interphase cytoplasm is more heteroge-

neous than the nucleoplasm. This is most likely due to the multi-scale nature

of cytoplasmic architecture, i.e. its complex composition of membrane-bound

organelles and macromolecules of various sizes. Different from that, the nu-

cleoplasm is more homogeneous. Once again this can be explained in terms of

macromolecular composition: there are no membrane-bound organelles, and

the number of large proteins in the nucleoplasm is smaller than in the cyto-

plasm [151]. In metaphase cells, spindle and spindle periphery feature very sim-

ilar levels of ROI-to-ROI heterogeneity, with the periphery being only slightly
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Chapter 5. Crowding Levels and Heterogeneities via Intensity-based Imaging

more heterogeneous than the spindle region. Interestingly, spindle region, spin-

dle periphery and interphase nucleoplasm display very similar levels of hetero-

geneity.

On the voxel-to-voxel lengthscale, all compartments, i.e. nucleoplasm, cyto-

plasm, spindle region and spindle periphery show roughly the same levels of

heterogeneity. However, sample-intrinsic heterogeneity levels are only accessi-

ble in an indirect way, i.e. by fitting of small ensembles of data pairs. This

is due to a significant impact of measurement settings on pixelwise intensity

levels as well as their pixelwise standard deviation. Because of these small

ensembles available for fitting, voxelscale heterogeneity values have to be con-

sidered to be rather vague.

Overall crowding levels as well as heterogeneity levels on both lengthscales

appear to be time-invariant, at least for measurement durations of up to

30min. However, characterizing cell cycle dependent variations in spatial

heterogeneities would require extensive measurements in all cell cycle stages,

which is not part of this thesis.

The same holds true for test measurements performed in cells depleted of mi-

crotubules. The influence of the microtubule skeleton on crowding ratio and

heterogeneity levels in interphase cells is quite small, if it even exists. So a

large number of measurements would be required to determine its significance.

Within the spindle region, neither the mean intensity per ROI nor the vox-

elscale heterogeneity per ROI appear to follow a specific pattern.

So, in summary, so far we can state that on intermediate lengthscales the inter-

phase cytoplasm is more crowded and more heterogeneous than the interphase

nucleoplasm. After nuclear envelope breakdown both compartments equili-

brate to some degree, but can still be discriminated. On the voxel-to-voxel

scale, all compartments appear to show roughly the same spatial heterogene-

ity.
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Chapter 6

Going Beyond the Diffraction

Limit: Characterizing Native

Intracellular Crowding Levels

and Crowding Heterogeneities

via FRET-based Imaging

An overview of all lengthscales, observables and measurements in cells is given

on p.63-66. Ensemble statistics is summarized in appendix A.

6.1 Motivation

Up to now this thesis has been characterizing intracellular crowding hetero-

geneities on the lengthscale of complete compartments, on the lengthscale of

several microns as well as on the lengthscale of several hundred nanometres.

Now getting insights into even smaller lengthscales is to be the centre of at-

tention. All images were taken at a pixel size of 100 nm. In accordance with

Abbe’s limit of resolution in combination with the Nyquist criterion for resolu-

tion in digital images this is the smallest lengthscale accessible via conventional

fluorescence microscopy techniques. Yet characterizing the accessible volume’s

heterogeneity on the voxel-to-voxel scale via standard fluorescence imaging

techniques is challenging as it is. Moreover the results we get in doing so are

not, by any means, satisfying.

This is why a different approach to describing intracellular heterogeneity levels

via imaging is tested: instead of the ’conventional’ fluorophore EGFP previ-
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ously utilized now the FRET-based crowding sensor fCrH2 is used as an indi-

cator of local crowding levels. Thus a characterization of intracellular crowding

levels and crowding heterogeneities below the diffraction limit can be achieved.

6.2 Relation between Crowding State, Fluo-

rescence Intensity and FRET Ratio

The sensor fCrH2 is an intramolecularly labelled, genetically encodable bio-

molecule which uses AcGFP1 and mCherry as a FRET pair. The fluorophores

are located at opposing ends of a conformationally flexible domain. This flex-

ible part of the molecule assumes a more condensed conformation when free

volume decreases. In turn this leads to a decreased distance between N and C

terminus of the protein, which ultimately increases FRET efficiency.

The sensor was introduced by Boersma et al. [104] and modified by Sukenik et

al. [105]. Both groups tested the molecule extensively. They reported that the

effect of self-association and aggregation of the sensor as well as that of direct

chemical interactions between sensor and surrounding cell protoplasm is neg-

ligible. In addition, they proved that the conformational change is reversible,

continuous and linearly responds to volume modulation. What is more, in

chapter 10 of this thesis the sensor will be shown to require active pushing by

its surroundings to assume its closed state. So the FRET efficiency of fCrH2

indeed reflects only the local excluded volume fraction.

In experiments with HeLa cells transfected with EGFP, fluorescence intensity

was proportional to the local accessible volume fraction. When working with

a FRET-based crowding sensor, the fluorescence signal is governed by two fac-

tors: on the one hand, similar to EGFP, the total fluorescence signal depends

on the local number of fluorophores. Of course this in turn reflects the local

available volume fraction on a lengthscale bigger than the sensor itself. On the

other hand, the fluorescence ratio between AcGFP1 and mCherry depends on

the occurrence of FRET. Since FRET efficiency scales inversely with the 6th

power of the donor-to-acceptor proximity (see Eq. 3.4), this fluorescence ratio

reacts extremely sensitively to smallest changes in distance. For the FRET

pair AcGFP1 and mCherry the Förster radius, i.e. the characteristic distance

where FRET efficiency reaches 50%, is approximately 5.1 nm [99]. If donor and

acceptor molecules are separated by more than approximately 10 nm it can
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be assumed that FRET does not occur anymore. So FRET efficiency can be

used as an observable to characterize the intracellular crowding state and its

heterogeneity below the diffraction limit.

The crucial point in this approach is separating FRET-dependent from particle-

number-dependent contributions to total fluorescence. This can easily be

achieved by performing ratiometric FRET imaging (see Sec. 3.4). In this tech-

nique a sample containing a FRET sensor is illuminated only with the donor

excitation wavelength - 488 nm in the case of fCrH2 - whereas fluorescence is

registered simultaneously both in the donor and the acceptor emission range.

Registered fluorescence in the donor channel D stems from all donor molecules

that are excited but do not perform FRET. Registered fluorescence in the ac-

ceptor channel during donor excitation F , on the other hand, is caused by the

acceptor of all sensor molecules that do perform FRET. It is tacitly assumed

that all sensor molecules are equally probable to assume a condensed confor-

mation at a given crowding level. So, in principle, the fraction of molecules

performing FRET FFRET can be extracted from total fluorescence intensities

via

FFRET =
F

D + F
. (6.1)

As D + F represents the total number of sensor molecules, FFRET is indepen-

dent of absolute sensor concentration.

It must, however, be noted that FFRET obtained by ratiometric imaging does

not represent the FRET efficiency EFRET by any means. This is caused by con-

straints in the experimental procedure. As described in Sec. 5.3.3, illumination

and detection settings influence the registered absolute fluorescence values in

a complex way. In the case of ratiometric imaging, fluorescence is registered in

two channels, i.e. in two different ranges of wavelengths and by two different

detectors. Both detectors are photomultipliers of the same type. Nevertheless,

they cannot be assumed to show exactly the same dependence between detec-

tor settings (i.e. photomultiplier bias voltage), registered mean and pixelwise

variance of fluorescence levels. In principle, it is possible to extensively test

both detectors with the same set of homogeneous fluorescent samples, e.g. dye

solutions or even chromaslides. However, Woehler et al. [161], as well as Neher et

al. [162], stated that variances introduced by photomultipliers depend not only

on bias voltage but also on wavelength. Moreover, fluorescence intensity in the

FRET/Acceptor channel was found to be much lower than in the donor chan-

nel. This holds true even for direct acceptor illumination. Therefore, in order
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to fully exploit the dynamic range of the photomultiplier, the photomultiplier

bias voltage for detection in the FRET channel has to be set to a considerably

higher level than in the donor channel. So it is not possible to achieve exactly

the same behaviour in both detectors. Consequently, the FRET ratio FFRET is

biased due to measurement settings. In contrast, the FRET efficiency EFRET

is a property of the employed FRET sensor. This means that by definition

it is independent of measurement settings and procedure. It is, however, not

as easily accessible via FRET imaging as the FRET ratio. Nevertheless, an

estimate for spatially varying crowding levels can be obtained by means of

ratiometric FRET imaging, even if only the FRET ratio FFRET is accessible.

It should be noted that in the previously performed ’traditional’ imaging ap-

proach fluorescence intensity is proportional to the local accessible volume

fraction ϕ. The FRET ratio of fCrH2 FFRET , however, depends on the local

excluded volume fraction φ in a linear way:

FFRET = mφ+ y0. (6.2)

The slope m and offset yo of this expression have to be found by calibra-

tion experiments performed on FRET sensors in crowded solutions at defined

crowding levels. In order to ensure better comparability between results ob-

tained in FRET experiments and results obtained in intensity-based imaging

experiments in the previous chapter, Θ := 1 − FFRET is chosen as an observ-

able instead of FFRET . Θ represents the fraction of molecules not undergoing

FRET. It can be shown to depend linearly on the available volume fraction ϕ:

Θ = 1− FFRET = m(1− φ) + (1−m− y0) =: mϕ+ ŷ0. (6.3)

Thus, following the definition of any observable’s heterogeneity given in Eq. 5.1,

the heterogeneity of Θ is

η(Θ) =
σ(Θ)

µ(Θ)
=

σ(ϕ)

µ(ϕ) + ŷ0/m
. (6.4)

The slope m and offset ŷ0 remain unknown: it was not possible to perform cal-

ibration experiments in solutions of artificial crowders such as dextran or ficoll

at defined concentrations. Despite optimizing transfection protocols, trans-

fection rates were too low to obtain sufficiently high fluorescence rates after

mixing lysates with artificial crowders. However, building on experimental
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results describing the relation between absolute crowding level and measured

FRET efficiency obtained by Sukenik et al. (fig. 2.A in [105]), we can estimate

m ∈ [0; 1] and ŷ0/m > 0. By means of a simple simulation, it can be shown

that with these boundary conditions η(Θ) depends on η(ϕ) in a roughly linear

way: matrices with entries following a Gaussian distribution around a pre-set

mean in the range [0.2, 0.8] were used to calculate actual means and standard

deviations of matrix entries. Since this approach is similar to intensity-based

imaging experiments, means, standard deviations and heterogeneities of matrix

entries obtained in this way represent heterogeneities of the available volume

fraction: µ(ϕ), σ(ϕ) and η(ϕ). The unknown factor ŷ0/m was set to 100 differ-

ent values in the range [0.1, 10], so that 10 · ŷ0/m was equidistant. With these

values a set of heterogeneities of Θ could be calculated according to Eq. 6.4.

Plotting η(Θ) as a function of η(ϕ) with these boundary conditions shows that

both variables still show a roughly linear dependence (representative results

are given in Fig. 6.1). So mean values and heterogeneities of Θ can be com-

pared to the results in HeLa cells expressing EGFP established in chapter 5.
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Figure 6.1: The heterogeneity of Θ is roughly proportional to the heterogeneity
of the available volume fraction ϕ. Data were acquired by simulation of a 500 × 500-
matrix of random numbers uniformly distributed around a pre-set mean value. η(Θ) was
calculated for 100 equidistant values of ŷ0/m ∈ [0.1, 10].

Due to the ratiometric analysis approach, however, it is not possible to char-

acterize the voxel-to-voxel heterogeneity of crowding via ratiometric FRET

imaging. As described above, the pixelwise variance of the fluorescence sig-
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nal is determined by Eq. 5.12. Of course, this holds true for both detection

channels, donor D and FRET F , albeit with different proportionality factors

ξD,F :

σ2
D(D) = ξ2D(µD(D) + A2

Dσ
2(ϕ)), (6.5)

σ2
F (F ) = ξ2F (µF (F ) + A2

Fσ
2(ϕ)). (6.6)

When taking the ratio of two quantities containing statistical errors, the uncer-

tainty of the resulting function depends on the initial uncertainties of numera-

tor and denominator, respectively. Calculating the propagation of uncertainty

for the particular example Θ = 1− EFRET = 1− F
D+F

= D
D+F

renders

σ2(Θ) =

(

∂Θ

∂µD

· σD

)2

+

(

∂Θ

∂µF

· σF

)2

. (6.7)

For homogeneous samples, this is

σ2
hom(Θ) =

µ2
F

(µD + µF )4
ξ2DµD +

µ2
D

(µD + µF )4
ξ2FµF

=
µFµD

(µD + µF )4
(

ξ2DµF + ξ2FµD)
)

.
(6.8)

For inhomogeneous samples, i.e. samples featuring a sample-inherent variance

σ2(ϕ), Eq. 6.7 becomes

σ2
inhom(Θ) =

µ2
F

(µD + µF )4
ξ2D(µD + A2

Dσ
2(ϕ)) +

µ2
D

(µD + µF )4
ξ2F (µF + A2

Fσ
2(ϕ))

=
µFµD

(µD + µF )4
(

ξ2DµF + ξ2FµD)
)

+
σ2(ϕ)

(µD + µF )4
(

ξ2Dµ
2
FA

2
D + ξ2Fµ

2
DA

2
F

)

= σ2
hom(Θ) + δ2inhom(Θ).

(6.9)

It must be assumed that the sample-inherent variance σ2(ϕ) is represented

differently in donor and FRET channels, so A2
D 6= A2

F . Thus it is not possible

to extract the actual voxel-wise crowding-heterogeneity from ratiometric im-

ages. Due to the fact that σ2(Θ) depends on the inverse fourth power of total

fluorescence intensity µD + µF , it is not feasible either to perform calibration

measurements in homogeneous samples. In order to achieve this calibration an

individual calibration image for every possible inherent fluorescence intensity

would be required. Therefore, crowding states on the 5 nm-lengthscale are only

analysed on the compartment level and on the ROI-to-ROI level.
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Yet, taking a pixel-wise ratio of fluorescence images can be influenced severely

by noise originating from microscope components. As mentioned in Sec. 5.3.3,

averaging over several images is a possible way of decreasing this noise, albeit

at the cost of temporal resolution. Photobleaching becomes more probable,

too, when applying high frame or line averages. However, errors introduced

by division by small numbers were considered to be the more severe problem

in FRET experiments. Therefore a line average of LA = 2 was chosen for all

images.

In order to ensure comparability of all ratiometric FRET measurements, PMT

voltages were held constant at 580V in the range of 500 nm to 550 nm (donor

channel) and at 850V in the range of 600 nm to 700 nm (acceptor/FRET chan-

nel) throughout all measurements. These settings were heuristically found to

suit a large fraction of cells expressing fCrH2. So cells were selected for meas-

urements according to their compatibility to these measurement settings. Since

the ratio of overall crowding levels in the compartments as well as crowding

heterogeneities on the intermediate lengthscale are relative observables, most

setup influences cancel out in their calculation.

6.3 Overall Crowding States on the

5 nm-Lengthscale

At first, let us again consider fluorescence images as well as ratiometric FRET

images of HeLa cells in interphase and metaphase (Fig. 6.2a to 6.2d). In flu-

orescence images of interphase cells, the nucleus can easily be distinguished

from the surrounding cytoplasm due to its considerably lower fluorescence in-

tensity in both channels. It is not clear why sensor expression levels are that

different in both compartments. However, it is consistent with previous works

of other groups who used fCrH2 in various cell types [104] [105]. It is possible

that the sensor features a cytoplasmic localization signal or cannot pass freely

through the nuclear envelope into the nucleus.

In order to get more reliable data from nuclear regions, only cells with a com-

paratively high fluorescence signal in the nucleus were selected for imaging. Of

course, following this procedure only a small part of the whole cell population

is sampled. Nevertheless, this selection process is inevitable to get any result

at all from the nuclear region. As mentioned above, even during acceptor illu-
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Figure 6.2: HeLa cells transfected with fCrH2 in interphase (left) and metaphase
(right). (a) and (c) Donor images. (b) and (d) FRET images. (e) and (h) EFRET images.
(f) and (g) Θ images. Neither EFRET nor Θ images show any obvious pattern within the
compartments. (i) and (j) Plotprofiles for rectangular ROIs marked in Θ images. Profiles
are taken along horizontal direction x and averaged over all pixels in vertical direction. (k)
and (l) Histograms for circular ROIs marked in Θ images. Scalebar 10 µm.

mination fluorescence intensity is much lower in the acceptor/FRET channel.

Ratiometric imaging requires dividing the FRET image through the sum of

FRET and donor images. So regions with low fluorescence intensities in the

cell should be avoided in order to limit errors introduced by division by small

numbers. That is why only those cells were considered for further analysis
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Figure 6.3: Nuclear expression levels of fCrH2 throughout the cell ensemble.
(a, b, c, g) Donor channel. (d, e, f, h) FRET channel. (a) + (d) Cell with nucleus of
intermediate intensity. (b) + (e) Cell with bright nucleus. (c) + (f) Cell with dark nucleus.
(g) + (h) Fluorescence intensity profiles of the ROIs marked in figures a-f. Profiles are taken
along horizontal direction x and averaged over all pixels in vertical direction. (i) In order
to get more reliable data from nuclear regions, only cells in which nuclear fluorescence in
the donor channel reached at least one fifth of cytoplasmic fluorescence were considered for
further analysis. Fluorescence ratios were in the range of 0.25 to 0.65 in the majority of
analysed cells. Scalebar 10 µm.

whose nuclear fluorescence in the donor channel reached, at least, one fifth of

cytoplasmic fluorescence levels in the same channel (see Fig. 6.3). In the vast

majority of cells the ratio of fluorescence levels between compartments was

between 0.25 and 0.65 (see Fig. 6.3i).

When comparing donor and FRET images of the same interphase cell (see

Fig. 6.2a and 6.2b), both images appear to be very similar. In particular,

there are no prominent regions in which the local intensity pattern is clearly

different in FRET and donor channel. This first impression gained by mere
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6.3. Overall Crowding States on the 5 nm-Lengthscale

sight is supported by the ratiometric image (see Fig. 6.2e): cytoplasm as well

as nucleoplasm appear quite homogeneous. However, both compartments can

still be distinguished: the FRET ratio is somewhat higher in the cytoplasm

than in the nucleoplasm.

As mentioned above, rather than evaluating the FRET ratio FFRET directly,

analysing Θ = 1 − FFRET should be aimed at (see Fig. 6.2f). In contrast

to FFRET , Θ depends linearly on the accessible volume fraction. So results

obtained for Θ as an observable can be compared to the results previously

obtained in cells expressing EGFP more easily. Of course, values for Θ are

somewhat higher in the nucleoplasm than in the cytoplasm (see Fig. 6.2i and

Fig. 6.2k).

In metaphase cells, however, spindle region and spindle periphery can only be

distinguished in the fluorescence images (Fig. 6.2c and Fig. 6.2d). Just as in

cells expressing EGFP, fluorescence intensity is somewhat higher in the spin-

dle region than in the spindle periphery. So after nuclear envelope breakdown

fCrH2 molecules spread in the cell according to the same principle as EGFP

does: the local number of molecules primarily depends on the amount of ac-

cessible volume. However, in the ratiometric image (Fig. 6.2g) as well as in

the Θ-image (Fig. 6.2h, line profile in Fig. 6.2j, histograms see Fig. 6.2l) the

mitotic compartments look very much the same - this hints at equal crowding

levels on the 5 nm-scale.

In analogy to our evaluation of EGFP data, the mean value of Θ of 20 ROIs

in both nucleoplasm and cytoplasm or of 8 ROIs in the spindle region and 12

ROIs in the spindle periphery is calculated:

r =







Θnuc

Θcyto
≈ φnuc

φcyto
for interphase,

Θspin

Θper
≈ φspin

φper
for metaphase.

(6.10)

The distributions of the ratios of Θ of both compartments per cell are displayed

in Fig. 6.4, together with ensemble means and standard deviations. Confirming

the visual impression, crowding levels on the 5 nm-scale are the same in spindle

region and spindle periphery of mitotic cells. Their compartment-wise ratio is

〈r〉met = 1.001 ± 0.004. In interphase cells, crowding levels are very similar,

too, with a ratio of 〈r〉int = 1.054± 0.035. This might hint at a slightly higher

accessible volume fraction, i.e. slightly lower crowding levels, in the nucleus.

However, considering the low intensity levels of fluorescence both in donor and

FRET/acceptor channel in the nucleus, we have to be careful not to jump to
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Figure 6.4: Ratio of overall crowding levels obtained via ratiometric FRET
imaging. Ratios are calculated according to Eq. 6.10. Both ratios are close to one. How-
ever, interphase ratios are higher and scatter more widely throughout the ensemble. Angle
brackets signify ensemble averages ± ensemble standard deviations.

conclusions: the slight difference in overall crowding levels might as well be

caused by the lower signal-to-noise ratio of fluorescence values in both channels

which in turn causes a much higher level of noise in ratiometric images. The

difference in accessible volume fractions might in fact be marginal, if it exists

at all. This is especially true since fCrH2 is known to react extremely sensitive

even to small changes in local available volume.

6.4 ROI-to-ROI Heterogeneity of Crowding

States on the 5 nm-Lengthscale

The fluorescence images of both donor and FRET channel (Fig. 6.2a to 6.2d)

look similar to fluorescence images obtained in EGFP cells: metaphase cells

do not show any obvious differences in spindle region and spindle periphery

apart from their overall fluorescence levels. On the other hand, in interphase

cells cytoplasmic fluorescence appears much more speckled than nucleoplas-

mic fluorescence, even though cytoplasmic fluorescence is much brighter. This

confirms our previous results on the crowding heterogeneity on the ROI-to-

ROI scale. However, in the ratiometric images all compartments appear to

be quite homogeneous (Fig. 6.2e to Fig. 6.2h). Nevertheless, just as in EGFP

cells, the distribution of ratios of mean Θ per compartment is much broader in
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interphase cells than in metaphase cells (Fig. 6.4), indicating either a higher

ensemble heterogeneity in interphase cells or a higher ROI-to-ROI heterogene-

ity in at least one interphase compartment. This characteristic feature is even

more pronounced in fCrH2 cells than in EGFP cells.

In order to thoroughly characterize the ROI-to-ROI heterogeneity of crowding

states on the 5 nm-scale, the coefficient of variation was calculated according

to Eq. 5.1 for the same 20/12/8 ROIs per compartment that had been used

to calculate the overall crowding state on this lengthscale. The results for

interphase and metaphase cells are shown in Fig. 6.5. In contrast to bigger

lengthscales, ROI-to-ROI heterogeneity levels on the 5 nm-scale are quite sim-

ilar in nucleoplasm and cytoplasm. The same holds true for metaphase cells:

ROI-to-ROI heterogeneity levels are in the same range for both spindle region

and spindle periphery. However, ROI-to-ROI heterogeneities are somewhat

lower in metaphase cells than in interphase cells.
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Figure 6.5: ROI-to-ROI heterogeneity levels of Θ obtained in HeLa cells trans-
fected with fCrH2. (a) Interphase cells. (b) Metaphase cells. (c) Cell-wise ratios of both
compartments in interphase and metaphase cells. Angle brackets signify ensemble averages
± ensemble standard deviations. Thresholds obtained via measurements in cell lysates.
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Of course, a lower threshold should be defined, above which heterogeneity levels

can be considered to be significant. Since in the case of fCrH2 we are consid-

ering ratiometric FRET data, neither chromaslides nor dye solutions can be

used to this end. So a series of experiments on lysates of HeLa cells expressing

fCrH2 was performed. Cell lysates cannot be considered to be as homogeneous

as a dye solution since it cannot be verified whether really all membranes were

lysed completely. Yet they are the most suitable sample available to calibrate

ROI-to-ROI heterogeneity levels in ratiometric FRET imaging data. By anal-

ogy to our previous strategy for imaging cells, equal measurement conditions

were set when taking images in lysates. Subsequently the ROI-to-ROI hetero-

geneity was calculated for 20 ROIs in the lysate. Thus the lower threshold was

found to be 〈ηlys〉 = (0.27± 0.04)%.

The vast majority of ROI-to-ROI heterogeneities in interphase cells are above

this threshold value. However, these heterogeneity levels are surprisingly low

with averages of 〈ηnuc〉 = (1.05± 0.51)% and 〈ηcyto〉 = (1.22± 0.59)%, respec-

tively. Heterogeneity levels in metaphase cells are even lower with averages of

〈ηspin〉 = (0.47± 0.20)% and 〈ηper〉 = (0.54± 0.46)%. As expected, also a

spatially resolved analysis of the spindle region (Fig. 6.6) does not yield any

further information about the local heterogeneity of crowding states during

metaphase.
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Figure 6.6: Spatially resolved analysis of the spindle region. Average Θ values per
ROI sorted according to their relative position within the spindle. Angle brackets signify
ensemble averages ± ensemble standard deviations.
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Of course, these low heterogeneity values might be caused by a number of

side-effects of the employed measurement technique that cannot be avoided in

ratiometric FRET experiments:

1. In interphase cells there is a pronounced difference in expression levels of

fCrH2 in the nucleoplasm and cytoplasm. Only those cells were selected

for imaging that displayed a comparatively high fluorescence intensity

in the nucleus, i.e. at least approximately one fifth of cytoplasmic fluo-

rescence. Yet this marked difference in fluorescence intensity might still

introduce some error into FRET ratios via division by small numbers.

2. As was demonstrated in Sec. 6.2, the pixel-to-pixel variance of ratio-

metric images in a rather complex way depends on instrument settings,

sample-inherent spatial heterogeneities as well as local absolute fluores-

cence values. It was tacitly assumed that this pixel-to-pixel variance

does not influence ROI-to-ROI heterogeneities. This cannot easily be

verified. However, by means of analysing a few randomly selected test

images, alternative approaches to obtaining FRET ratios were tested: for

the analysis described above, FRET ratios were calculated pixel-wise.

Subsequently the average of the respective ROI was calculated. Now,

ROI-wide averages of donor and FRET intensities were calculated for

the same ROIs. Then the FRET ratio of the ROI was calculated from

these averaged intensity values. Mean FRET ratios per ROI obtained

by both methods showed differences of only 1%. This confirms results

obtained by Sukenik et al. [105]. So probably the effect of pixel-to-pixel

variance on ROI-to-ROI heterogeneities can, indeed, be neglected.

3. On account of performing all measurements at the same instrument set-

tings, all values obtained for crowding levels and crowding heterogeneities

can be compared. However, as mentioned above, FRET ratios as well as

values for Θ do not represent an absolute measure for crowding levels.

With the available equipment, fCrH2 could not be purified to perform

calibration measurements to characterize its signal as a function of ab-

solute crowding levels. Moreover, while the heterogeneity of Θ is pro-

portional to the heterogeneity of ϕ, the proportionality constant remains

unknown. Therefore, the true level of crowding heterogeneity might be

masked in our measurements.
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In addition to previous analyses also the cell-wise ratio of compartment-

wise ROI-to-ROI heterogeneities was calculated (see Fig. 6.5c). Thus the

proportionality constant cancels out. Ratios of compartment-wise ROI-

to-ROI heterogeneities are widely distributed within the cell ensemble

with ensemble means of 〈ηnuc/ηcyto〉 = 1.06 ± 0.73 in interphase and

〈ηspin/ηper〉 = 1.19 ± 0.79 in metaphase. This supports the view that

indeed true levels of ROI-to-ROI heterogeneities are at least partially

underestimated when choosing a ratiometric imaging approach.

Since results obtained in this chapter are not satisfying and, in addition, dif-

ficult to interpret, the next chapter will show a different strategy used to

characterize crowding levels and crowding heterogeneities below the diffrac-

tion limit.

6.5 Summary and Discussion

The results obtained by ratiometric FRET imaging in HeLa cells expressing

fCrH2 suggest that on the 5 nm-scale the ratios of compartment-wise over-

all crowding levels are close to unity in both interphase and metaphase cells.

Moreover, ROI-to-ROI heterogeneity levels are very low in all compartments.

In fact, single cell ROI-to-ROI heterogeneity levels do not exceed 4.5%, en-

semble averages are below 2% in all compartments.

It is possible that crowding states are very similar as well as nearly homoge-

neous in all compartments throughout the cell cycle. After all, small proteins

tend to be present in both nucleus and cytoplasm of interphase cells [151] [159].

However, differences in both crowding states and crowding heterogeneities be-

tween compartments might be masked in the ratiometric imaging approach:

while η(Θ) is proportional to η(ϕ), the proportionality constant cannot easily

be obtained. Moreover, different PMT bias voltages have to be chosen for

donor and FRET channels, which introduces different levels of shot noise to

fluorescence images. In traditional fluorescence intensity based imaging ap-

proaches this detector noise can be neglected for the most part, a fact which

was discussed in detail in chapter 5. It might, however, critically adulterate

ratiometric imaging results while calculating the pixel-wise ratio of two de-

fective images. So, particularly with regard to the pronounced differences in

expression levels in interphase nucleus and cytoplasm, results obtained via ra-

tiometric FRET imaging have to be interpreted very carefully.
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Chapter 7

Characterizing Intracellular

Crowding Levels and Crowding

Heterogeneities Via Lifetime

Measurements

An overview of all lengthscales, observables and measurements in cells is given

on p. 63-66. Ensemble statistics is summarized in appendix A.

7.1 Motivation

In chapter 6 an attempt was made to characterize crowding levels and crowding

heterogeneities on scales below the diffraction limit by means of ratiometric

FRET imaging. However, ratiometric FRET imaging suffers from a number

of measurement constraints. In this chapter another property of fluorophores

will be exploited to gain insight into the nature of crowding on the 5 nm-scale:

fluorescence lifetime. In FRET, there are two ways an excited donor molecule

can relax to the ground state: it can either lose its energy by emission of

a fluorescence photon or by non-fluorescent energy transfer to the acceptor

molecule. When plotting the histogram of fluorescence arrival times after a

short excitation laser pulse, these two relaxation processes are visible in a two-

component decay.

FRET efficiency can be extracted via the ratio of fluorescence lifetimes in the

presence (τDA) and absence (τD) of the acceptor molecule [103]:

EFRET = 1− τDA

τD
. (7.1)
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Given that overall photon statistics is sufficient to allow a reliable fit, the

obtained FRET efficiency is independent of fluorescence intensity levels as well

as detector settings. So it is possible to circumvent the experimental problems

encountered in chapter 6. Since FRET efficiency responds linearly to changes

in the occupied volume fraction φ,

Ψ = 1− EFRET =
τDA

τD
∝ ϕ (7.2)

is used as an observable. Please note that, in constrast to ratiometric imaging,

in lifetime experiments FRET efficiency is directly accessible. So Ψ is similar,

but not equivalent to the previously used observable Θ.

7.2 Fluorescence Lifetime Imaging Measure-

ments (FLIM)

7.2.1 Method

The basic principle of FLIM experiments is described in Sec. 3.7.1. This de-

scription also includes examples of images of lifetime-pulsenumber vectors and

a lifetime histogram with fit.

Similar to intensity-based and ratiometric imaging approaches, FLIM images

of complete cells were taken with the same pixelsize as before. For subsequent

analysis, 20 ROIs per compartment were selected in interphase cells. In meta-

phase cells, 8 ROIs in the spindle region and 12 ROIs in the spindle periphery

were selected according to the previously introduced pattern (see Fig. 5.13d

in chapter 5). For every ROI the histogram of all photon arrival times of all

pixels was calculated. After performing a background correction according to

the principles described in Sec. 3.7.3, this histogram was fitted with a function

for two-component decay:

n(τ) = α(fFRET e
− τarr

τDA + (1− fFRET )e
− τarr

τD ). (7.3)

In this way, values for donor lifetimes in the presence (τDA) and absence (τD)

of the acceptor molecule can be obtained. Calculating ΨROI , i.e. the fraction

of donor molecules not undergoing FRET in this ROI, is based on these values.

In order to reduce the number of free parameters in fitting, prior to lifetime

measurements in cells expressing fCrH2 a number of lifetime measurements

was performed in interphase cells expressing only EGFP. In these cells, arrival
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time histograms were calculated for 20 ROIs in the nucleoplasm and cytoplasm.

These histograms were fitted with a function describing a single-exponential

decay, i.e. relaxation only by emission of fluorescence photons:

n(τ) = αe
− τarr

τD . (7.4)

The resulting τD was averaged and 〈τD〉 = 2.3 ns was used as a start value for

fitting two-component decay in cells expressing fCrH2. As an upper and lower

limit for τD, 〈τD〉 ± σ(τD) = (2.3± 0.2) ns was chosen.

Samples were illuminated with a 470 nm pulsed laser at a pulse frequency of

40MHz. Laser excitation intensity was adjusted for each individual cell, so that

the photon countrate was maximal while still staying below the recommended

detection rate for lifetime measurements, rdet,max ≈ fexc
100

= 4 · 105 counts
s

. Still,

this procedure resulted in image acquisition times of approximately 10min per

cell. In order to ensure measurement quality, fluorescence intensity images

were taken before and after FLIM imaging. These images were used to check

whether the cell moved or changed its shape during FLIM image acquisition

time. Only FLIM measurements where neither movement nor change of shape

could be identified were considered to be adequate for further analysis.

7.2.2 Overall Crowding States and ROI-to-ROI Hetero-

geneity on the 5 nm-Lengthscale

By analogy with the experiments and analyses in HeLa cells expressing EGFP,

overall crowding levels on the 5 nm-scale are determined first. To this end, the

average fraction of molecules not undergoing FRET 〈ΨROI〉comp was calculated

from all ROIs in the same compartment and compared to the average of the

other compartment:

r =







Ψnuc

Ψcyto
≈ φnuc

φcyto
for interphase,

Ψspin

Ψper
≈ φspin

φper
for metaphase.

(7.5)

The ensemble distribution as well as its mean and standard deviation are dis-

played in Fig. 7.1a.

Similar to the results obtained in ratiometric FRET imaging, the average ra-

tios were close to unity both in interphase (〈r〉int = 0.96±0.17) and metaphase

(〈r〉met = 1.02± 0.18). It is debatable whether interphase ratios being slightly
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Figure 7.1: Results of FLIM analysis. (a) Ratio of overall crowding levels, calculated
according to Eq. 7.5. (b) Ratio of ROI-to-ROI heterogeneities. (c) ROI-to-ROI hetero-
geneities in interphase. (d) ROI-to-ROI heterogeneities in metaphase. Angle brackets signify
ensemble averages ± ensemble standard deviations.

farther from unity in both methods can be considered to be significant. How-

ever, we must be aware of the fact that the distribution of individual ratios

per cell is much broader in FLIM results than in ratiometric FRET imaging

results.

This is also mirrored in the ROI-to-ROI heterogeneities of crowding states

on the 5 nm-scale in both interphase and metaphase cells. In order to calcu-

late the cells’ ROI-to-ROI heterogeneities per compartment the average and

standard deviation of all ROIs in the same compartment was used, a method

already used in intensity-based imaging. The ensemble-wide distributions of

heterogeneities are displayed in Fig. 7.1c and 7.1d.

It is striking to see how much average heterogeneities obtained in FLIM images

differ from those obtained in ratiometric FRET imaging: average ROI-to-ROI

heterogeneities in ratiometric FRET imaging are well below 2% in all compart-

ments, whereas in FLIM they are clearly above 30%. While cytoplasm, spindle

and spindle periphery display similar heterogeneity levels of (37.83± 21.27)%,

(34.43± 22.76)% and (33.56± 18.14)%, respectively, the average ROI-to-ROI

heterogeneity level in the interphase nucleus is as high as (58.43± 29.94)%. In
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most compartments, individual cells can reach heterogeneity levels exceeding

even 100%. The ensemble distribution of individual heterogeneity levels of

all compartments but the spindle periphery is broader in FLIM data than in

ratiometric imaging data.

The ratio of intermediate heterogeneities (see Fig. 7.1b) in interphase cells is

〈ηnuc/ηcyto〉FLIM = 1.71 ± 0.74, which is much farther from one than the ra-

tio obtained in ratiometric imaging (〈ηnuc/ηcyto〉FRET = 1.06±0.73). Different

from that, in metaphase cells the ratio of intermediate heterogeneities obtained

in FLIM experiments is 〈ηspin/ηper =〉FLIM = 1.01±0.25, which is closer to one

than the ratio obtained in ratiometric imaging, 〈ηspin/ηper〉FRET = 1.19±0.76.

How can it be that crowding heterogeneities, though obtained in the same

system, differ so much? There are several possible explanations for this phe-

nomenon:

1. Ratiometric FRET imaging results heavily depend on imaging settings.

Since it was not possible to perform a proper calibration, only the FRET

ratio was accessible in FRET imaging experiments, but not the FRET

efficiency. Thus, variation in crowding ratios throughout the cell ensem-

ble is probably masked by setup-dependent factors. In contrast, FLIM

imaging is implemented via a TCSPC unit, i.e. the considerable impact

of photomultiplier bias voltage on recorded fluorescence values is avoided.

Especially in FLIM imaging and subsequent lifetime analysis of photon

arrival time histograms only one detection channel is required. This is

opposed to the combination of detection channels required for ratiomet-

ric imaging techniques. Moreover, in FLIM experiments the FRET effi-

ciency is directly accessible. Based on these considerations FLIM results

could be regarded as the more reliable data set.

2. While FLIM is relatively independent of detection settings, analysis of

FLIM images is based on fitting arrival time histograms. However, in con-

trast to ”traditional” analyses of FLIM experiments, only comparatively

small ROIs are selected for analysis. So averaged photon statistics of in-

dividual histograms is as low as 2.5 ·105−3.1 ·105 photons per histogram
in cytoplasm, spindle and spindle periphery. Histograms of nuclear ROIs

have an even worse photon statistics. On average only 1.5 · 105 pho-

tons per histogram were registered. This makes analysis by fitting quite

unreliable. However, it is not easy to obtain better photon statistics.

Selection of large ROIs for analysis suffers from the problems already
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experienced in intensity-based and ratiometric imaging techniques: of-

ten exact boundaries between compartments cannot be clearly identified.

This problem is even more prevalent in FLIM data: in FLIM images of

cells expressing fCrH2, the exact boundary e.g. between nucleus and

cytoplasm is often even harder to discern than in fluorescence images

of cells expressing EGFP. This is why FLIM images were compared to

intensity-based fluorescence images during selection of ROIs. However,

intensity-based fluorescence images (in which the nucleus can easily be

detected) cannot be used directly to select ROIs for the FLIM image: due

to limitations of the measurement setup, FLIM and fluorescence images

are not congruent. What is more, they are not merely shifted against

each other but distorted, which can be seen in Fig. 7.2. So superposition

of both images is difficult to achieve. This implies that a selection of

large ROIs for FLIM analyses is impossible.

FLIM
image

Donor
(start)

FRET
(start)

Donor
(end)

FRET
(end)

Figure 7.2: Issues in FLIM imaging and data evaluation. FLIM images (column
1) as well as fluorescence images of the same cell before (columns 2 and 3) and after FLIM
imaging (columns 4 and 5), in Donor (columns 2 and 4) and FRET channel (columns 3
and 5). FLIM images and fluorescence images are not congruent. Cellular boundaries, e.g.
between nucleoplasm and cytoplasm, are much harder to discern in FLIM images than in
corresponding fluorescence images. Scalebars 10 µm.
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The second method to obtain better photon statistics is to prolong acqui-

sition times. However, with the statistics used so far image acquisition

times were already approximately 10min per image. Since all experi-

ments were performed in living cells, measurement times cannot be pro-

longed arbitrarily. Even at acquisition times of 10min a considerable

number of cells moved during measurements. This is even more severe

in metaphase cells, which move or change their overall shape much faster

than interphase cells. Moreover, the longer the image acquisition time,

the more involuntary bleaching can occur within the sample. In principle

this problem could be avoided by sampling a smaller region within the

cell instead of monitoring the complete cell. This, however, would limit

spatial resolution severely. Since it was the aim of this thesis to find es-

timates of intracellular spatial heterogeneities in different compartments

and at varying lengthscales, only FLIM images of complete cells were

acquired, despite all side-effects. As a consequence, FLIM results have

to be regarded as inherently error-prone and should always be used in

combination with data obtained by other experimental techniques.

3. Due to long image acquisition times necessary to obtain the required

photon statistics for FLIM analysis, cells were often bleached consider-

ably. This can distort evaluation results. But, of course, bleaching would

be expected to affect all parts of the cell with equal probability.

4. Finally it must be mentioned that recently some issues with the de-

tection setup were discovered: in FLIM images of lysates made from

HeLa cells expressing fCrH2, i.e. in homogeneous solutions of fCrH2, a

number of localized inhomogeneities can be seen in both red and green

detection channels. So far, it has not been possible to identify their ori-

gin. However, these inhomogeneities seem to have an impact only on

measurements performed in samples of very low intensity. In order to

decrease image acquisition time only very bright cells were selected for

imaging. At any rate, no trace of this characteristic intensity pattern

could be detected in FLIM images of fluorescent cells. Therefore it is

assumed that possible flaws in the detection unit do not significantly

alter the results of crowding and heterogeneity analysis. Nevertheless,

this possibility cannot be ruled out completely. In particular, it was not

possible to perform adequate control measurements in lysates containing

fCrH2: even after optimizing sample preparation protocols with respect
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to transfection as well as expression rates of fCrH2, lysates were gener-

ally not intensive enough to allow analysis of FLIM experiments by data

fitting. At very low acquisition countrates, measurement time would

have to be prolonged to several hours to get photon statistics sufficient

for analysis via fitting. At such long image acquisition times, however, a

considerable amount of sensor molecules is bleached. Moreover, lysates

are significantly less crowded than physiological cells, as they actually

do contain not only cellular constituents but also a substantial amount

of lysis reagent. Unfortunately, it is rather challenging to extract this

lysis reagent from the mixture. Thus fCrH2 in lysates can be expected to

behave in a way quite different from its behaviour in cells, as noticeably

less instances of FRET should occur in the lysate.

Unfortunately it was not possible to analyse the heterogeneity of crowding on

a lengthscale smaller than the ROI-to-ROI level. Even at image acquisition

times of 10min and more, photon statistics did not allow pixel-wise fitting of

lifetime histograms. In order to find the smallest possible lengthscale allowing

lifetime histograms to be analysed successfully, images were binned repeatedly:

lifetime histograms were calculated for 2×2 pixels, subsequently for 4×4 pix-

els, etc. However, it was found that the smallest number of pixels to be binned

in order to be able to fit the resulting lifetime histogram corresponds roughly

to the typical ROI size used in previous analysis, i.e. (20pixel − 25pixel)2.

So the ROI-to-ROI level constitutes the smallest lengthscale at which FLIM

images can be analysed.

A spatially resolved analysis of the spindle region (Fig. 7.3), executed in anal-

ogy with the analysis already performed in FRET experiments, did not yield

any further information. At all positions within the spindle, ensemble means

of Ψ are slightly higher than 40%. Moreover, the ensemble distributions of Ψ

are very similar for all positions.

7.2.3 Conclusion

In summary, ratios of total crowding levels seem to be close to unity. How-

ever, no definite conclusion can be drawn concerning intracellular heterogeneity

levels. In data obtained via FLIM measurements not only the average hetero-

geneity levels differ extremely, but the distributions of heterogeneity levels are

very wide as well.
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Figure 7.3: Spatially resolved analysis of the spindle region in FLIM experi-
ments. Distributions are very similar for all positions within the metaphase spindle. Angle
brackets signify ensemble averages ± ensemble standard deviations.

There are a number of factors that are likely to have an impact on analysis

results in ratiometric FRET and FLIM experiments. The most substantial

influences are probably the influence of photomultiplier settings in ratiometric

FRET and the comparatively low photon statistics in FLIM. However, ulti-

mately it cannot be decided which results should be considered to be more

reliable.

Therefore yet another fluorescence microscopy technique was applied in order

to gain insight into intracellular crowding levels and crowding heterogeneities

on the 5 nm-scale: Fluorescence Lifetime Point Measurements.

7.3 Fluorescence Lifetime Point Measurements

(FLPM)

7.3.1 Method

Fluorescence Lifetime Point Measurements have several advantages over FLIM

measurements. The main difference in experimental implementation is record-

ing fluorescence photons only at a few measurement loci rather than in the

complete sample. This approach makes the whole experimental procedure

much more tolerable for the cell. Especially photodamage is greatly reduced

in FLPM experiments, as only measurement loci are illuminated. In addition,
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limiting the acquisition area automatically decreases total data acquisition

time. Thus, in FLIM experiments measurement loci can be sampled for a

much longer period of time than individual pixels, while, at the same time,

total measurement time can be kept considerably shorter. In this way a very

good photon statistics per measurement locus can be achieved without inflict-

ing any apparent damage upon the cell.

Comparing FLPM and FLIM, the major disadvantage of FLPM lies in the fact

that ROIs have to be selected prior to measurements and cannot be changed

afterwards. So spatial resolution is already being defined during experiments.

Nevertheless a balance has to be found between number of measurement loci

and acquisition time per locus to limit total measurement time. This is es-

pecially important in metaphase cells which tend to change their shape quite

fast. Neither should interphase cells be subjected to measurements for more

than a few minutes, a fact which is due to cellular movement as well as focus

instability. In this work, two strategies were tested: arrival times were recorded

either for 5 s or 30 s per locus. Depending on recording time per locus and on

cell cycle phase, various numbers of measurement loci were chosen. The exact

combinations as well as the resulting total measurement times are displayed in

table 3.1 in chapter 3.8.1. Their spatial distribution within cells is displayed

in Fig. 7.4.

Of course diffraction-limited measurement loci in FLPM experiments are con-

siderably smaller than ROIs marked for analysis in imaging-based experiments.

Yet they are distributed within the cell in a way similar to the distribution of

ROIs in fluorescence and FLIM images. Therefore, the locus-to-locus hetero-

geneity of FLPM data can be considered to be equivalent to the ROI-to-ROI

heterogeneity obtained in FLIM experiments. Therefore the term ”ROI-to-

ROI heterogeneity” will be used for the locus-to-locus heterogeneity in the

subsequent sections.

Arrival time histograms obtained in FLPM measurements are analysed exactly

in the same manner as those obtained in FLIM experiments.
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(a) (b) (c) (d)

(e) (f) (g) (h)

Figure 7.4: FLPM measurements - distribution of measurement loci. Top row:
measurement time of 30 s per locus. Bottom row: measurement time of 5 s per locus. (a) +
(e) Randomly distributed loci in interphase cells. (b) + (f) Parallel direction in metaphase
spindle. (c) + (g) Perpendicular direction in metaphase spindle. (d) + (h) Spindle periphery.
Scalebars 10 µm.

7.3.2 Overall Crowding States and ROI-to-ROI Hetero-

geneity on the 5 nm-Lengthscale

For both modi operandi, many measurement loci at short acquisition times as

well as fewer measurement loci at longer acquisition times, the average ratio

of compartment-wise average crowding levels was close to unity. The results

are displayed in Fig. 7.5. The ratios in interphase and metaphase cells are

nearly equal for the short time/many points-strategy, 〈r〉int = 1.008 ± 0.057

and 〈r〉mit = 1.011 ± 0.061. In the long time/few points mode, however, the

interphase ratio is farther from unity than the metaphase ratio with 〈r〉int =
1.071 ± 0.065 and 〈r〉mit = 1.006 ± 0.089. Taken together with the results

obtained via FLIM and ratiometric imaging, this might hint at a slightly more

pronounced difference in crowding levels in interphase cells. Thus crowding

levels would mirror, albeit much less pronounced, the tendency observed on

the larger lengthscale tested by EGFP. However, the differences in crowding

ratios on the 5 nm-scale are so small that they cannot be interpreted as signifi-

cant, a fact which is especially true as it was not possible to perform adequate

calibration measurements, e.g. in lysates or in polymer solutions containing

purified fCrH2-molecules.
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Figure 7.5: Overall crowding ratios obtained via FLPM. (a) Long measurement
time but few measurement loci. (b) Short measurement time but many loci. Angle brackets
signify ensemble averages ± ensemble standard deviations.

With respect to ROI-to-ROI heterogeneity levels both measurement strategies

yield very similar results (see Fig. 7.6). For all compartments, heterogeneity

levels are close to 10%. Since heterogeneity levels in the spindle are slightly

higher than in the periphery for many loci at short measurement times, but

slightly lower for few loci at long measurement times, it seems reasonable to

state that in metaphase cells ROI-to-ROI heterogeneities on the 5 nm-scale are

the same in both compartments. Interestingly, in interphase cells ROI-to-ROI

heterogeneities are slightly higher in the nucleoplasm than in the cytoplasm for

both measurement modes. This is different from results at larger lengthscales,

obtained in HeLa cells expressing EGFP. Of course it is quite possible that

crowding heterogeneities show different tendencies on different lengthscales.

However, this could also be a side-effect of the considerably lower expression

level of fCrH2 in the interphase nucleus as compared to the cytoplasm. While

fluorescence lifetime itself is, of course, independent of sensor concentration,

fluorophore number does influence photon statistics and hence fit quality and

reliability. So it is assumed that crowding heterogeneity is also the same in

both compartments in interphase cells.

Assuming equal heterogeneity levels on the 5 nm-scale for all compartments is

also supported by the distributions of compartment-wise heterogeneity levels

across the cell ensemble. For all compartments and both measurement meth-

ods, individual heterogeneity levels are within the same range.
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Figure 7.6: Intermediate heterogeneities obtained via FLPM. (a) Long measure-
ment time but few loci in interphase cells. (b) Long measurement time but few loci in
metaphase cells. (c) Short measurement time but many loci in interphase cells. (d) Short
measurement time but many loci in metaphase cells. (e) Long measurement time but few
loci, cell-wise ratio of compartment-wise heterogeneities in both interphase and metaphase
cells. (f) Short measurement time but many loci, cell-wise ratio of compartment-wise hetero-
geneities in both interphase and metaphase cells. Angle brackets signify ensemble averages
± ensemble standard deviations.
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The distribution of measurement loci parallel and perpendicular to the spindle

axis (see Fig. 7.4) allows for an even finer spatial resolution within the meta-

phase spindle. However, in neither measurement mode any obvious functional

patterning of more and less crowded regions could be observed (see Fig. 7.7).

Since spatially resolved analyses of the metaphase spindle on larger length-

scales didn’t yield any information, this result is not surprising.
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Figure 7.7: Spatially resolved analysis of the spindle region. Left column: long
measurement times but few loci. Right column: short measurement times but many loci.
(a) + (b) Measurement direction parallel to spindle. (c) + (d) Measurement direction
perpendicular to spindle. (e) + (f) Spindle Periphery. Boxes represent all values within the
interquartile range IQR. Whiskers indicate values within 1.5 interquartile ranges. Outliers
were automatically discerned by Origin2018.
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7.3.3 Conclusion

In summary, FLPM experiments as well support the statement that crowding

levels on the 5 nm-scale are very similar or even equal in both compartments

in interphase cells as well as in metaphase cells.

Average heterogeneity levels are close to 10% in all compartments. This is in

stark contrast to ratiometric FRET imaging data, where average heterogeneity

levels were found to be below 2%, as well as FLIM data, where heterogeneity

levels were found to be above 30%. However, as FLPM neither suffers from

susceptibility to detection settings (as ratiometric FRET imaging does) nor

from unreliable fit results due to insufficient photon statistics (as FLIM does),

FLPM is considered to be the most trustworthy method to characterize crowd-

ing on the 5 nm-scale.

This leads to the conclusion that below the diffraction limit crowding levels as

well as crowding heterogeneities are very similar in all compartments. This is

independent of cell cycle phase.

The absolute values obtained for heterogeneity levels in all compartments dif-

fer, at least at first glance, significantly from those obtained by Stiehl et al. [64].

By performing spatially resolved FCS and FLIM experiments, they basically

probe the ROI-to-ROI heterogeneity on lengthscales below the diffraction limit,

too. From anomaly factors and sensor fluorescence lifetimes they extrapolate

to ROI-to-ROI heterogeneities of crowding levels. However, results obtained

in this thesis differ from those obtained by Stiehl et al. in two major points:

first, Stiehl et al. directly calculate ensemble heterogeneities from all measure-

ment loci within all cells. In contrast to this method, in this thesis the focus

is primarily on intracellular heterogeneity, the subject of intercellular hetero-

geneities is only briefly touched. Moreover, as a general rule ensemble averages

are calculated using intracellular averages. Secondly, Stiehl et al. actually cal-

culate the heterogeneity of the occupied volume fraction, whereas in this thesis

generally the heterogeneity of the available volume fraction (or an observable

linearly depending on it) is investigated. Since occupied and available volume

fraction add up to one, their heterogeneities are related like

η(ϕ) =

(

1

µ(ϕ)
− 1

)

η(φ). (7.6)

The dependence on mean values cannot easily be eliminated from this equation.

What is more, on the 5 nm-scale only a variable linearly depending on but not

equivalent to the available volume fraction was accessible. So values obtained
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in this thesis cannot directly be compared to those established by Stiehl et al.

Therefore, in spite of their obvious discrepancy, both results do not necessarily

exclude each other.
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Chapter 8

Intracellular Crowding Levels

and Crowding Heterogeneities

During Stress Treatments

An overview of all lengthscales, observables and measurements in cells is given

on p. 63-66. Ensemble statistics is summarized in appendix A.

8.1 Motivation

The previous three chapters aimed at characterizing intracellular crowding lev-

els and crowding heterogeneities on various lengthscales in physiological cells

in interphase and metaphase. The insights gained in these chapters can pos-

sibly be used in simulations of intracellular transport processes of particles,

e.g. medical agents. In view of recent advances in fields like nanotechnology,

nanomedicine or controlled release studies, more detailed knowledge about pro-

toplasmic architecture on several lengthscales and its impact on intracellular

processes will facilitate targeting individual locations in cells to treat diseases

in a highly specialized manner [14] [15] [16]. Yet the fact should be considered that

crowding levels, as well as crowding heterogeneities, could vary depending on

the cell’s state of health. The most prominent example of this phenomenon

is osmolar stress: depending on the osmolarity of their surroundings, cells

can rapidly change their shape and volume: uptake of water leads to a de-

creased overall crowding level, whereas dispensing water leads to an increased

overall crowding level. Up to now no data have been available that indicate

whether this change in overall crowding levels has any impact on crowding

heterogeneities. In case of any impact of volume changes on crowding hetero-
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geneities, crowding as well as heterogeneity levels in simulations would have to

be adjusted dynamically to the cell’s state of health in order to describe e.g.

transport of medical agents adequately. The following chapter aims at identi-

fying whether various kinds of stress treatments do influence crowding levels

or heterogeneities or whether these observables remain robust under stress

conditions.

8.2 Standard Experimental Procedure for all

Time-Resolved Measurements During

Stress Treatments

In order to check how cells react to stress treatments with respect to their

crowding levels and crowding heterogeneities, cells expressing EGFP, fCrH2 or

PercevalHR were subjected to one of five treatments: inducing either hyperos-

molar, hypoosmolar or oxidative stress, depleting the cell of ATP or inducing

apoptosis. The standard measurement procedure was to take an image of a

physiological cell in isoosmolar standard imaging medium. Subsequently the

medium was substituted by a special medium adapted to the respective treat-

ment with the help of a pipette. The moment the medium was changed was

defined as ”time 0”. After refocusing, time-resolved imaging was performed.

The image acquired prior to treatment was assigned to ”time 0” even though

it was taken a few seconds before exchange of medium.

Depending on the expressed fluorescent protein, either ’traditional’ fluores-

cence imaging or ratiometric imaging was performed. Please note that, due

to their fairly long acquisition times, lifetime-based techniques could not be

applied to perform stress measurements. With metaphase cells being much

more vulnerable than interphase cells, all stress measurements were performed

in interphase cells.

Image series were analysed according to the techniques described in chapters 5

and 6. However, only 10 ROIs per compartment were selected for analysis: de-

pending on the respective treatment, cells can undergo substantial changes in

shape and size. Thus it can be challenging or even impossible to select 20 ROIs

within one compartment that do not overlap and are of similar size as those

used in previous experiments. Reducing the total number of ROIs selected

per compartment to 10 allows to draw the same number of non-overlapping,

similarly sized ROIs in all images of the same series. The notable exception
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to this rule are the control measurements performed in cells transfected with

EGFP, which were already discussed in chapter 5 and will be displayed again

in Sec. 8.3.1 of this chapter.

In order to enhance comparability of individual measurements, time-resolved

results of each image series were divided by the values obtained in the first

image of the same series, i.e. the one without treatment. Ensemble averages

were taken after normalization.

8.3 Various Treatments and their Results

8.3.1 Control Measurements

Test measurements concerning a possible temporal evolution of overall crowd-

ing levels and their spatial heterogeneities have already been discussed in

Sec. 5.7.2. Analysing absolute crowding ratios and heterogeneities leads to

the conclusion that crowding levels and heterogeneities appear to vary only

insignificantly in time. This holds true for measurement times of up to 30min.

In this chapter these test measurements can serve as a control.

However, in this chapter, as a matter of principle, only relative data are dis-

played and discussed: prior to averaging over several individual measurements,

all results obtained in the same measurement are normalized on the initial lev-

els of the respective observable, i.e. on the values obtained in the same cell

before exposure to stress treatments. In order to improve comparability of

measurements with and without treatments, the results discussed in Sec. 5.7.2

are displayed again in Fig. 8.1, but normalized on their initial values.

relative intensity relative ROI-to-ROI relative voxelscale
heterogeneity heterogeneity

nucleoplasm 0.30%/2.19% 11.41%/20.09% 21.92%/13.47%
cytoplasm 0.44%/5.34% 5.76%/24.87% 12.81%/9.45%

ratio 0.69%/3.66% 11.55%/18.09% 30.42%/16.64%

Table 8.1: Temporal heterogeneity of HeLa cell without treatment. First value:
short measurement time at high temporal resolution. Second value: long measurement
time at low temporal resolution. The drift part was excluded before calculating temporal
heterogeneities.

Just as in Sec. 5.7.2 the left column of Fig. 8.1 displays results for a compar-

atively short measurement time at high temporal resolution, the right column

displays results for a long measurement time at lower temporal resolution.
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Of course, temporal heterogeneity is independent of normalization. As a re-

minder, temporal heterogeneities obtained for all observables in both time

series (excluding the drift part that occurred during long measurement time)

are repeated in table 8.1.
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Figure 8.1: EGFP normalized without treatment. Left column: short measurement
time at high temporal resolution. Right Column: long measurement time at low temporal
resolution. The part between dashed lines could be identified as stage drift. (a) + (b)
Relative intensity levels + ratios. (c) + (d) Relative ROI-to-ROI heterogeneity levels +
ratios. (e) + (f) Voxelscale heterogeneity levels + ratio.
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8.3.2 Osmolar Stress

Changes in osmotic pressure are a type of stress routinely encountered by some

mammalian cell types, most notably kidney cells [163]. However, hyperosmotic

stress has also been linked to several inflammatory disorders [164]. Cells respond

to fluctuations in extracellular osmolarity by rapid volume changes driven by

exchange of water with the surrounding medium [165] [166] [167] [168] [169]: due to

water efflux cells subjected to hyperosmolar stress shrink. Cells subjected to

hypoosmolar stress increase in size due to water influx. Thus the total volume

can change by up to 30% [165] [166] [167]. As volume change by means of wa-

ter influx/efflux doesn’t require more than approximately 1 s to 100 s, regula-

tory mechanisms to counterbalance volume changes are rarely initiated [163] [170].

So volume change immediately after exposure to hypo-/hyperosmolar me-

dia represents a purely physico-chemical effect. After about 100 s regulatory

mechanisms such as activation of enzymes, chaperones or synthesizing chan-

nels [163] [170] initiate a gradual recovery of the isoosmolar configuration.

Of course, water influx or efflux significantly alters the concentration of all mol-

ecule species within cellular protoplasm [165] [168] [169]. Consequently, also the

overall crowding level is expected to change in response to volume modula-

tion. Studies on cellular responses to osmotic pressure in chondrocytes [171] [172]

suggest that nucleus and cytoplasm do not contribute equally to this overall

change in volume. However, currently a similar study in HeLa does not exist.

Up to the present it has not been identified whether the ratio of crowding levels

in nucleoplasm and cytoplasm changes during water exchange. Additionally,

until now no data on the intracellular heterogeneity of cells subjected to os-

molar stress has been available. Therefore a number of time-resolved imaging

experiments was performed in HeLa cells exposed to hyper- or hypoosmolar

imaging medium, respectively. In order to induce hyperosmolar stress in cells,

sodium chloride (NaCl) was added to standard imaging medium (0.3Osm)

until an osmolarity of 0.8Osm was reached. To induce hypoosmolar stress,

standard imaging medium was diluted with MilliQ water to a final osmolarity

of 0.1Osm. Since water is very small compared to other cellular constituents

and makes up most of the native cell interior [22], changes were expected to take

place predominantly on the nanometre scale. So cells were transfected with

the FRET-based crowding sensor fCrH2.
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By analogy with chapters 6 and 7, the ratio of molecules not undergoing FRET,

Θ = 1 − FFRET = D
F+D

, was used as an observable. It must be noted that,

just as in physiological cells, absolute values of crowding levels cannot be de-

termined since proper calibration measurements are not possible. However, all

cells were analysed in their physiological state first and under stress conditions

subsequently. Thus, relative changes in Θ over the course of the experiment

can serve as an indicator of the changes in intracellular available volume frac-

tions. Still, a relative change in Θ of 30% does not necessarily represent a

relative change in the available volume fraction ϕ of 30%, as Θ also depends

on measurement settings (see chapter 6.2). Therefore time-resolved ratiometric

FRET experiments allow only general statements about the nature of crowd-

ing states and crowding heterogeneities in response to osmolar pressure.

It should be taken into consideration that the problems encountered in the

analysis of ratiometric FRET images in physiological cells in chapter 6 also

hold true during stress treatments. Due to the comparatively low expression

level of fCrH2 in the nucleus, imaging-related errors might be disproportion-

ally high in data obtained in this compartment. So especially the evaluation

of nuclei during water uptake might be compromised: due to the increase in

nuclear volume the initially fairly low concentration of fluorophores gets even

more diluted. Thus the signal-to-noise ratio in both acquisition channels gets

even worse. However, due to the long acquisition times lifetime-based mea-

surement techniques cannot be utilized during osmolar stress treatments. So

crowding on the 5 nm-lengthscale in cells subjected to stress treatments is only

accessible via ratiometric FRET imaging.

Cells subjected to hyperosmolar stress respond with a rapid efflux of water,

i.e. with a decrease in volume. So overall crowding is expected to increase.

Consequently available volume fractions and hence Θ are expected to decrease.

Cells subjected to hypoosmolar stress increase their volume by water influx.

So crowding levels are expected to decrease, whereas the available volume frac-

tion and hence Θ should increase.

Indeed, Θ can be observed to drop rapidly in both compartments immedi-

ately after switching from isoosmolar imaging medium to hyperosmolar imag-

ing medium (see Fig. 8.2a). As is to be expected the available fraction decreases

in both nucleoplasm and cytoplasm during exposure to hyperosmolar pressure.

However, after about 50 s to 100 s relative available volume fractions reach a

plateau value with the cytoplasmic level differing more from the native level
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Figure 8.2: Changes in overall crowding states and ROI-to-ROI heterogeneities
in response to osmolar stress treatments. (a) Overall crowding levels in cells subjected
to hyperosmolar stress. (b) ROI-to-ROI heterogeneities in cells subjected to hyperosmolar
stress. Averaged result of 11 cells. (c) Overall crowding levels in cells subjected to hy-
poosmolar stress. (d) ROI-to-ROI heterogeneities in cells subjected to hypoosmolar stress.
Averaged result of 15 cells.

than the nucleoplasmic level. The whole process is mirrored in an increase in

the ratio of relative available fractions, i.e. an increase in the ratio of Θ after

about 50 s, followed by a slow decrease of the ratio until the initial ratio is

reached again. So the initial ratio of available volume fraction between inter-

phase compartments is gradually restored, although the plateau levels of Θ do

not seem to change much in the course of about 400 s. In conclusion, there

seems to be some exchange, probably of water, between nucleoplasm and cyto-

plasm, while overall available volume fractions remain decreased due to water

efflux.

Under hyperosmolar pressure both compartments respond in the same way.

Available volume fractions in cells subjected to hypoosmolar stress behave dif-

ferently (see Fig. 8.2c): as is to be expected, available volume fractions in the

cytoplasm increase immediately after switching from isoosmolar to hypoosmo-
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lar imaging medium, i.e. Θ increases as a function of time. After approximately

50 s, available volume fractions in the cytoplasm start to decrease gradually.

However, initial levels are not reached again within a measurement time of

10min. By analogy with hyperosmolar stress response, this can be explained

by the following scenario: a rapid influx of water immediately after exposure

to hypoosmolar medium is followed by the somewhat slower regulatory re-

sponse initiated to restore isoosmolar architecture. Contrary to expectations,

available volume fractions in the nucleoplasm appear to decrease rapidly imme-

diately after exchange of media. After about 100 s a slow increase in available

volume fractions takes place until the initial value is reached again after about

7min. Consequently, the ratio of relative available volume fractions decreases

rapidly immediately after exchange of media. This is followed by a gradual

increase in the ratio of available volume fractions after about 100 s. Yet, the

initial ratio is not quite reached again during measurement time.

The remarkable disparity of cellular responses to hypo- and hyperosmolar

stress, respectively, is, to some degree, also mirrored in the time course of

ROI-to-ROI heterogeneities during osmolar stress treatments. Changes in

ROI-to-ROI heterogeneities are parallel in the nucleoplasm and cytoplasm dur-

ing exposure to hyperosmolar pressure (see Fig. 8.2b). Yet they are in opposite

direction during exposure to hypoosmolar pressure (see Fig. 8.2d).

Consistent with the results obtained in physiological cells, the ROI-to-ROI het-

erogeneity of the available volume fraction in cells subjected to hyperosmolar

stress is generally somewhat higher in the cytoplasm than in the nucleoplasm

(data not shown). But the fact remains that the ratio of heterogeneity levels is

close to one, a fact which is the rule in physiological cells. After onset of stress

treatment the relative heterogeneity level increases in both compartments by

about 20%. The same holds true for the ratio of relative heterogeneity levels.

Despite the gradual recovery of the ratio of relative available volume fractions

during the same time after this initial increase the heterogeneity levels as well

as their ratio stay more or less the same for the complete experiment.

It is interesting to note that cells subjected to hypoosmolar stress again behave

quite differently. Immediately after exposure to hypoosmolar medium, the

ROI-to-ROI heterogeneity of the available volume fraction rapidly decreases

in the cytoplasm, while it simultaneously increases in the nucleoplasm. This

results in a striking behaviour: during exposure to hypoosmolar pressure ROI-

to-ROI heterogeneity levels in the nucleoplasm exceed those in the cytoplasm

(not shown). After approximately 50 s in the cytoplasm and approximately
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200 s in the nucleoplasm these trends are reversed: ROI-to-ROI-heterogeneities

slowly go back towards initial levels. Yet, physiological heterogeneity levels are

only reached in the cytoplasm during measurement time, heterogeneity in the

nucleus stays considerably elevated. In general, independent of the direction

of change, changes in heterogeneity seem to be slower in the nucleoplasm than

in the cytoplasm. It might be possible that native heterogeneity levels return

to their initial values in the nucleoplasm as well during continued exposure

to hypoosmolar pressure, albeit after a longer time. The whole process is

mirrored in the ratio of relative ROI-to-ROI heterogeneities of the available

volume fraction: after a pronounced and fast increase during the first ∼ 100 s,

the ratio gradually decreases towards the physiological level. But the initial

ratio is not reached any more during a measurement time of 10min.

How can this striking behaviour be explained? In principle, hyperosmolar

stress shrinks the nucleus which assumes a convoluted shape. Hypoosmolar

stress causes the nucleus to swell and assume a smooth, globular shape. So it

is reasonable to assume that nuclear crowding increases under hyperosmolar

stress conditions and decreases under hypoosmolar stress conditions. In turn

this would be visible in the experiments as a decrease in the available volume

fraction in the nucleus while being exposed to hyperosmolar stress. Exposure

to hypoosmolar stress would lead to an increase in the available volume fraction

in the nucleus. The results obtained for cells subjected to hyperosmolar stress

match that assumption. The response observed under hypoosmolar pressure,

however, demands an explanation.

Intranuclear architecture differs from cytoplasmic architecture in its basic or-

ganization: while the cytoplasm features a multitude of membrane-bound vesi-

cles, the dominant structures in the nucleoplasm are macromolecular aggre-

gates. These aggregates consist mainly of decondensed chromatin binding

to the nuclear envelope either directly or via other proteins [173]. In inter-

phase cells, each chromosome occupies a distinct subvolume of the nucleus [174].

These subvolumes are separated and penetrated by the inter-chromatin do-

main, a network of chromatin-free channels which terminate at nuclear pore

complexes [175] [176]. Sub-nuclear bodies such as nucleoli, speckles or Cajal bod-

ies are usually found in the inter-chromatin domain as they are size-excluded

from territories of dense chromatin [177]. The territories of decondensed chro-

matin are sustained by excluded volume effects and have been found to dissolve

in dilute buffer [178] [179] [180].
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During exposure to hypoosmolar pressure, the cell rapidly takes up water from

the surrounding medium in an attempt to compensate the concentration gradi-

ent of osmotically active particles at least partially. In the cytoplasm this water

uptake results in the reduction of absolute crowding levels, i.e. an increase in

the available volume fraction, as many bigger structures are membrane-bound

organelles which are not affected by water uptake. In the nucleoplasm, how-

ever, an initial increase in volume, i.e. a decrease in the occupied volume

fraction, initiates further decondensation of chromatin, i.e. a further deor-

ganization of the chromosome territories. However, DNA molecules can be

expected to remain intact in spite of water uptake, as hypoosmolar stress is a

widely occurring phenomenon.

In this thesis, cells subjected to osmolar stress were observed to recover grad-

ually after their initial stress response. But the decondensation of chromo-

somes can easily result in a higher excluded volume fraction and hence a lower

available volume fraction on the 5 nm-scale, even though the absolute nuclear

volume is increased. Moreover, nuclear swelling is ultimately limited by nu-

clear lamina located in the nuclear membrane, since nuclear lamina cannot be

stretched indefinitely. In combination, chromatin decondensation and limited

nuclear swelling result in a nonlinear relation between the inverse cell volume

and osmotic pressure, which is proportional to macromolecule concentration

and, hence, crowding. Different from that, under hyperosmotic pressure nu-

clear crowding levels are inversely proportional to the nuclear volume [171].

8.3.3 Oxidative Stress

Oxidative stress refers to the inability of a cell to detoxify oxidizing molecule

species and to repair the damage inflicted upon cellular components by these

molecules. In healthy eukaryotic cells most oxidative molecules are rapidly

destroyed by cellular defence mechanisms. Moreover, damages induced by ox-

idative stress are continuously repaired [181]. Yet an increased production of

reactive oxidizing species as well as defect or inefficient antioxidant defence

mechanisms can harm the cell or even a multicellular organism severely [182].

Oxidative stress can damage all intracellular components. In humans, it is

thought to play a role in a vast number of diseases, including neurodegen-

erative diseases such as Parkinson’s disease [183] and Alzheimer’s disease [184],

cardiovascular diseases such as atherosclerosis [185] or heart failure [186] as well

as male infertility [187] [188] and age-related development of cancer [189] [190]. Most
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long-term effects of oxidative stress are caused by base damage and strand

breaks in DNA [191]. Thus, oxidative stress can ultimately be mutagenic [189]. It

is interesting to note that oxidative stress has been found to trigger apoptosis

and necrosis [192] as well as to suppress apoptosis [189] [193] [194]. Similarly, it has

been found to play a role in premature ageing [195] as well as to be involved in

lifespan extension [196] and prevention of ageing [197].

On the other hand, reactive oxygen species are crucial in naturally occurring

intracellular processes such as redox signalling. Moreover, the immune system

uses the toxic properties of reactive oxygen species to damage and ultimately

kill pathogens [198] [199].

So basically the state of health of a particular cell depends on its ability to

maintain a balance between production and consumption of reactive oxygen

species in which at least small perturbations can rapidly be overcome. Oxida-

tive stress has even been proposed to have played a major role in the evolution

of eukaryotes: the biologically induced generation of oxygen in the earth’s at-

mosphere approximately 2.5 billion years ago is thought to have been highly

toxic to the surrounding organisms. So the selective pressure to thrive under

oxidative stress might, amongst other environmental stresses, have driven the

evolution of a lineage of archaea into the first eukaryotes to facilitate repair of

damages induced by oxidative stress [200] [201] [202].

A natural source of reactive oxygen species is a leakage of activated oxygen

from mitochondria during oxidative phosphorylation. In experiments oxidative

stress can easily be induced by treating the cells with medium supplemented

with oxidizing molecules such as hydrogen peroxide (H2O2).

As oxidative stress supposedly plays a role in numerous diseases, a precise

characterization of crowding states under stress conditions as opposed to phys-

iological conditions might provide a deeper understanding of these diseases as

well as facilitate the development of new drugs. Until now, however, data

has not been available that illustrates the influence oxidative stress exerts on

crowding levels or on the heterogeneity of crowding. In this work, a number of

cells was subjected to oxidative stress by treatment with hydrogen peroxide.

As known short-term effects of reactive oxygen species are at the level of single

molecules, it was decided to test the effects of oxidative stress on crowding and

its heterogeneity on the 5 nm-scale. Therefore cells were transfected with the

FRET-based crowding sensor fCrH2.
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Figure 8.3: Changes in overall crowding states and ROI-to-ROI heterogeneities
in response to oxidative stress treatments. (a) + (b) Exposure to moderate levels of
oxidative stress. Averaged result of 3 cells. (c) + (d) Exposure to high levels of oxidative
stress. Averaged result of 3 cells. (a) + (c) Relative FRET ratios. (b) + (d) Relative
ROI-to-ROI heterogeneities.

Even though only a small set of test measurements could be performed for

this thesis, it was found that changes in overall crowding levels clearly depend

on hydrogen peroxide concentration. Following the approach described by

Stiehl [127], the first two cells were treated with imaging medium supplemented

with 0.3mM hydrogen peroxide. A third cell was treated with imaging medium

supplemented with 0.6mM hydrogen peroxide. Since these cells responded in

very much the same way, subsequently all three of them are treated as one pop-

ulation, i.e. as ”cells subjected to low levels of oxidative stress”. Their overall

crowding ratios (Fig. 8.3a) virtually do not change during a measurement time

of 11min. The prominent dip during the first 2min can be attributed to focal

drift: in image series, the microscope used for these measurements very often

shows an out-of-focus drift within the first few images, immediately followed

by a drift in the opposite direction until the initially selected focal plane is
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reached again. Until now the reason for this characteristic drift event hasn’t

be found. So, as a rule, measurements suffering from this drift event are not

considered for further evaluation. In this case only a very small set of test

measurements was performed. So excluding measurements in which focal drift

occurred from further analysis was not viable. As crowding levels and ratio

after the drift event stay constant and are at virtually the same level as before

treatment, it can only be assumed that no significant change in crowding levels

and ratios occurs within these 2min.

The second group of cells, likewise consisting of only three individual cells,

was treated with a considerably higher concentration of hydrogen peroxide

- approximately 180mM. At this concentration, in both compartments the

available volume fraction significantly increases immediately after exposure to

medium containing hydrogen peroxide (Fig. 8.3c). Within 4min a relative

increase of 20% is reached in the nucleoplasm, a relative increase of 28% is

reached in the cytoplasm. Thus the ratio of available volume fractions de-

creases immediately after initial exposure. After this rapid response, both

relative crowding levels as well as their ratio stay constant until the end of the

measurement. The small drop in relative crowding levels after 6.5min is solely

due to insufficient measurement statistics: while values in the interval 0.0min

to 6.5min represent the average of three individual measurements, only one of

these measurements continues after 6.5min.

In contrast to this striking reaction, at least to high concentrations of oxidative

stress, neither of the compartments shows any distinct response to treatments

on the ROI-to-ROI scale. Consequently also the ratio of ROI-to-ROI hetero-

geneities remains constant throughout the course of the measurement. This

holds true for exposure to both high and low concentrations of hydrogen per-

oxide (Fig. 8.3d and 8.3b)

One could argue that, compared to exposure to osmolar stress, ROI-to-ROI

heterogeneities under oxidative stress conditions do change significantly. After

all, relative changes are in the same range as in osmolar stress conditions. How-

ever, in cells subjected to osmolar stress the ROI-to-ROI heterogeneity shows

a rather distinct curve progression with little point-to-point variation. In con-

trast to that, data on ROI-to-ROI heterogeneities during exposure to oxidative

stress are extremely noisy. Of course this might simply be caused by inade-

quate statistics. Noise levels could decrease significantly if a larger number of

measurement series were taken and evaluated. However, with the data situ-

ation being as it is, ROI-to-ROI heterogeneities are preliminarily interpreted
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not to change significantly. This is especially backed up by the conspicuous

lack of change during the vast increase of compartment-wise Θ-levels at high

concentrations of hydrogen peroxide at the begin of exposure. In contrast to

that, ROI-to-ROI heterogeneities in cells subjected to osmolar stress mirrored

the time course of Θ-levels, albeit in the opposite direction.

So damage caused by oxidative stress seems to be fairly homogeneous within

one compartment. Moreover, overall crowding levels appear to be affected only

at high levels of oxidative stress. In this case, the cytoplasm shows a stronger

reaction than the nucleoplasm. Due to the small number of measurements,

however, these results should be treated as preliminary.

It would be interesting to investigate the causes of the difference in relative

changes in crowding levels in nucleus and cytoplasm at high levels of oxida-

tive stress. For example it could be due to a lower vulnerability of nuclear

constituents to reactive oxygen species, better or faster repair and defence

mechanisms in the nucleus or simply the cytoplasm and nuclear membrane

serving as a protective layer between the nucleoplasm and the surrounding,

hydrogen peroxide-enriched medium. This, however, remains to be analysed

in future work on the topic.

8.3.4 Treatments Impairing ATP Regeneration

Adenosine triphosphate (ATP) is frequently referred to as a “molecular unit of

currency” for intracellular energy transfer [203]. It provides the energy required

for many energy-consuming processes in living cells, such as chemical synthesis

of proteins. During metabolic processes it is dephosphorylated to form either

adenosine diphosphate (ADP) or adenosine monophosphate (AMP). Both are

considerably lower in energy than ATP. Subsequently, ADP or AMP, respec-

tively, is regenerated to ATP either in the cytosol during glycolysis or in mi-

tochondria as part of the electron transport chain. A third pathway of ATP

regeneration which is located in the nucleoplasm was recently proposed by

Wright et al. [204]. It was established that each day the human body recycles

the equivalent of its own body weight in ATP [205]. ATP:ADP ratios in healthy

mammalian cells can range from 1 to more than 100 [206] [207] [208] [209].

Decreased levels of intracellular ATP contents - and, respectively, increased

levels of intracellular ADP or AMP contents - might be associated with a num-

ber of diseases in humans, such as fibromyalgia [210], myalgic encephalomyeli-

tis/chronic fatigue syndrome [211] [212] [213] and dysfunction of retinal cells due to

increased oxidative stress damage [214].
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In experiments, the regeneration of ATP can easily be manipulated by means

of chemical inhibitors, such as rotenone, oligomycin, several fungicides, antibi-

otics, azides and carbon monoxide. Most of them inhibit a specific complex

which participates in the respiratory chain in mitochondria. In this thesis, two

combinations of substances were used to manipulate ATP recycling: sodium

azide and 2-deoxy-D-glucose (p. 57 et seq.) as well as rotenone and oligomycin

(p. 57 et seq.).

Cells were either transfected with EGFP or with Perceval HR. EGFP was em-

ployed to investigate possible effects of ATP depletion on the compartment-

wise crowding states and their heterogeneities. Perceval HR is a ratiometric

sensor that, depending on the combination of illumination settings (405 nm and

488 nm or 458 nm and 488 nm), reflects the local ATP:ADP or ATP:isosbestic

point ratio, respectively. For a more detailed description of Perceval HR and

the relation between adenosine phosphate concentrations and emitted inten-

sity, see Sec. 4.2.1. An example of a cell transfected with Perceval HR is

displayed in Fig. 8.4.
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Figure 8.4: Cell transfected with Perceval HR during ATP depletion. Top row:
before ATP depletion. Bottom row: 25min after onset of ATP depletion with sodium azide
and 2-deoxy-D-glucose. (a) + (d) ATP-excitation. (b) + (e) Isosbestic point excitation. (d)
+ (f) ADP excitation. Scalebar 10 µm. False colour images, colour signifies intensity.
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Evaluation was done in analogy to previous experiments in HeLa cells trans-

fected with EGFP or fCrH2: 20 ROIs per compartment per interphase cell

were selected. For each ROI the mean ATP:ADP ratio as well as the mean

ATP:isosbestic point ratio was calculated. The mean values per ROI were used

to calculate the mean ratio per compartment (ATP:ADPcomp and ATP:ISOcomp)

as well as the ROI-to-ROI heterogeneity per compartment (ηcomp(ATP:ADP)

and ηcomp(ATP:ISO)). Similar to previous analyses, the cell-wise ratios of mean

ATP:ADP/ATP:isosbestic point levels were calculated according to

r =







ATP :ADPnuc

ATP :ADPcyto
for ATP:ADP levels

ATP :ISOspin

ATP :ISOper
for ATP:isosbestic point levels.

(8.1)

In addition, the cell-wise ratios of ROI-to-ROI heterogeneities were calculated

according to

rη =







ηnuc(ATP :ADP )
ηcyto(ATP :ADP )

for ATP:ADP levels

ηspin(ATP :ISO)

ηper(ATP :ISO)
for ATP:isosbestic point levels.

(8.2)

It must be mentioned, however, that in contrast to cells transfected with

EGFP, cells transfected with Perceval HR can only be evaluated at two length-

scales. As this sensor relies on a ratiometric analysis method an analysis of

the voxel-to-voxel heterogeneity is not possible: as mentioned in chapter 5.3.3

the pixel-wise variance of fluorescence intensity can be described by Eq. 5.12.

All detection channels operated at exactly the same settings. Additionally

the excitation laser beams were adjusted to emit at the same absolute laser

power. Thus the proportionality factor ξ can be assumed to be the same in all

detection channels. So the pixel-wise variance is

σ2
ATP (IATP ) = ξ2 (µATP (IATP ) + σ2

ATP (sample)), (8.3)

σ2
ADP (IADP ) = ξ2 (µADP (IADP ) + σ2

ADP (sample)), (8.4)

σ2
ISO(IISO) = ξ2 (µISO(IISO) + σ2

ISO(sample)), (8.5)

for ATP-, ADP- and isosbestic point channels, respectively. The signal investi-

gated in this work is either the local ATP:ADP ratio or the local ATP:isosbestic

point ratio, which is given by the pixel-wise ratio rpx = IATP/IADP/ISO. By
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propagation of uncertainty the variance of rpx within a ROI is given by

σ2(r) =

(

∂r

∂µATP

· σATP

)2

+

(

∂r

∂µADP/ISO

· σADP/ISO

)2

. (8.6)

In a perfectly homogeneous sample, i.e. a sample lacking any inherent variance

σ2
ATP (sample), σ2

ADP/ISO(sample) of the fluorophore distribution, this is

σ2
hom(r) = ξ2

(

µATP

µ2
ADP/ISO

+
µ2
ATP

µ3
ADP/ISO

)

= ξ2
r(1 + r)

µADP/ISO

. (8.7)

In an inhomogeneous sample, Eq. 8.6 changes to

σ2
inhom(r) = ξ2

1

µ2
ADP/ISO

(

µATP + σ2
ATP (sample)

)

+

+ ξ2
µ2
ATP

µ4
ADP/ISO

(

µADP/ISO + σ2
ADP/ISO(sample)

)

= ξ2
r(1 + r)

µADP/ISO

+ ξ2

(

σ2
ATP (sample) + r2σ2

ADP/ISO(sample)
)

µ2
ADP/ISO

=: σ2
hom(r) + δ2inhom(r).

(8.8)

So similar to FRET-based ratiometric imaging, it is not possible to separate

the sample-inherent voxel-wise heterogeneity of ATP:ADP and ATP:isosbestic

point ratios from setup- and intensity-dependent factors in ratiometric imag-

ing data. Additionally the complex relation between the measured variance

σ2(r), the ATP:ADP or ATP:isosbestic point ratio itself and the observables

of individual channels prevents a calibration of the absolute ATP:ADP and

ATP:isosbestic point heterogeneities by means of, for example, cell lysates.

Therefore, similar to FRET-based experiments, the ATP:ADP and ATP:iso-

sbestic point ratio is only analysed on the compartment levels and on the ROI-

to-ROI levels. Again, for all images a line average of LA = 2 was chosen in

order to decrease, at least to some extent, a possible influence of instrument

settings on results at these lengthscales.

ATP:ADP and ATP:Isosbestic Point Ratios in Physiological Cells

Prior to ATP depletion measurements, images in all three illumination modes,

405 nm, 458 nm and 488 nm, were taken in cells not subjected to any stress

treatment. This was done in order to establish the mean ATP:ADP ratios
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and ATP:isosbestic point ratios per compartment as well as their respective

ROI-to-ROI heterogeneities for physiological HeLa cells.

Averaged ATP:ADP and ATP:Isosbestic Point Ratio. Although dis-

tributions of ATP:isosbestic point ratios in nucleoplasm and cytoplasm are

very similar (Fig. 8.5b), in the majority of cells the ATP:isosbestic point ratio

is higher in the nucleoplasm than in the cytoplasm (Fig. 8.5d). The average

cell-wise ratio of compartment-wise ATP:isosbestic point ratios was found to

be 〈r〉int = 1.03 ± 0.04. At the same time, in all cells the ATP:ADP ratio is

somewhat higher in the nucleoplasm than in the cytoplasm. The cell-wise ra-

tio of compartment-wise ATP:ADP ratios was found to be 〈r〉int = 1.09± 0.04

(Fig. 8.5c). This is also visible in the distributions of ATP:ADP ratios per

compartment (Fig. 8.5a). The fact that this ratio between compartments is

somewhat farther from one than the ratio of ATP:isosbestic point ratios indi-

cates that also ADP levels differ between nucleoplasm and cytoplasm. ADP

levels appear to be somewhat lower in the nucleoplasm than in the cytoplasm.

Yet the different cell-wise ratios of compartment-wise ratios might also be influ-

enced by measurement settings: the isosbestic point of Perceval HR is located

at 455 nm. However, an excitation of this particular wavelength is not possible

in the given setup. Therefore, experiments were performed at an excitation

wavelength of 458 nm. While, at first glance, a deviation of only 3 nm from the

ideal excitation wavelength appears to be negligible, one must keep in mind

that the maximum of ATP-dependent emission is already located at ∼ 500 nm.

So it is possible that the excitation wavelength lying in the ATP-dependent

part of the spectrum has a non-negligible effect on the obtained ratiometric

data in spite of its closeness to the isosbestic point. This effect might well

influence the ratio of ATP:isosbestic point levels between cytoplasm and nu-

cleoplasm.

In addition to that, it must be noted that neither the obtained ATP:ADP

ratio nor the obtained ATP:isosbestic point ratio should be interpreted to di-

rectly represent the actual value of the respective variable. While all images

are obtained at exactly the same detection settings, the excitation wavelength

is different for all three images. The absolute laser intensity arriving at the

sample plane was measured for all laser lines to find a setting where incoming

laser intensity is the same for all three images. Yet, measuring laser intensity

with a photometer is a rather imprecise method, all the more so since the

sensor of the available photometer cannot be built into the beam path but
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has to be held by hand. Due to generally low transfection rates in spite of

protocol optimization it was also not possible to perform any calibration mea-

surement in cell lysates, e.g. by adding defined amounts of ATP or ADP to

the lysate. When comparing the ATP:ADP ratios in interphase cells obtained

in this work with the data gathered by Tantama et al. [133], this discrepancy be-

tween measured values and actual ATP:ADP ratios becomes especially clear:

in this work fluorescence ratios in the range of 5 − 9 were obtained for both

compartments. Yet, according to Tantama et al. a ratio of fluorescence signals

higher than 4 is not obtained at all. Most likely this discrepancy in results can

be attributed to the differing setups. Therefore, the obtained ATP:ADP ratios

and ATP:isosbestic point ratios should rather be considered to show general

tendencies instead of absolute values. So the only possible conclusion from the

available data is the fact that the ATP:ADP ratio is higher in the nucleoplasm

than in the cytoplasm.

This result as is is somewhat surprising. The major ATP recovery pathways

take place in the cytoplasm. Maintenance of nuclear ATP:ADP levels pri-

marily relies on transport between nucleoplasm and cytoplasm. So one would

expect ATP:ADP levels to be higher in the cytoplasm than in the nucleus.

Interestingly, Imamura et al. [215] indeed found ATP:ADP levels to be slightly

higher in the cytoplasm than in the nucleoplasm. Yet, while they also used

HeLa cells in their experiments, the employed sensor was different from the

one used in this work. In particular, while Perceval HR is expressed both in

the cytoplasm as well as in the nucleoplasm of HeLa cells, albeit at somewhat

different expression levels, the sensor used by Imamura et al. is mainly dis-

tributed in the cytoplasm. Therefore they fused a nuclear localization signal

to their sensor. They did, however, not investigate whether this addition to

the molecule alters the susceptibility of the sensor to the local ATP:ADP level

in any way. They found the ATP:ADP levels to be considerably lower inside

mitochondria than in cytoplasm and nucleoplasm. This is somewhat counter-

intuitive since mitochondria are a major locus of ATP production inside the

cell. Of course, ATP could be transported out of mitochondria quite fast so

that ADP could be enriched within mitochondria, while ATP would be en-

riched in their immediate surroundings.

On the other hand, a more recent study by Wright et al. [204] suggests the ex-

istence of a nuclear metabolic pathway generating ATP via the hydrolysis of

poly(ADP-ribose) and ADP-ribose. This pathway is supposed to be essential
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Figure 8.5: ATP:ADP and ATP:isosbestic point ratios in physiological cells. Left
column: ATP:ADP ratio. Right column: ATP:isosbestic point ratio. (a) + (b) Overall ratios
per compartment. (c) + (d) Cell-wise ratios of average energy ratios per compartment. (e) +
(f) Compartment-wise ROI-to-ROI heterogeneity of energy ratios. (g) + (h) Cell-wise ratio
of compartment-wise ROI-to-ROI heterogeneities. Angle brackets signify ensemble averages
± ensemble standard deviations. Data on ATP:ADP ratio: Result of 22 cells. Data on
ATP:ISO ratio: Result of 54 cells.
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for several biochemical processes located in the nucleus, such as chromatin re-

modelling or transcriptional regulation. Moreover, while Wright et al. mainly

focused on the changes of compartment-wise ATP:ADP levels in response to

hormone-treatments, their data also suggest the ATP:ADP ratio in the nucleus

to be higher than in the cytoplasm even before treatments. However, Wright

et al. performed their experiments on breast cancer cells whereas in this thesis

HeLa cells were used. So a direct comparison of the results should be treated

with caution.

The different ATP:ADP or ATP:isosbestic point ratios in nucleus and cyto-

plasm might also be a side-effect of the different transfection levels in both

compartments. This disparity in expression levels is not as pronounced as it is

in cells transfected with fCrH2. Yet it might be enough to introduce random

errors into the results obtained in the less intensive nuclei via division by small

numbers.

Finally, it is possible that the cytoplasm simply harbours more sites of high

energy-consumption. If this was the case, metabolic turnover of ATP, ADP

and AMP could be faster in the cytoplasm, resulting in - at least locally - lower

ATP:ADP levels.

ROI-to-ROI Heterogeneity of ATP:ADP and ATP:Isosbestic Point

Ratios. Independently of the observable, i.e. the ATP:ADP ratio or the

ATP:isosbestic point ratio, the ROI-to-ROI heterogeneity is quite low in both

compartments. The average ROI-to-ROI heterogeneity of the ATP:ADP ratio

was found to be (2.4± 1.3)% in the cytoplasm and slightly higher, (2.7± 0.9)%

in the nucleoplasm (Fig. 8.5e). Averaged results are even more similar when

the ATP:isosbestic point ratio serves as an observable: here ROI-to-ROI het-

erogeneities of (2.4± 3.3)% in the cytoplasm and (2.4± 2.5)% in the nucle-

oplasm are reached (Fig. 8.5f). Taking only the respective distributions of

compartment-wise ROI-to-ROI heterogeneities into consideration, it appears

to be justified to regard both compartments as rather equally heterogeneous.

It is interesting to note that in about 2/3 of the cells the ATP:ADP ratio is a

little more heterogeneous in the nucleus than in the cytoplasm. Yet about 1/3

of the cell ensemble displays exactly the opposite behaviour. The ensemble

mean of compartment-wise ratios of ATP:ADP heterogeneities is 1.33 ± 0.67

(Fig. 8.5g). A very similar result is found for the ratio of ATP:isosbestic point

heterogeneities. Here the ensemble average is 1.33±0.83 (Fig. 8.5h). Although

the distributions of compartment-wise ROI-to-ROI heterogeneities look very
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similar, this fact appears to reflect the intercellular rather than the intracellu-

lar variation.

The ensemble variation of ATP:ADP heterogeneities is, however, in the same

range as ensemble heterogeneities in cells transfected with EGFP or fCrH2:

ensemble-wise heterogeneities were found to be about 33% in the nucleoplasm

and about 56% in the cytoplasm. The ensemble heterogeneity of the cell-wise

ratio of compartment-wise ROI-to-ROI heterogeneities is about 50%.

When using the ATP:isosbestic point ratio as an observable, ensemble wide

heterogeneities are extremely high: levels of about 139% in the cytoplasm and

about 105% in the nucleoplasm are reached. This amounts to an ensemble

heterogeneity of the ratio of nucleoplasmic to cytoplasmic heterogeneity levels

of 63%. At first glance, these values are surprisingly high, especially when tak-

ing into consideration the rather similar ensemble averages. However, these

can easily be explained: the ensemble of cells imaged at ATP and isosbes-

tic point wavelengths is considerably larger than that imaged at ATP and

ADP wavelengths: 54 versus 22 cells. A more direct comparison of ATP:ADP

and ATP:isosbestic point results can be achieved when only analysing the

(sub)ensemble of 22 cells in which images at all three excitation wavelengths

were acquired. In this ensemble, ATP:isosbestic point ROI-to-ROI hetero-

geneities were found to be (1.49± 0.53)% in the cytoplasm and (1.63± 0.54)%

in the nucleoplasm, which amounts to ensemble heterogeneities of 36% and

33%, respectively. The average ratio was found to be 1.16±0.38, which results

in an ensemble heterogeneity of 33%. Differences in these values from those

obtained for the ATP:ADP ratio can be attributed to systematic aberrations

due to the different measurement settings as well as to stochastic influences

from the setup.

Considering the complete ensemble of cells imaged at ATP and isosbestic point

excitation wavelengths, a few outliers in the ROI-to-ROI heterogeneity at-

tract attention. After removing them, ensemble averages as well as ensem-

ble heterogeneities are similar to values obtained in the sub-ensemble in both

imaging modes: ensemble averages of (1.77± 0.98)% in the cytoplasm and

(1.99± 0.96)% in the nucleoplasm render ensemble heterogeneities of 55%

and 48%, respectively. Then the ratio of compartment-wise ROI-to-ROI het-

erogeneities is 1.25 ± 0.51, resulting in an ensemble heterogeneity of 41%.

However, the reasons for outliers in these specific cells cannot be ascertained:

both ATP and isosbestic point images do not differ visually from other images,

the ratiometric images are not conspicuous either. Interestingly, an outlier in
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ROI-to-ROI heterogeneity in any of the compartments does not necessarily

coincide with an outlier in the respective overall ATP:isosbestic point ratio.

Since all outliers appear in the sub-population imaged only in ATP and iso-

sbestic point mode, it cannot be tested whether they represent a characteristic

feature of the sample or a random error due to the measurement technique.

So, with regard to the quite unintuitive observable, it appears questionable to

simply remove outliers. After all, they might represent an actual feature of the

cell population: cells were not synchronized. So presumably within one sample

all cell cycle phases are present in equal fractions. Probably the total amount

of energy needed within one cell doesn’t vary that much over the course of

one complete cell cycle. Yet, it appears reasonable to assume that the spatial

distribution of loci needing much energy varies considerably throughout the

cell cycle: each cell cycle phase is characterized by a number of distinct bio-

chemical processes that must be completed prior to progression into the next

cell cycle phase. The vast majority of these biochemical reactions should ei-

ther generate or consume energy, resulting in locally varying ATP:ADP ratios.

As the cell progresses through interphase, presumably the ’hotspots’ of ATP

consumption and production change temporally. Thus the heterogeneity of

ATP:ADP ratios on several lengthscales might potentially be altered. So the

broad distribution of ROI-to-ROI heterogeneities throughout the cell ensemble

might simply reflect the distribution of morphologically undistinguishable cell

cycle phases in a non-synchronized cell population.

It would be interesting to test the hypothesis of temporal variation of ATP:ADP

heterogeneities. To do so one cell would have to be imaged repeatedly until

completing a whole cell cycle. As discussed earlier, it is difficult to achieve this

aim with the equipment available for this thesis .

ATP Depletion via Rotenone and Oligomycin

Rotenone prevents the transport of electrons in complex I of the respiratory

chain. This interferes with NADH, thus hindering ATP production [216]. As

a side-effect, cellular oxygen is reduced, which results in the creation of reac-

tive oxygen species [217]. Furthermore, rotenone also suppresses the assembly

of microtubules [218]. However, moderate levels of ATP can still be produced

in complex II of the respiratory chain (see Fig. 8.6).

Oligomycin blocks a subunit of ATP synthase, which significantly slows down

electron transport [219] [220]. Yet, with the help of uncoupling proteins electron
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transport does not stop completely. [221]. Nevertheless, oxidative phosphoryla-

tion of ADP is largely suppressed.

In combination, rotenone and oligomycin impede ATP regeneration but do

not stop it. In particular, cytosolic production of ATP during glycolysis is not

affected by this treatment. Nevertheless, apoptosis is induced. So most cells

die within 1 h.

Figure 8.6: Impact of rotenone and oligomycin treatment on cellular ATP re-
generation. While rotenone completely blocks complex-I-activity, complex II still works.
Oligomycin blocks a subunit of ATP synthase, however, due to uncoupling proteins, oxida-
tive phosphorylation is not completely stopped. ATP production in glycolysis and citric
acid cycle is not hindered. Therefore, ATP regeneration is significantly impaired but does
not stop completely.

ATP depletion experiments using rotenone and oligomycin were performed on

cells transfected with Perceval HR. In all measurements, images were taken at

excitation wavelengths of 458 nm and 488 nm, respectively. So, in all images,

the ATP:isosbestic-point ratio served as an observable.

Rotenone and oligomycin were used in four different concentrations:

Name rotenone (µM) oligomycin (µM)
C1 0.8 1.8
C2 0.6 1.5
C3 0.5 1.25
C4 0.4 1.0
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Figure 8.7: ATP depletion via rotenone and oligomycin at four different concen-
trations. Left column: relative ATP:isosbestic point levels and ratios. Right column: rela-
tive ATP:isosbestic point heterogeneities and their ratio. Exact concentrations of rotenone
and oligomycin are given on p. 172. Each diagram shows averaged results of 8 cells.

Evolution of Compartment-Wise ATP:Isosbestic Point Ratios. Al-

though several concentrations of rotenone and oligomycin were tested, all cells

responded in a very similar way (Fig. 8.7). In all samples, relative ATP:iso-

sbestic point ratios drop immediately after exchange of media, followed by
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an initially quite fast recovery. However, in most cells ATP:isosbestic point

ratios exceed initial ratios after a short time in both compartments. After

about 10min plateaued values are reached in both compartments in all meas-

urements. Interestingly, while ATP:isosbestic point ratios evolve in parallel

in both compartments, compartment-wise ratios decrease slowly at a con-

stant rate throughout all measurements. This is independent of the direction

compartment-wise ROI-to-ROI heterogeneities evolve in at a particular time.

This behaviour might be explained as follows: as shown in the description

given above, treating cells by combining rotenone and oligomycin impedes mi-

tochondrial ATP regeneration, but does not completely stop it. Moreover,

cytosolic and - if they exist - nucleosolic pathways of ATP production [204] are

not influenced directly. So the immediate drop in ATP:isosbestic point levels

upon exchange of media might reflect the loss of the majority of mitochondrial

ATP production. However, only a short period of time later cytosolic and

nucleosolic ATP regeneration is upregulated to compensate for that deficiency.

Nevertheless, rotenone and oligomycin do trigger apoptosis. This apparently

impacts ATP regulation within the cell, as cytosolic/nucleosolic mechanisms of

ATP regeneration generally overcompensate the loss of mitochondrial ATP re-

generation. So final, i.e. plateaued ATP:isosbestic point levels after exposure

to rotenone and oligomycin generally exceed initial levels in both compart-

ments. Interestingly, neither the relative amplitudes of ATP:isosbestic point

ratios nor the velocity of change after exchange of media depend on rotenone

and oligomycin concentrations. At all concentrations, the half time of recovery

is approximately 200 s.

However, cytosolic ATP production seems to be faster or more efficient than

nucleosolic ATP production. This is mirrored in the gradual decrease of

compartment-wise ratios of ATP:isosbestic point ratios at all concentrations.

It would be interesting to test the hypothesis of increased cytosolic ATP re-

generation after exposure to rotenone and oligomycin. As in the cytosol ATP

can only be produced by means of glycolysis, this would be mirrored in an

increased consumption of glucose by the cell. So monitoring glucose levels

in the surrounding medium, e.g. by using Benedict’s solution [222], would be

an easy approach. However, assays containing Benedict’s solution have to be

heated in order to observe colour changes. So it would be required to plate

cells in a vessel big enough to allow repeated removing of small amounts of

medium during the course of one measurement. It might also be required to

use medium containing less glucose than the standard imaging medium used
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in this thesis. According to a manufacturer’s testimonial, Benedict’s solution

has a detection limit of 0.01% glucose in water [223]. However, since Benedict’s

solution is a classical indicator test, it might be difficult to quantify glucose

levels. So this method can probably serve only as a general test whether glu-

cose levels change significantly during apoptosis after rotenone and oligomycin

treatment or not.

Another approach could be monitoring intracellular ATP:ADP levels and in-

tracellular glucose levels simultaneously. Garrett et al. [224] developed a genet-

ically encoded FRET-based pH-insensitive glucose indicator protein. It uses

CFP and YFP as a FRET pair, so it is, in principle, possible to use it in

combination with Perceval HR. However, CFP and GFP have a considerable

spectral overlap. So data would certainly suffer from spectral bleed-through.

Moreover, in addition to the two images needed for ratiometric imaging with

Perceval another two images would be required to perform ratiometric FRET

to monitor glucose levels. Taking four images per time increment would nec-

essarily impair temporal resolution.

Evolution of Compartment-Wise ROI-to-ROI Heterogeneities. With

regard to their compartment-wise ROI-to-ROI heterogeneities cells respond

very similarly in all experiments: irrespectively of the concentration levels of

rotenone and oligomycin, heterogeneity levels do not appear to change signifi-

cantly in any of the compartments (Fig. 8.7). Although at individual measure-

ment points ROI-to-ROI heterogeneities can differ from initial values by 50%,

temporal variation between time increments is rather large. This is similar to

results obtained in cells exposed to oxidative stress. In view of this high level of

noise, ROI-to-ROI heterogeneities are interpreted as invariant under rotenone

and oligomycin treatments. Consequently also the ratio of compartment-wise

ROI-to-ROI heterogeneities is interpreted not to change during the course of

the measurement. So ATP:isosbestic point levels appear to be quite uniform

throughout the cell. This might be due to the wide distribution of mitochon-

dria in interphase cells. Moreover, cytosolic/nucleosolic ATP production is

most probably spatially homogeneous.

ATP Depletion via Sodium Azide and 2-Deoxy-D-Glucose

Sodium azide blocks the binding site of oxygen of cytochrome-c-oxidase [225].

Thus mitochondrial production of ATP is completely stopped, which ulti-
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mately causes cell death.

2-deoxy-D-glucose is an analogon for glucose [226]. It competitively inhibits

glucose-6-phosphate-isomerase which cannot metabolize the molecule [227] [228].

While 2-deoxy-D-glucose-6-Phosphate accumulates, cellular ATP levels de-

crease, as ATP producing steps of glycolysis cannot be performed any more [226].

As a side effect, 2-deoxy-D-glucose promotes the production of reactive oxygen

species as well as autophagy [226] [227].

In combination, sodium azide and 2-deoxy-D-glucose completely stop the cell’s

ability to regenerate ATP in cytoplasm (Fig. 8.8). This is particularly effec-

tive if the treatment is combined with the use of glucose-free media, which was

done in this work. By analogy with experiments on the effects of partial ATP

depletion by means of rotenone and oligomycin, the effects of total cytoplasmic

ATP depletion on intracellular ATP:ADP levels and their heterogeneity were

tested in cells transfected with the ratiometric ATP:ADP sensor Perceval HR.

In addition to that, possible effects of intracellular ATP depletion on intracel-

lular crowding levels and crowding heterogeneities were investigated by way

of fluorescence imaging as well as by means of FCS in HeLa cells transfected

with free, low-expressing EGFP.

Figure 8.8: Impact of sodium azide and 2-deoxy-D-glucose treatment on cellu-
lar ATP regeneration. Sodium azide irreversibly blocks complex IV of the respiratory
chain, which completely stops mitochondrial ATP production. At the same time, 2-deoxy-
D-glucose inhibits cytosolic ATP production. Therefore, ATP regeneration is completely
stopped.
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Ratiometric Imaging Experiments in Cells Transfected with Perce-

val HR. In all ratiometric measurements, three images per cell were taken

with excitations of 405 nm, 458 nm or 488 nm, respectively. So in all images

both ATP:ADP ratio and ATP:isosbestic-point ratio could be analysed.

Being exposed to sodium azide and 2-deoxy-D-glucose ATP:ADP levels imme-

diately start dropping rapidly in both cytoplasm and nucleoplasm (Fig. 8.9a),

a process which was to be expected. After about 5min a lower plateau value

is reached in both compartments. It is kept for the rest of the experiment. At

this plateaued value, in both compartments ATP:ADP levels are only about

25% of their initial value.

At the same time, the ratio between compartments of the ATP:ADP ratio

decreases by about 10%. Since the initial ratio of ATP:ADP levels between

nucleoplasm and cytoplasm is about 1.09, both compartments completely equi-

librate in less than 5min.

These tendencies are found as well when analysing the ATP:isosbestic-point

ratio (Fig. 8.9c). ATP:isosbestic point levels drop to approximately 65% of

their initial values immediately after exposure to sodium azide and 2-deoxy-

D-glucose. Simultaneously the ratio between compartments assimilates. How-

ever, intercompartmental equilibration is slower than in the ATP:ADP mea-

surement mode. This is due to the fact that the ATP:isosbestic point ratio

mirrors only the decrease of ATP levels, while the ATP:ADP ratio reflects the

simultaneous increase of ADP levels as well.

A more detailed examination of the evolution of ATP:ADP and ATP:isosbestic

point levels might allow drawing more deductions about the individual devel-

opment of ATP and ADP levels in both compartments. But the differences in

evolution of velocities are very small and, most probably, not significant. Cal-

culating the actual ATP:isosbestic point ratio would be a more direct way of

investigating ADP levels. However, if for all three excitation wavelengths the

same measurement settings are chosen, i.e. the same PMT bias voltages and

the same absolute laser powers, fluorescence intensity is perceptibly lower in

the ADP and isosbestic point images, as excitation wavelengths are not ideally

suited to GFP. So, in order to reduce errors introduced by low fluorescence in-

tensities, imaging would have to be performed either at higher bias voltages or

at higher laser powers. In principle both settings can be changed. But then a

direct comparison with images taken in the ATP channel would be impossible.
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Figure 8.9: ATP Depletion via sodium azide and 2-deoxy-D-glucose in cells
expressing Perceval HR. (a) Relative ATP:ADP levels and their ratio. (b) Relative
ROI-to-ROI heterogeneities of ATP:ADP levels and their ratio. (c) Relative ATP:isosbestic
point levels and their ratio (d) Relative ROI-to-ROI heterogeneities of ATP:isosbestic point
levels and their ratio. Averaged results of 22 cells.

The ROI-to-ROI heterogeneity of ATP:ADP ratios (see Fig. 8.9b) or ATP:

isosbestic-point ratios (see Fig. 8.9d), respectively, might change during ATP

depletion: the heterogeneity of ATP:isosbestic ratios in both compartments

could be interpreted to increase. However, temporal variation of both, nucle-

oplasmic and cytoplasmic ROI-to-ROI heterogeneity, is quite high. So it is

highly debatable whether the changes in heterogeneity levels should be consid-

ered to be significant. Similarly, the heterogeneity of ATP:ADP ratios could

be interpreted to increase in the cytoplasm and to decrease in the nucleo-

plasm. However, the ROI-to-ROI heterogeneity of the ATP:ADP ratio in the

cytoplasm features a rather high temporal heterogeneity that does not seem

to depend on absolute ATP:ADP levels in the same compartment. Nucle-

oplasmic ROI-to-ROI heterogeneity of the ATP:ADP ratio evolves more dis-

tinctly. However, in comparison with the very pronounced response of absolute
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ATP:ADP ratios, changes of the nucleoplasmic ROI-to-ROI heterogeneity still

appear rather small. So ATP depletion and ADP increase are preliminarily

interpreted to happen quite homogeneously within both compartments. It re-

mains to be analysed in further projects whether this interpretation is valid

indeed.

Imaging Experiments in Cells Transfected With EGFP. It could be

established that the applied ATP depletion protocol results in a constant low

level of ATP:ADP after only 5min. In addition to describing the temporal

evolution of ATP:ADP and ATP:isosbestic point levels as well as their hetero-

geneities, a possible influence of the same treatment on intracellular crowding

levels and crowding heterogeneities was investigated. In order to accomplish

this, images were acquired in HeLa cells transfected with EGFP during ATP

depletion. Analysis followed the same routine that was established in chap-

ter 5, but in a time-resolved manner.
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Figure 8.10: ATP Depletion via sodium azide and 2-deoxy-D-glucose in cells
expressing free EGFP. (a) Relative intensities and their ratio. (b) Relative ROI-to-
ROI heterogeneities and their ratio. (c) Relative voxelscale heterogeneities and their ratio.
Averaged results of 19 cells.
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After the onset of ATP depletion the overall available volume fraction in-

creases a little in both nucleoplasm and cytoplasm (Fig. 8.10a). Notably the

absolute ratio of available volume fractions remains constant at a value of

∼ 1.38 throughout the course of the experiment, i.e. for up to 20min (data

not shown). By naked eye, an increase in the cells’ surface is not visible.

Yet, similar to cells exposed to osmotic pressure, volume changes are likely

to predominantly take place in height. The exact mechanism behind the in-

crease in available volume fractions is not clear, however. Several inhibitors

of ATP regeneration pathways are known to produce reactive oxygen species

as a side-effect. As oxidative stress induced a similar effect, i.e. an increase

in available volume in both compartments, this might also be the explanation

for the change in crowding levels during ATP depletion. Of course, during

oxidative stress treatment also the ratio of available volume fractions between

both compartments changed. Yet, if ATP depletion indeed results in oxida-

tive stress there are still two major differences between this experiment and

the previously performed oxidative stress measurements: for one thing, cells

in oxidative stress measurements were exposed to medium containing H2O2,

i.e. to an oxidative environment primarily outside the cell. During ATP de-

pletion oxidative molecule species would be generated directly in the cell. In

this case the nucleus would not experience any protection by the surrounding

cytoplasm. The second difference is the lengthscale at which the cellular re-

sponse is investigated. Oxidative stress measurements were performed in cells

transfected with fCrH2. So all results obtained in these measurements ulti-

mately describe what happens on the 5 nm-scale. In the case at hand, cells are

transfected with EGFP. So the cell’s response to the treatment is monitored

on a much larger lengthscale. Thus oxidative stress induced by lack of ATP

appears to be a possible explanation for increased available volume fractions.

Additionally, increased available volume fractions in the nucleoplasm could be

caused by condensation of chromatin, a process that usually occurs during

apoptosis [229]. Structural changes in the cytoplasm of apoptotic cells include,

for example, fragmentation of the cytoskeleton’s microfilaments, swelling and

partial redistribution of Golgi apparatus and endoplasmic reticulum as well as

permeabilization of lysosomes and vacuolation of mitochondria [230]. These pro-

cesses could well be responsible for the observed evolution of available volume

fractions. Nevertheless, considering the test measurement in a HeLa cell trans-

fected with EGFP but not subjected to any kind of treatment (see Sec. 8.3.1),

it is debatable whether the observed changes are even significant.
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The available volume fraction might change in both compartments. However,

neither the ROI-to-ROI heterogeneity (Fig. 8.10b) nor the voxel-wise hetero-

geneity (Fig. 8.10c) display any significant variation during ATP depletion. In

addition to that, their compartment-wise ratios remain constant throughout

the course of the experiment. Temporal changes in the ROI-to-ROI hetero-

geneity are even less pronounced than in the control measurement without

treatment. Whether this decreased temporal variation of ROI-to-ROI het-

erogeneities is purely a side-effect of measurement statistics or whether it is

caused by slowed-down metabolism after ATP depletion remains to be analysed

in further projects. From the data gathered in this thesis only one possible

conclusion can be drawn: whatever mechanism causes the available volume

fractions to increase as ATP levels sink, it is not confined to any particular

location inside the cell but seems to be quite homogeneous throughout the cell.

FCS Experiments in cells transfected with EGFP. By analogy to imag-

ing experiments, FCS measurements were performed in the cytoplasm and

nucleoplasm of HeLa cells. However, FCS measurements require a compara-

tively long acquisition time of 30 s per measurement locus. So only one locus

per compartment was measured as a function of time. Initially a time trace was

acquired in the nucleus and in the cytoplasm of an untreated cell. After chang-

ing from standard imaging medium to glucose-free medium supplemented with

sodium azide and 2-deoxy-D-glucose, time traces were acquired in the same cell

once per minute for a period of 30min. Autocorrelation curves were calculated

in Workbench and analysed with a custom Matlab fit routine assuming

anomalous diffusion of one component (Eq. 3.13). Thus, values for the anomaly

exponent α and for the mean residence time τd were acquired for each cell as a

function of time. In addition, a control measurement was performed in which

the cell was not treated with ATP depleting chemicals.

In the control measurement, diffusion time as well as anomaly exponent display

a rather large variation (see Fig. 8.11a and 8.11b). However, on average diffu-

sion times are higher in the cytoplasm than in the nucleoplasm, while anomaly

exponents are on average higher in the nucleoplasm than in the cytoplasm. So

diffusion in the nucleus can be considered to be less anomalous and somewhat

faster than in the cytoplasm. This observation confirms previous data found

for the diffusion of small tracer particles in mammalian cells, e.g. results found
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Figure 8.11: FCS measurements in untreated cell and cells transfected with
EGFP and treated with sodium azide and 2-deoxy-D-glucose. (a) Diffusion time
in untreated cell. (b) Anomaly exponent in untreated cell. (c) Diffusion time during ATP
depletion. (d) Anomaly exponent during ATP depletion. (e) Ensemble heterogeneity of
diffusion times during ATP depletion. (f) Ensemble heterogeneity of anomaly exponents
during ATP depletion. Data during ATP depletion: Averaged results of 32 cells.
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in two studies by Guigas et al. [59] [231]. Moreover, since anomalous diffusion

of tracer particles is associated with the crowding level of the surrounding

medium, it further supports the results described earlier in this work of the

nucleoplasm being less crowded than the cytoplasm in interphase HeLa cells.

As was to be expected, there is neither an evolution of diffusion times nor

an evolution of anomaly exponents throughout the measurement. Temporal

heterogeneity of diffusion times is as high as 〈ηnuc(τd)〉t = 38% in the nu-

cleus and 〈ηcyto(τd)〉t = 60% in the cytoplasm. Temporal heterogeneities of

anomaly exponents were found to be 〈ηnuc(α)〉t = 13% in the nucleus and

〈ηcyto(α)〉t = 17% in the cytoplasm. These values are considerably higher

than those found by Stiehl et al. in the same system [64]. However, due to the

time-resolved measurement mode in this thesis, only one measurement locus

per compartment could be selected. Moreover, only one representative control

measurement was performed. So, in this thesis, the calculated heterogeneity

is based on a much smaller ensemble of measurement results. Considering

the fact that the analysis of FCS data relies on fitting a complex function to

a curve obtained in a highly heterogeneous system, temporal heterogeneities

might well decrease considerably as statistics improve.

In cells exposed to sodium azide and 2-deoxy-D-glucose, anomaly exponents

appear to remain at their physiological level in both compartments (Fig. 8.11d).

They vary temporally by less than 10%. This is even less than temporal vari-

ation in the control measurement. Of course, statistics is worse in the control

measurement. Diffusion times in both compartments could be argued to in-

crease slightly during ATP depletion (Fig. 8.11c). So diffusion would be some-

what slowed-down in an ATP-depleted environment. In principle, this would

be in line with the results obtained by Parry et al. [78] who found that cellu-

lar metabolism constitutes a fluidizing effect on bacterial cytoplasm. Conse-

quently, silencing cellular metabolism would ’solidize’ cellular protoplasm, thus

slowing down diffusion. However, the time-dependent change during ATP-

depletion is rather minor for both variables, especially when considering the

rather large cell-to-cell variation of both variables (Fig. 8.11e and Fig. 8.11f)

as well as the rather large temporal fluctuations. Temporal heterogeneity of

diffusion times during ATP depletion is about 27% in both compartments,

whereas temporal heterogeneity of diffusion times in the control measurement

is at 39% in the nucleoplasm and as high as 60% in the cytoplasm. So, similar

to anomaly exponents, temporal heterogeneity levels of diffusion times during
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ATP depletion are smaller than temporal heterogeneity levels without treat-

ment. In conclusion, changes in diffusion times during ATP depletion are most

probably not significant. This is even more apparent when comparing these

results to those obtained by Pawar et al. [82]: residence times and anomaly

exponents obtained with the same setup and the same cell type, albeit in a

different cell cycle phase, varied as much inside the same cell and at the same

time while depending only on the relative position inside the mitotic spindle.

Moreover, when looking at the temporal variation of either residence time or

anomaly exponent in only one cell, the tendencies of increasing τd and de-

creasing α virtually disappear (not shown). So ATP depletion seems to have

no major influence on the diffusion characteristics of EGFP in cells. Since

Parry et al. [78] also found that the impact of fluidization caused by cellular

metabolism depends on tracer particle size, the apparent lack of a cellular

response in diffusion characteristics to ATP depletion is perfectly reasonable:

according to Parry et al., large tracer particles are much more affected than

small particles. A lower threshold in tracer size at about 30 nm to 40 nm

is proposed, with smaller tracer particles not being affected at all by cyto-

plasm fluidization. Their experiments were performed in Escherichia coli and

Caulobacter crescentus, i.e. in bacteria, unlike the mammalian HeLa cells used

in this work. Yet a similar behaviour might apply to HeLa. It remains to be

analysed whether ATP depletion has any significant impact on the diffusion of

larger particles, such as gold particles or peroxisomes.

Conclusion. In summary, these results suggest that apart from the obvi-

ous depletion of ATP and accompanying increase in ADP levels, sodium azide

and 2-deoxy-D-glucose do not appear to significantly impact the investigated

observables. ATP:ADP heterogeneity as well as ATP:isosbestic point hetero-

geneity are preliminarily interpreted to not show a significant response to ATP

depletion. Similarly, intracellular crowding levels as well as heterogeneities

appear not to change during ATP depletion. While crowding levels might

decrease slightly according to imaging results, they seem to increase slightly

according to FCS results. So it appears to be justified to interpret crowding

levels as more or less constant in spite of energy loss.
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8.4 Summary

In summary, overall available volume fractions change significantly during os-

molar as well as oxidative stress treatment. Hyperosmolar stress causes the

cell to shrink, resulting in decreased available volume fractions in both nucleus

and cytoplasm. Hypoosmolar stress causes the cell to expand, consequently

increasing the available volume fraction in the cytoplasm. Available volume

fractions in the nucleoplasm decrease, a fact which is most likely caused by

stabilizing effects of nuclear lamina as well as by chromatin decondensation.

High levels of oxidative stress result in prominently increased available volume

fractions in both nucleoplasm and cytoplasm. However, apparently neither low

levels of oxidative stress nor ATP depletion via sodium azide and 2-deoxy-D-

glucose have any effect on available volume fractions.

As was to be expected, ATP:ADP levels as well as ATP:isosbestic point levels

decrease rapidly immediately after exposure to sodium azide and 2-deoxy-D-

glucose until a lower level is reached which remains constant for the rest of the

experiment. During partial ATP depletion with rotenone and oligomycin, how-

ever, ATP:isosbestic point levels recover quickly after an initial major drop.

At their subsequent plateaued value they even exceed initial levels.

In contrast to these very characteristic responses of overall available volume

fractions and energy levels, intracellular heterogeneities appear to remain ro-

bust in most stress treatments that were probed in this thesis. Significant

changes in heterogeneity levels of available volume fractions were only found

in cells subjected to osmolar stress, where they evolve in directions opposite to

the respective available volume fraction’s in the same compartment. Oxidative

stress as well as ATP depletion caused by sodium azide and 2-deoxy-D-glucose

do not appear to impact heterogeneity levels of available volume fractions.

Heterogeneity levels of the ATP:ADP and ATP:isosbestic point ratios might

change during ATP depletion caused by exposure to sodium azide and 2-

deoxy-D-glucose, but not during partial ATP depletion caused by exposure

to rotenone and oligomycin.
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Chapter 9

Characterizing Intracellular

Heterogeneities on Multiple

Lengthscales: Summary,

Discussion and Outlook

In spite of a number of experimental constraints, intracellular crowding levels

and their heterogeneities were successfully characterized on multiple length-

scales. An overview of all results obtained in physiological cells is given in

Fig. 9.1. It was found that, at least in the particular strain of HeLa cells em-

ployed in this thesis, overall crowding levels are generally about 20% higher

in the cytoplasm than in the nucleoplasm of interphase cells. Moreover, cyto-

plasmic crowding heterogeneity on intermediate lengthscales, i.e. on the ROI-

to-ROI level, exceeds nucleoplasmic crowding heterogeneity: values obtained

in the cytoplasm are, on average, twice as high as those obtained in the same

cell’s nucleoplasm (〈ηcyto〉int = 12.7%, 〈ηnuc〉int = 5.8%). On the voxel-to-

voxel lengthscale, i.e. on the lengthscale of several hundred nanometres, this

disparity seems to vanish (〈ηROI〉cyto = 7.4%, 〈ηROI〉nuc = 6.3%). Voxel-to-

voxel heterogeneities might still be somewhat higher in the cytoplasm than in

the nucleoplasm. However, owing to difficulties in separating sample-inherent

heterogeneities from heterogeneities introduced by the measurement process,

these results have to be interpreted with care.

When going below the classical resolution limit, measurement results critically

depend on the employed measurement technique: while overall crowding lev-

els were universally found to be very similar in cytoplasm and nucleoplasm,
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Figure 9.1: Overview: crowding levels and heterogeneities on multiple length-
scales in interphase and metaphase cells.
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ROI-to-ROI heterogeneity levels on the 5 nm-scale varied from 1% to 60%

between methods. In FLPM experiments, which should be considered to be

more reliable than either FLIM or ratiometric FRET imaging experiments,

both, cytoplasmic and nucleoplasmic heterogeneity levels, were found to be

about 10%.

The temporal evolution of crowding levels and heterogeneities could only be

probed for comparatively short measurement times. On this scale, however,

they appear to remain constant. Depleting interphase cells of their micro-

tubule skeleton does not appear to change neither overall crowding levels nor

their heterogeneities significantly.

In metaphase cells, spindle area and spindle periphery are, according to current

knowledge, not separated by any membrane or similar structure. Nevertheless,

these two areas can be viewed as separate compartments. While the difference

is not as pronounced as it is in interphase cells, the former cytoplasm retains

its higher crowding level to some degree: crowding in the spindle periphery

is about 10% higher than in the spindle area. However, on all lengthscales

crowding heterogeneities appear to be very similar in both compartments

(〈ηper〉met = 6.0%, 〈ηspin〉met = 5.3%, 〈ηROI〉per = 8.3%, 〈ηROI〉spin = 7.9%).

Moreover, heterogeneity levels in spindle and spindle periphery on lengthscales

below a few hundred nanometres are basically the same as those obtained in

interphase cells. Spatially resolved analyses of the spindle region did not pro-

vide any further information on any lengthscale.

So, in short, crowding levels and intermediate lengthscale heterogeneities differ

between nucleoplasm and cytoplasm. After nuclear envelope breakdown some

mixing between former nucleoplasm and former cytoplasm takes place. How-

ever, spindle and spindle periphery retain at least some degree of dissimilarity.

So it is legitimate to view spindle and spindle periphery as contiguous, but

individual compartments even after nuclear envelope breakdown.

On lengthscales below a few hundred nanometres, all compartments are very

similar. This appears to be independent of the respective cell cycle phase.

An overview of all results obtained in time-resolved measurements in cells sub-

jected to stress treatments is given in Fig. 9.2. Different stress treatments

generally influence overall crowding/ATP:ADP levels as well as their ratios

between interphase compartments. The direction of changes, i.e. increase or
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Figure 9.2: Overview: changes of overall levels and heterogeneities of various
observables on multiple lengthscales in interphase cells subjected to stress treat-
ments.
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decrease of crowding/ATP:ADP levels, depends on the particular kind of stress

treatment: available volume fractions decrease in response to hyperosmolar

stress treatment, but increase in response to high levels of oxidative stress.

They neither change in response to moderate levels of oxidative stress nor dur-

ing ATP depletion. ATP:ADP as well as ATP:isosbestic point levels rapidly

decrease and do not recover after exposure to sodium azide and 2-deoxy-D-

glucose. During exposure to rotenone and oligomycin, ATP:isosbestic point

levels decrease rapidly, too. In contrast to treatment with sodium azide and

2-deoxy-D-glucose, however, they recover quickly, their final levels exceeding

initial levels considerably in most cases.

In all examples described in the preceding paragraph, both compartments re-

spond in the same way, albeit often to a different degree. A notable exception

to this generalization is exposure to hypoosmolar stress: here, available vol-

ume fractions increase in the cytoplasm, while they simultaneously decrease

in the nucleoplasm. This can be explained by immediate decondensation of

chromatin in the nucleus after influx of water.

ROI-to-ROI heterogeneities, on the other hand, appear to be rarely influenced

at all by stress treatments. Significant changes in heterogeneity levels can only

be observed in cells subjected to osmolar stress. In both compartments, ROI-

to-ROI heterogeneities evolve in the direction opposite to the corresponding

available volume fraction’s. Neither oxidative stress nor ATP depletion impact

crowding heterogeneities on the lengthscales investigated. Similarly, ROI-to-

ROI heterogeneity levels of ATP:isosbestic point ratios appear not to change

during partial ATP depletion by rotenone and oligomycin. They might, how-

ever, evolve in response to total ATP depletion by sodium azide and 2-deoxy-

D-glucose.

While working on this thesis it became more and more apparent that all ob-

servables showed a substantial variation throughout the cell ensemble. No

matter which measurement technique was applied, ensemble heterogeneities

of overall available volume fractions were found to be in the range of 10%

to 20%. Ensemble heterogeneities of compartment-wise ROI-to-ROI hetero-

geneities and their cell-wise ratios reached 50% or even exceeded that value.

Based on the experimental data described in chapters 5 to 8 we can only

speculate about the origin of such pronounced ensemble heterogeneities. It

would be most interesting to thoroughly investigate whether they are merely

caused by sampling cells in morphologically indistinguishable, but nevertheless
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different cell cycle phases or whether they represent an actual characteristic

of the cell ensemble. This could be achieved by synchronizing cells prior to

measurements, or by introducing additional markers that allow determining

the exact cell cycle stage. Additional insight into crowding and crowding het-

erogeneities could be gained by monitoring a single cell throughout a complete

cell cycle. However, this is quite a challenge. A somewhat easier-to-implement

approach could be monitoring one cell’s progression from late interphase into

mitosis. This would provide further information about the relation between

interphase and metaphase overall crowding ratios and might even allow to es-

timate absolute crowding levels in the compartments. Of course, ensemble

heterogeneity might also be influenced by varying transfection and expression

levels of EGFP. Repeating measurements in stably transfected cell lines could

limit or even eliminate this influence on results.

In this thesis all experiments were performed on only one strain of one par-

ticular cell type. In further projects it should be tested whether the results

obtained here hold true for other cell types as well. It could be especially

interesting to repeat the experiments discussed above in human cell lines that

were not derived from cancer cells. As cancer cells behave quite differently

from non-cancerous cells [232] [233] important new insights could be gained from

comparing crowding and heterogeneity levels in both cell types. But also inves-

tigating non-human cell lines might lead to a new understanding of intracellular

organization. In particular, it might be informative to perform experiments

on prokaryotic cells. Prokaryotic cells lack membrane-enclosed organelles. So

they could be expected to be less heterogeneous than eukaryotic cytoplasm.

On the other hand, clearly these cells require some form of - membraneless -

compartmentalization in order to function efficiently. It would be interesting

to analyse whether the compartmentalization based on localized transcription

of proteins described by Montero-Llopis et al. [13] is visible in imaging data.

Of course in this thesis only a limited selection of stress treatments could be

performed. These treatments were often applied in only one concentration.

Based on these experiments, it might prove insightful to investigate depen-

dence of cellular responses on concentrations of applied chemicals. As could

be demonstrated in the case of oxidative stress, cellular responses can differ

substantially at different concentrations of stressors.

Another approach would be to alternate between stress treatment and stan-

dard imaging medium during measurements. In this thesis, only the transition

from standard medium to medium containing one particular kind of stressor
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was monitored. However, cells subjected to osmotic pressure are known to

counterbalance this pressure after an initial phase of water influx or efflux,

respectively [163] [170]. Indeed after an initial, fast change in crowding levels and

heterogeneities, these observables could be observed to gradually return to

their initial levels. So it might prove interesting to investigate whether, after

prolonged exposure to osmotic pressure, isoosmolar medium could provoke a

similar initial reaction as hypo-/hyperosmolar medium. But also cellular re-

sponses to oscillations between exposure to apoptosis-inducing medium and

exposure to standard medium could reveal new insights into intracellular or-

ganization. Experiments in cells exposed to alternating conditions could easily

be implemented with the help of a microfluidics unit. This technique is cur-

rently being established in our group.

Regarding the newest developments in TCSPC construction, it might even be

possible to perform spatially resolved lifetime-measurements at measurement

times short enough to make them applicable to stress treatments: according to

Alvarez et al. [234], a newly developed TCSPC unit allows to perform video-rate

confocal FLIM measurements.

Finally, it is, of course, always possible to subject cells to various other kinds of

treatment, to perform multiple treatments consecutively or even at the same

time, or to perform the same treatments while using yet another kind of fluo-

rescence marker.

The characterization of crowding levels, ratios, ATP:ADP ratios and their re-

spective heterogeneities on multiple lengthscales in physiological conditions

and during stress treatments might form a basis for describing intracellular ar-

chitecture more accurately. This might be especially important in simulations

of intracellular transport - directed motion as well as diffusion. But analyses of

experimental techniques based on tracer motion, e.g. FRAP, might also profit

from the insights gained in this thesis. In addition, as macromolecular crowd-

ing has a profound impact on many cellular process, especially reaction rates,

it is important to be able to at least estimate to what extent local crowding

levels can differ from each other.

Finally we can conclude that, especially when performing measurements in

living organisms such as cells, scientists should always decide very carefully,

which measurement loci should be chosen and, more important, which results

can be averaged without loss of information and which results can’t.
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Chapter 10

Opening and Closing

Characteristics of fCrH2

In part II, the FRET-based crowding sensor fCrH2 was used in a number of

measurements. This chapter briefly discusses insights into the opening and

closing mechanism of this intramolecularly labelled sensor gained by means of

FCS.

10.1 Motivation

In chapters 6 and 7, crowding on the nanoscale was characterized via the

FRET-based crowding sensor fCrH2 introduced by Boersma et al. [104] and

modified by Sukenik et al. [105]. fCrH2 is an intramolecularly labelled and ge-

netically encodable biomolecule which uses AcGFP1 and mCherry, located at

the N and C terminus of the protein, respectively, as a FRET pair. According

to the description of the sensor given by Boersma et al. [104], the link between

donor and acceptor consists of a conformationally flexible domain similar to

flexible polymers like e.g. polyethylene glycol. When free volume decreases,

this flexible domain assumes a more condensed conformation, thereby decreas-

ing the distance between N and C terminus, which in turn increases FRET

efficiency. The flexible domain features α-helical peptides to increase changes

in distance between donor and acceptor and, thus, increase the sensor’s sensi-

bility to volume modulation.

The sensor was tested extensively by Boersma et al. [104] and Sukenik et al. [105]

and was found to reflect indeed only the local excluded volume fraction. In

particular, the effect of direct chemical interactions between sensor and sur-

rounding cell protoplasm as well as self-association and aggregation of the
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sensor on fluorescence readout was found to be negligible. The conformational

change is reported to be reversible, continuous and to respond linearly to vol-

ume modulation.

Up to now a more precise insight into the mechanism of conformational changes

has not been found. They happen fast enough to be feasible as a means of

monitoring volume changes due to a varying osmolarity of the cell culture

medium. But the exact time scale of opening and closing of the sensor is

not known. Moreover, it is not known whether conformational changes of the

flexible domain happen only due to stimulation by the surrounding crowders

or whether fCrH2 has a tendency to display a stochastic opening and closing

behaviour.

This chapter focuses on the analysis of the opening-closing dynamics of fCrH2

by means of FCS measurements. Bonnet et al. [119] and Wallace et al. [120] [121]

established FCS as a method of investigating the opening and closing of DNA

hairpin-loops equipped with a fluorophore and a quencher at their opposing

ends. Their method was modified to accommodate the requirements of fCrH2.

By way of extracting the time scale of opening and closing the nature of the

conformational change itself can be deduced.

10.2 Experimental Procedure and Data

Analysis

10.2.1 Original Experimental Procedure

Bonnet et al. [119] and Wallace et al. [120] [121] use a combination of FRET and

FCS to investigate the conformational fluctuations of ssDNA hairpin loops

(Fig. 10.1a) in a time-resolved manner. They employ two different types of

DNA strands which they call ”beacon” and ”control”. Both types of strands

share the same DNA sequence with a fluorescent molecule attached to one

end. The ”beacon” type of DNA is additionally tagged with a quencher at

the opposite end. Upon closing the beacon strand, fluorophore and quencher

are close enough for FRET to occur. So the fluorophore remains dark after

excitation. When opening the strand again, fluorescence is emitted again. As

the ”control” strand lacks a quencher, its fluorescence is independent of its

conformation. Thus, in solution the ”control” strand only displays diffusive

behaviour, whereas the ”beacon” strand features both diffusion and blinking

due to opening-closing dynamics.
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Assuming that photophysics, centre of mass diffusion and opening-closing dy-

namics are statistically independent processes, the autocorrelation function

of blinking diffusing strands consists of three multiplicative factors, each de-

scribing one of the three processes. Consequently diffusing ”control” strands

only feature the diffusional and photophysical parts. So, after normalizing

both curves to the same number of fluorescent particles in the confocal volume

(Fig. 10.1b), the part of the autocorrelation curve describing the opening-

closing kinetics can be extracted by calculating the ratio of ”beacon” and

”control” strands (Fig. 10.1c). As conformational fluctuations represent a

Poisson process, their characteristic timescale τfluc can be obtained by fitting

the ratiometric curve with the expression

Gfluc(τ) = 1 +
1− p

p
· e−

τ
τfluc (10.1)

with p describing the fraction of open strands.

(a)

(b) (c)

Figure 10.1: Original experimental procedure. (a) ”Beacon” DNA hairpin with
fluorophore (F) and quencher (Q) at opposing ends. In closed condition (left) fluorophore
and quencher are close enough for FRET to occur, so there is no fluorescence emission. In
open condition (right) no FRET occurs, therefore fluorescence is emitted. The ”control”
DNA strand differs from the ”beacon” strand only in lacking the quencher. (b) ”Control”
(red, dashed) and ”beacon” (black, solid) autocorrelation functions G(τ). (c) Ratio Gfluc(τ)
of ”beacon” and ”control” autocorrelation functions. Only the part reflecting opening-
closing dynamics remains. Figures inspired by [119].
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10.2.2 Modified Experimental Procedure to

Accommodate fCrH2

Bonnet et al. [119] were able to use two different kinds of DNA strands, ”bea-

con” and ”control”, that differ only in the presence or absence of an additional

quencher and thus the presence or absence of blinking. Unfortunately, a sim-

ilar control strand for fCrH2 could not be obtained. Therefore the original

experimental procedure was modified to accommodate a sensor consisting of a

single, intramolecularly labelled molecule:

While illuminating the sample with wavelengths appropriate to excite the

donor, both donor and acceptor fluorescence can be recorded. Both auto-

correlation curves display blinking due to opening and closing of the sensor

followed by FRET, as well as photophysical processes and centre of mass dif-

fusion. If the acceptor is excited directly, however, opening and closing of the

protein does not lead to blinking, as FRET only works in one direction. So the

autocorrelation curves obtained in the acceptor channel upon direct acceptor

illumination only display photophysical processes and centre of mass diffusion.

Therefore FCS traces obtained in the acceptor channel during acceptor illu-

mination can be utilized to extract opening-closing dynamics from FCS traces

obtained in the donor channel during donor illumination (see Fig. 10.2a).

The DNA hairpin loops investigated in previous works can be manufactured

in vitro and added to any desired surrounding fluid. This is not possible for

fCrH2. The genetically encoded sensor cannot be built de novo in a test tube

but must be expressed by living cells. Sukenik et al. [105] proposed a method of

recombinantly expressing and purifying the sensor for in vitro studies. Lacking

appropriate equipment this method could not be adopted. Therefore all meas-

urements were done in lysates of HeLa cells previously transfected with DNA

encoding fCrH2. So additional influences on the diffusion of tracer particles

from the complex multiscale protoplasmic architecture were avoided. Lysis

was performed with mammalian protein extraction reagent M-PER (see chap-

ter 4 for detailed protocol), a proprietary detergent in 25mM bicine buffer.

According to the manufacturer’s specification it does not denature proteins,

so fCrH2 can be expected to be still fully functional after lysis.

Although the same protocol was followed for production of all lysates, the exact

composition of the lysate cannot be controlled. Due to prolonged cell culture

after plating and transfection, the total number of cells in the sample before

lysis varied considerably. Additionally, intracellular compositions might differ

between samples, due to variation in cell sizes, cell cycle phase of individual
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cells etc. Cell culture medium and buffer from washing cells prior to applica-

tion of M-PER cannot be removed completely. Finally, it cannot be controlled

how thoroughly cells are actually lysed: there might still be some bigger ag-

gregates and membrane fragments in the sample. Regarding fCrH2 itself, due

to statistic fluctuations in transfection efficiency the number of fluorophores

in the sample diverges. So each individually prepared cell lysate features its

unique viscosity as well as sensor concentration. Thus, only measurements

acquired in the same lysate preparation can be compared faithfully as they

share all qualities and can be expected to display the same characteristics in

both FRET and control measurements with the exception of blinking.

It must be kept in mind, however, that due to the different illumination wave-

lengths the confocal volumes in FRET and control measurement are of different

size: the confocal volume is given by [235]

Vconf =
(π

2

)3/2

ω2
0z0 =

(π

2

)3/2

Sω3
0. (10.2)

In this expression, ω0 describes the radius in x, y-direction and z0 the half-

length in z-direction of the confocal volume, i.e. the distances from the vol-

ume’s centre where intensity has decreased to 1
e2

of its maximum value. The

dimensionless shape factor S describes the eccentricity of the confocal vol-

ume and depends on setup properties. The 1
e2
-radius is connected to the 1

2
-

radius FWHM via ω0 = FWHM√
2 ln 2

. Of course the full width at half maximum

FWHM linearly depends on the geometric mean of excitation and emission

wavelengths [236]. So, ultimately, the confocal volume is proportional to the

cube of this effective wavelength:

Vconf ∝ λ3
eff . (10.3)

In order to accurately compare the diffusional part of the two curves, one must

carefully normalize the control autocorrelation curve to match the FRET au-

tocorrelation curve. This was achieved as follows:

The diffusion time τd that can be extracted from autocorrelation curves ob-

tained by FCS measurements denotes the typical time a diffusing particle stays

inside the confocal volume. So it depends on the confocal volume’s size, namely

on its radius in x-y-direction ω0:

τd =
ω2
0

4DP

, (10.4)
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with the particles’ diffusion coefficient DP depending on size and shape of the

diffusing particles, properties of the surrounding medium as well as tempera-

ture. As shown above the confocal volume’s radius in turn linearly depends

on the effective wavelength λeff . As all other instrument settings were held

constant, only excitation wavelength and the recorded range of wavelengths

differ between FRET and control measurements. Of course, emission covers

a whole range of wavelengths. As the samples were too dilute to perform a

spectral analysis of the emission range, emission maxima were used to deter-

mine effective wavelengths. Consequently the ratio of pinhole radii can only

be estimated as
ωA

ωD

=
λA

λD

≈ 601 nm

499 nm
(10.5)

which renders an anticipated ratio of diffusion times of

τA
τD

=

(

ωA

ωD

)2

=

(

λA

λD

)2

≈
(

601 nm

499 nm

)2

≈ 1.45 =:
1

fτ
. (10.6)

In both cases the same kind of tracer molecule moves through the same

medium, i.e. the difference in diffusion times is caused solely by the vary-

ing size of the observation volume. In view of this fact the time axis of the

control measurement can be rescaled by a factor of fτ , so that τA equals τD.

Simultaneously the size of the confocal volume has an effect on the expected

particle number picked up by FCS measurements. As demonstrated above,

the confocal volume depends on the cube of the effective wavelength. So the

ratio of observation volumes can be estimated as

VA

VD

=

(

λA

λD

)3

≈
(

601 nm

499 nm

)3

≈ 1.75. (10.7)

Assuming the number of donor and acceptor molecules emitting fluorescence

photons in a given infinitesimal subvolume to be the same for both types

of excitation, this would already account for a 1.75-fold higher number of

fluorescent particles to be registered in the FCS measurements performed with

594 nm-illumination. The difference in recorded fluorescent particles in FRET

and control measurements is, however, anticipated to be even more prominent.

Presumably there will be at least a small fraction of sensor molecules in the

closed conformational state at all times. FRET happens on a timescale of

few nanoseconds, i.e. well out of the range of timescales accessible by means

of FCS. That is why donor molecules in closed sensors appear dark for the

detection method. This results in the fact that, during donor illumination,
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the number of fluorescent particles in the confocal volume can be smaller than

the actual number of fluorophores. Thus the rescaling factor for the G(τ)-axis

intercept, i.e. for the inverse particle number, is expected to be

fG(τ) ≥ 1.75. (10.8)

As both rescaling factors were deduced from estimates the exact rescaling fac-

tors had to be found heuristically. In order to accomplish this, both correlation

time and correlation axis of the control measurement were repeatedly rescaled

to realize the best possible overlap of diffusive parts of the autocorrelation

curves.

Despite long fluorescence acquisition times (up to 300 s per measurement lo-

cus), autocorrelation curves showed high levels of noise. In order to minimize

falsification of the ”autocorrelation of blinking” by taking ratios of noisy data,

all autocorrelation curves obtained in one sample under the same excitation

wavelengths were averaged to generate smoother autocorrelation curves. How-

ever, this was found to be insufficient. So the rescaled and averaged auto-

correlation curve of the control measurements was additionally fitted with a

function describing centre-of-mass diffusion (see Eq. 3.13 and Fig. 10.2c). The

averaged FRET autocorrelation curve was divided by this fitcurve to extract

the ”autocorrelation of blinking” (Fig. 10.2e).
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Figure 10.2: Modified experimental procedure. (a) Averaged donor and acceptor
autocorrelation function in pure lysate. (b) Averaged donor and acceptor autocorrelation
function in the same lysate diluted with water at a ratio of 1:1. (c) Averaged donor ACF
autocorrelation function and twice rescaled averaged acceptor autocorrelation function with
fit for diffusive motion in pure lysate. (d) Averaged donor ACF autocorrelation function
and twice rescaled averaged acceptor autocorrelation function with fit for diffusive motion
in lysate diluted with water. (e) Averaged donor autocorrelation function divided by fit to
averaged acceptor autocorrelation function in pure lysate. (f) Averaged donor autocorrela-
tion function divided by fit to averaged acceptor autocorrelation function in lysate diluted
with water.
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10.3 Results and Discussion

The anticipated ”autocorrelation of blinking” part of the autocorrelation curve

obtained in the donor channel upon donor illumination vanishes after carefully

normalizing the original autocorrelation functions and taking their ratio (see

Fig. 10.2e): all values in the ratiometric curve are very close to unity and do

not display the typical shape that would be expected from an autocorrelation

function - independent of the physical process it represents. While this might

be due to insufficient statistics, there is a number of other possible - and pre-

sumably more probable - explanations why the ”autocorrelation of blinking”

cannot be extracted with the previously described method:

In fact, the assumption that open and closed fCrH2 molecules have the same

diffusional properties might be wrong. After all, diffusion constants depend

on the Stokes radii of diffusing molecules, so a change in the molecules’ con-

formation might have some influence on the diffusion constant, which in turn

might introduce an error into the evaluation method in the course of fitting the

diffusional part of the autocorrelation. However, lysates are nowhere nearly as

crowded as living cells. Thus steric hindrance of the tracer particle is much

less pronounced. So a possible disparity in the diffusion coefficients of open

and closed molecules is most probably negligible.

To avoid introducing yet another set of variables in the evaluation process, only

the diffusional part of the acceptor autocorrelation was fitted. The photophys-

ical part was neglected. This might introduce an error into the evaluation

procedure itself. However, it might also be wrong to assume that photophysics

is the same for both donor and acceptor. So even including photophysics in

acceptor fitting need not necessarily improve results.

Another aspect that has to be taken into consideration is the process of prepar-

ing the lysate: to this end mammalian protein extraction reagent M-PER was

used, which, according to the manufacturer’s specifications, doesn’t harm pro-

teins in the lysing process. Indeed both EGFP and mCherry still emit flu-

orescence in the lysate. But it cannot easily be analysed whether the link

between both molecules is still intact. It is possible that both fluorophores

diffuse independently of each other. As they are similar in size they would still

have similar diffusion times even after separation. As lysates cannot easily

be characterized with respect to their diffusion properties, measured diffusion

constants cannot be compared to literature values. Since lysate densities can-

not be controlled with the equipment available, preparing lysates with single

fluorophores cannot serve as a control either. Maybe double-illumination with
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10.3. Results and Discussion

both 488 nm and 594 nm at the same time and checking the cross-correlation of

both emission channels could clarify whether the manufacturer’s specifications

actually hold true.

The characteristic timescale of the opening-closing process could be in the same

range as diffusion times of fCrH2 in HeLa lysate. So the dynamics could be

completely masked by diffusional dynamics and be lost in the double rescaling

process.

Finally, it must be taken into account that lysates are far less crowded than

cells. This is due to the lysing agent as well as to remnants of culture medium

and buffer which cannot be removed completely prior to lysis. While the ex-

act fraction of non-cellular substances in the lysate is unknown, comparing

diffusion times obtained in lysates and cells can give an impression of the dif-

ference between lysates and native cells. Unfortunately, as fCrH2 is generally

expressed at a very high level, FCS experiments cannot be performed on this

sensor in HeLa cells. So diffusion times of fCrH2 in HeLa lysate were compared

to data of EGFP in mitotic HeLa cells [82]. These data were obtained by using

the same setup as well as the same sample holders which were also used in

this thesis. Still, taking into account the considerable difference in molecule

size, diffusion times of fCrH2 in HeLa cells are expected to be higher than

those of EGFP. In mitotic HeLa cells, the diffusion time of EGFP was found

to be in the range of 170 µs to 320 µs. In contrast, diffusion times of fCrH2 in

pure HeLa lysate were found to be in the range of 50µs to 70 µs. Inserting the

Einstein-Smoluchowski relation DP = kBT
6πηrS

into Eq. 10.4, we find

η ∝ τd. (10.9)

So the lysates prepared in this project can be estimated to be about four times

less viscous than native cells. This implies the fact that crowding levels are

significantly lower in lysates than in cells. Low crowding levels in turn make it

quite possible that only a very limited number of fCrH2 molecules is in closed

state in the first place. Consequently only very little FRET would occur.

This is supported by a simple dilution experiment (Fig. 10.2b, 10.2d and 10.2f):

after obtaining a number of FCS traces in pure lysate, the sample is diluted

approximately 1:1 with MilliQ water. Subsequently a new set of FCS traces is

obtained. While the number of fluorophores in the confocal volume is reduced

to approximately one half of the original particle concentration (see Fig. 10.2a

and 10.2b), the ratio between donor and acceptor hardly changes (see Fig. 10.2e

and 10.2f). Moreover, also diffusion times in diluted lysate are similar to those
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Chapter 10. Opening and Closing Characteristics of fCrH2

obtained in pure lysate (30 µs to 60 µs). If dilution with a considerable amount

of water virtually has no effect on opening-closing dynamics and only slightly

changes the lysates’ viscosities, the inevitable conclusion would be that in the

pure lysate as it is crowding levels are so low that FRET events are quite rare.

Figure 10.3: The linker in fCrH2 behaves like a spring. At low crowding levels
(left) the spring assumes a relaxed conformation. Donor and acceptor are at a considerable
distance, so only little or no FRET occurs. At high crowding levels (right) the molecule is
”pushed” together by its surroundings, so the spring assumes a closed conformation. Donor
and acceptor are close enough to obtain high FRET efficiencies.

This can be understood in terms of molecule structure: the link between donor

and acceptor in the fCrH2 molecule might, in fact, not be a conformationally

flexible domain that randomly opens and closes of its own accord. It could

rather be similar to a spring requiring active pressing on its ends to change

its conformation (see Fig. 10.3). In this case, the closed state would only be

adopted if the molecule is ”pushed” together by its surroundings. This is sup-

ported by a fact that can be seen in Fig. 10.2c and Fig. 10.2d: after correcting

for the influence of differently sized confocal volumes the registered particles

in both measurements were found to be virtually equal. Exciting the donor

and registering acceptor fluorescence didn’t work either as the acceptor fluores-

cence signal was too low. This again supports the theory that most molecules

are in the open state. Unfortunately, while dilution e.g. with MilliQ water

after lysis works quite well, artificial crowding of the lysate could not be done:

only very limited amounts of lysate could be produced at the same time with

the available resources. Moreover, due to rapid ageing effects lysates could not

be stored. Maybe repeating the experiments in cells could work as there are

higher crowding levels. However, the considerably more complex multi-scale

architecture inside living cells would certainly have an impact on the signal-to-

noise ratio in autocorrelation curves. What is more, fCrH2 transfection levels

in cells tend to be far too high to successfully perform FCS measurements.
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10.3. Results and Discussion

To sum it up, unless there is some inherent flaw to the measurement process

that cannot be tested or couldn’t be identified, the most probable explana-

tion for the lack of an ”autocorrelation of blinking” of fCrH2 is the fact that

the molecule behaves like a spring that requires active ”pushing” by an en-

vironment significantly more crowded than a cell lysate for FRET to occur.

The time-scale of opening and closing dynamics would consequently mirror the

time-scale of changes in crowding levels of the surrounding environment.
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Chapter 11

Conclusion

This thesis primarily focused on describing intracellular crowding levels and

crowding heterogeneities on multiple lengthscales. In HeLa interphase cells,

available volume fractions in the nucleoplasm exceed those in the cytoplasm by

about 20%. The cytoplasm is not only more crowded than the nucleoplasm,

but also features a ROI-to-ROI heterogeneity level of the available volume frac-

tion nearly twice as high. On smaller lengthscales, i.e. on the lengthscale of

several hundred nanometres, as well as on the 5 nm-scale, both compartments

are very similar.

After nuclear envelope breakdown, former nucleoplasm and cytoplasm do mix,

but only to some degree. The spindle periphery retains its higher crowding

level only in part: available volume fractions are about 10% higher in the spin-

dle area than in the spindle periphery. This result justifies viewing spindle and

spindle periphery as individual compartments, although they lack a separating

membrane. Crowding heterogeneities, however, are similar in both compart-

ments. This is independent of the lengthscale it is investigated at. Moreover,

below lengthscales of a few hundred nanometres metaphase compartments dis-

play virtually the same heterogeneity levels as interphase compartments.

Overall crowding levels are influenced by osmolar stress and high levels of

oxidative stress, but neither by low levels of oxidative stress nor by ATP de-

pletion. ATP:ADP and ATP:isosbestic point levels are affected by total as

well as by partial ATP depletion.

ROI-to-ROI heterogeneities of the respective observables were found to only

change significantly during exposure to osmolar stress. A slight change of the

ROI-to-ROI heterogeneity of ATP:ADP levels might occur during total ATP

depletion.
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In addition to describing intracellular crowding states, energy levels and their

respective heterogeneities, the opening-closing-characteristics of one of the sen-

sors employed in this thesis were analysed. Donor and acceptor of the FRET-

based crowding sensor fCrH2 were found to be connected by a spring-like link

that requires being actively pressed together by its surroundings in order to

change its conformation from open to closed state. So the sensor, indeed, solely

reflects the crowding state of its immediate surroundings.

Based on the results found in this thesis, the most pressing question left to be

answered is the reason for the astonishingly high ensemble heterogeneities in

all measurements. This problem could be analysed by repeating the experi-

ments in synchronized cell cultures at different, well-defined cell cycle stages.

Very interesting, but experimentally really challenging, would be monitoring

individual cells throughout a complete cell cycle. Repeating the experiments

described in this thesis in another cell line, especially a non-cancerous one,

could provide new insights into the topic.

With respect to stress treatments, it should be attempted to repeatedly al-

ternate between standard conditions and exposure to stressors. New develop-

ments in TCSPC detectors might open the possibility to perform lifetime-based

experiments during exposure to stress treatments.

The results described in this thesis could potentially be utilized in simula-

tions of intracellular transport. Thus especially fields such as nanomedicine or

bioinformatics might benefit from various results established in this thesis. In

addition, analyses of experimental techniques based on tracer motion might

profit from the results. Insights into the heterogeneity levels of cellular fluids

might even be used as a basis to develop new types of biomimetic fluids.

Last but not least, this thesis confirms recent findings on the existence of a

considerable spatial heterogeneity within living cells. It is quite likely that

this spatial heterogeneity of crowding states and energy levels contributes to a

functional compartmentalization in cells that is independent of physical barri-

ers such as membranes. It might thus contribute fundamentally to intracellular

organization in species lacking membrane-enclosed organelles, i.e. prokaryotes

and archaea. However, it remains to be tested whether those organisms do fea-

ture a similar spatial heterogeneity as the eukaryotic HeLa cells investigated

in this thesis.
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Chapter 11. Conclusion

Moreover, even though cultured cells are expected to be genetically identical,

cell ensembles feature a rather high ensemble heterogeneity of all observables.

This is in line with previous studies showing that isogenic cell populations in

nearly identical growth conditions can exhibit pronounced differences in phe-

notypic expression [237] [238]. Thus intra- and intercellular heterogeneities might,

in the long run, even contribute to large-scale processes such as evolution.

So considering all facts, especially in biological samples the common practice

to focus on averaged values appears rather questionable.
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Appendices





Appendix A

Statistics

Fluorophore Solutions

Solutions of Alexa488 in MilliQ water at different concentrations. All measurements in this

table were performed at a PMT bias voltage of 900V.
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ROI-to-ROI 0.0178 0.0059 0.0009 0.3301 39 images

voxelscale 0.0229 0.0110 0.0006 0.4810 299 ROIs
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FRAP

Half times of recovery in individual cells

τ1/2,nuc (s) τ1/2,cyto (s)
∣

∣

∣

τ1/2,nuc−τ1/2,cyto

τ1/2,nuc

∣

∣

∣ (‰)

73.4625 73.4548 0.1057

77.6872 77.7197 0.4179

59.3008 59.3083 0.1267

49.1100 49.1531 0.8771

38.9823 38.9838 0.0384

50.9420 50.9153 0.5225

65.4263 65.4134 0.1977

34.3822 34.3822 0.0002

36.5778 36.6009 0.6309

25.4087 25.4389 1.1885

67.6392 67.6951 0.8255

42.5482 42.5722 0.5621

76.6187 76.6159 0.0369

51.1403 51.1481 0.1518

4.4195 4.4181 0.3105

31.5754 31.5566 0.5951

41.5078 41.4789 0.6984

46.9538 46.9379 0.3387

59.1841 59.2061 0.3718

96.8490 96.8494 0.0049

33.9067 33.9063 0.0100

Averaged Half Times of Recovery/Loss

τ1/2,nuc (s) τ1/2,cyto (s)
∣

∣

∣

τ1/2,nuc−τ1/2,cyto

τ1/2,nuc

∣

∣

∣
(‰)

average 50.6487 50.6550 0.3815

standard deviation 21.0923 21.0948 0.3356
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EGFP
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interphase overall ratio 1.2048 0.1487 0.0167 0.1234 79 cells

ROI-to-ROI Nuc 0.0576 0.0289 0.0033 0.5022 79 cells

Cyto 0.1274 0.0534 0.0060 0.4194 79 cells

ratio 0.4935 0.2552 0.0287 0.5171 79 cells

voxelscale Nuc 0.0627 0.0429 0.0014 0.6839 893 ROIs

Cyto 0.0742 0.0488 0.0015 0.6570 1009 ROIs

δnuc/δcyto 0.8669 0.1070 0.0120 0.1234 79 cells

metaphase overall ratio 1.1083 0.0615 0.0057 0.0555 116 cells

ROI-to-ROI Spin 0.0528 0.0243 0.0023 0.4592 116 cells

�

Pole∗ 0.9923 0.0590 0.0039 0.0035 232 ROIs

�

Center∗ 1.0149 0.0502 0.0033 0.0025 232 ROIs

�

Border∗ 0.9964 0.0527 0.0024 0.0028 464 ROIs

Per 0.0601 0.0252 0.0023 0.4193 116 cells

ratio 0.9951 0.5479 0.0509 0.5506 116 cells

voxelscale Spin 0.0788 0.0579 0.0031 0.7349 351 ROIs

�

Pole 0.0740 0.0580 0.0061 0.0454 91 ROIs

�

Center 0.0801 0.0573 0.0062 0.0410 86 ROIs

�

Border 0.0807 0.0584 0.0044 0.0422 174 ROIs

Per 0.0825 0.0644 0.0027 0.7806 560 ROIs

δspin/δper 0.9151 0.1127 0.0105 0.1231 116 cells

nocodazole overall ratio 1.3088 0.1218 0.0367 0.0931 11 cells

ROI-to-ROI Nuc 0.0351 0.0066 0.0020 0.1880 11 cells

Cyto 0.0814 0.0236 0.0071 0.2906 11 cells

ratio 0.4566 0.1334 0.0402 0.2921 11 cells

voxelscale Nuc 0.0736 0.0331 0.0027 0.4495 145 ROIs

Cyto 0.0804 0.0438 0.0032 0.5450 193 ROIs

δnuc/δcyto 0.8657 0.0451 0.0136 0.0521 11 cells

∗ ROIs per cell normalized on mean intensity of cell prior to calculation of ensemble statistics

per position.
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Thresholds Obtained via Standard Errors of

ROIs
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Nuc 0.0118 0.0065 0.0002 0.5492 1580 ROIs

Cyto 0.0117 0.0058 0.0001 0.4979 1580 ROIs

Spin 0.0106 0.0044 0.0001 0.4175 928 ROIs

Per 0.0084 0.0038 0.0001 0.4555 1392 ROIs

Nuc + Noc 0.0076 0.0013 0.0001 0.1740 220 ROIs

Cyto + Noc 0.0071 0.0013 0.0001 0.1898 220 ROIs

Alexa488 0.0091 0.0043 0.0001 0.4694 831 ROIs

FRET
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interphase overall ratio 1.0536 0.0347 0.0030 0.0329 138 cells

ROI-to-ROI Nuc 0.0105 0.0051 0.0004 0.4825 138 cells

Cyto 0.0122 0.0059 0.0005 0.4841 138 cells

ratio 1.0566 0.7326 0.0624 0.6934 138 cells

metaphase overall ratio 1.0012 0.0044 0.0008 0.0044 32 cells

ROI-to-ROI Spin 0.0047 0.0020 0.0004 0.4275 32 cells

�

Pole∗ 0.6246 0.0208 0.0026 0.0334 64 ROIs

�

Center∗ 0.6246 0.0205 0.0026 0.0328 64 ROIs

�

Border∗ 0.6245 0.0207 0.0018 0.0332 128 ROIs

Per 0.0054 0.0046 0.0008 0.8558 32 cells

ratio 1.1855 0.7571 0.1338 0.6639 32 cells

lysate ROI-to-ROI - 0.0027 0.0004 0.0002 0.1517 7 lysates
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FLIM
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interphase overall ratio 0.9618 0.1721 0.0161 0.1789 114 cells

ROI-to-ROI Nuc 0.5843 0.2994 0.0280 0.5124 114 cells

Cyto 0.3683 0.2127 0.0199 0.5775 114 cells

ratio 1.7172 0.7401 0.0693 0.4310 114 cells

metaphase overall ratio 1.0241 0.1782 0.0310 0.1740 33 cells

ROI-to-ROI Spin 0.3443 0.2276 0.0396 0.6610 33 cells

�

Pole∗ 0.4491 0.1869 0.0230 0.0778 66 ROIs

�

Center∗ 0.4193 0.1512 0.0186 0.0545 66 ROIs

�

Border∗ 0.4178 0.1584 0.0138 0.0600 132 ROIs

Per 0.3356 0.1814 0.0316 0.5406 33 cells

ratio 1.0098 0.2537 0.0442 0.2512 33 cells

FLPM

short measurement time per locus
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interphase overall ratio 1.0081 0.0571 0.0089 0.0567 41 cells

ROI-to-ROI Nuc 0.1236 0.0361 0.0056 0.2923 41 cells

Cyto 0.1181 0.0445 0.0069 0.3765 41 cells

ratio 1.2765 0.8493 0.1326 0.6653 41 cells

metaphase overall ratio 1.0113 0.0608 0.0143 0.0601 18 cells

ROI-to-ROI Spin 0.1349 0.0279 0.0066 0.2072 18 cells

Per 0.1272 0.0387 0.0091 0.3047 18 cells

ratio 1.1654 0.4474 0.1055 0.3839 18 cells
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long measurement time per locus
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interphase overall ratio 1.0707 0.0648 0.0138 0.0605 22 cells

ROI-to-ROI Nuc 0.0903 0.0356 0.0076 0.3942 22 cells

Cyto 0.0801 0.0325 0.0069 0.4063 22 cells

ratio 1.2919 0.7167 0.1528 0.5547 22 cells

metaphase overall ratio 1.0055 0.0891 0.0149 0.0886 36 cells

ROI-to-ROI Spin 0.1155 0.0371 0.0062 0.3215 36 cells

Per 0.1238 0.0574 0.0096 0.4637 36 cells

ratio 1.0523 0.4277 0.0713 0.4065 36 cells

Spindle Spatially Resolved

short time many loci - 18 cells:
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pos1 0.6661 0.0599 0.0141 0.0054 0.6391 0.0611 0.0144 0.0058

pos2 0.6251 0.0915 0.0216 0.0134 0.6731 0.0726 0.0171 0.0078

pos3 0.6363 0.1141 0.0269 0.0204 0.6105 0.1047 0.0247 0.0180

pos4 0.6819 0.0781 0.0184 0.0089 0.6171 0.1045 0.0246 0.0177

pos5 0.6470 0.0825 0.0194 0.0105 0.6084 0.1229 0.0290 0.0248

pos6 0.6334 0.0945 0.0223 0.0141 0.6852 0.0623 0.0147 0.0057

pos7 0.6791 0.0665 0.0157 0.0065 0.6568 0.0664 0.0157 0.0067

pos8 0.6417 0.0887 0.0209 0.0123 0.5812 0.1049 0.0247 0.0189

pos9 0.6619 0.0547 0.0129 0.0045 0.6219 0.0952 0.0224 0.0146

pos10 0.6204 0.0844 0.0199 0.0045 0.6786 0.0492 0.0116 0.0036
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long time few loci - 36 cells:
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pos1 0.6055 0.0744 0.0124 0.0091 0.5637 0.0820 0.0137 0.0119

pos2 0.5916 0.0642 0.0107 0.0070 0.5602 0.0874 0.0146 0.0136

pos3 0.5901 0.0785 0.0131 0.0104 0.5808 0.0853 0.0142 0.0125

pos4 0.5950 0.0736 0.0123 0.0091 0.5852 0.0877 0.0146 0.0132

pos5 0.5744 0.0698 0.0116 0.0085 0.5721 0.0783 0.0130 0.0107

pos6 0.5766 0.0894 0.0149 0.0139 0.6148 0.0821 0.0137 0.0110

Perceval HR: physiological interphase cells
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ATP:ADP overall nuc 7.0139 0.7315 0.1560 0.1043 22 cells

cyto 6.4445 0.6415 0.1368 0.0995 22 cells

ratio 1.0886 0.0416 0.0089 0.0382 22 cells

ROI-to-ROI nuc 0.0269 0.0090 0.0019 0.3346 22 cells

cyto 0.0243 0.0135 0.0029 0.5556 22 cells

ratio 1.3279 0.6654 0.1419 0.5011 22 cells

ATP:ISO overall nuc 2.5656 0.2072 0.0282 0.0808 54 cells

cyto 2.4986 0.1396 0.0190 0.0559 54 cells

ratio 1.0262 0.0444 0.0060 0.0433 54 cells

ROI-to-ROI nuc 0.0243 0.0256 0.0035 1.0535 54 cells

cyto 0.0239 0.0332 0.0045 1.3891 54 cells

ratio 1.3275 0.8316 0.1132 0.6264 54 cells

ROI-to-ROI nuc 0.0199 0.0096 0.0013 0.4837 54 cells

without cyto 0.0177 0.0098 0.0013 0.5525 54 cells

outliers ratio 1.2497 0.5079 0.0691 0.4064 54 cells
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Stress Treatments

treatment sensor ROIs/comp. cells

no treatment EGFP 20 1 (2x)

no treatment EGFP (FCS) 1 1

hyperosmolar fCrH2 10 11

hypoosmolar fCrH2 10 15

oxidative (low) fCrH2 10 3

oxidative (high) fCrH2 10 3

rotenone/oligomycin, C1 Perceval HR 10 8

rotenone/oligomycin, C2 Perceval HR 10 8

rotenone/oligomycin, C3 Perceval HR 10 8

rotenone/oligomycin, C4 Perceval HR 10 8

sodium azide/2-deoxy-D-glucose Perceval HR 10 22

sodium azide/2-deoxy-D-glucose EGFP 10 19

sodium azide/2-deoxy-D-glucose EGFP (FCS) 1 32
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Appendix B

Chemicals, Equipment and

Manufacturers

All cell measurements were performed in the Göteborg Strain of human cervical cancer cells

(HeLa).

Chemicals

Cell Culture Media

name in text full name manufaturer

DMEM Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle Medium Gibco (Life Technologies)

DPBS Dulbecco’s Phosphate Buffered Saline Gibco (Life Technologies)

FCS Fetal Calf Serum Gibco (Life Technologies)

glucose-free Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle Medium Gibco (Life Technologies)

medium [-] D-glucose

glutamine L-glutamine Gibco (Life Technologies)

HEPES HEPES Buffer Solution Gibco (Life Technologies)

MEM Minimum Essential Medium Gibco (Life Technologies)

OptiMEM OPTI-MEM Reduced Serum Medium Gibco (Life Technologies)

penicillin PenStrep Penicillin-Streptomycin Gibco (Life Technologies)

streptomycin PenStrep Penicillin-Streptomycin Gibco (Life Technologies)

trypsin 0.25% Trypsin-EDTA Gibco (Life Technologies)
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Transfection Reagents, DNA and Fluorophores

name in text full name manufaturer

Alexa488 Alexa488 on dextrane 10kDa unknown

EGFP enhanced green fluorescent protein, O. Stemmann,

inserted in pCS2-based plasmid University of Bayreuth

fCrH2 GFP/mCherry sensor fCrH2 M. Gruebele,

inserted in pDream2.1 vector University of Illinois

Fugene6 Fugene6 Transfection Reagent Promega

Peqfect peqFECT DNA Transfection Reagent PEQLAB

Perceval HR GW1-Perceval HR (Plasmid #49082) Addgene

Polyplus jetPrime jetPrime Transfection Reagent PolyPlus

Chemicals Used in Stress Treatments and Lysis

name in text full name manufaturer

2-deoxy-D-glucose 2-Deoxy-D-glucose Sigma-Aldrich

DMSO Dimethyl Sulfoxide for cell culture Applichem

M-PER M-PER Mammalian Protein Thermo Scientific

Extraction Reagent

nocodazole Nocodazole Sigma Aldrich

oligomycin Oligomycin Calbiochem

rotenone Rotenone EMD Millipore Corp.

sodium azide Sodium Azide Sigma-Aldrich

sodium chloride Natriumchlorid zur Analyse Bernd Kraft GmbH

Microscope

chromaslide Autofluorescent Plastic Slide (green) Chroma

Microscope Leica TCS SP5 Leica Microsystems

objective 63x/1.2 N.A. water immersion Leica Microsystems

TCSPC unit PicoHarp 300 TCSPC Module PicoQuant

temperature box temperature box custom-made
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Appendix B. Chemicals, Equipment and Manufacturers

Other Equipment

name full name manufacturer

cell culture flasks Corning Flasks with 0.2 µm vent caps Sigma Aldrich

centrifuges Biofuge primo R centrifuge Heraeus

Fresco 17 Centrifuge Heraeus

culture dishes 6 Well Cell Culture Plate Greiner bio-one Cellstar

glass pipets glass pipets Greiner bio-one Cellstar

incubator HERAcell 150i CO2 incubator Thermo Scientific

microscopy ibiTreat µ-Slide: 2-well, 4-well, 8-well Ibidi

chambers

MilliQ machine MilliQ machine Millipore Corp.

pipet boy Easypet pipetboy Eppendorf

pipets pipetman pipets Gilson

pipet tips Tipone Starlab

Safeguard PEQLAB

refrigerator Premium NoFrost Liebherr

(at 4 ◦C/−20 ◦C)

scales Atilon d=0.01 g Acculab

Atilon d=0.1mg Acculab

sterile bench HERAsafe KS hood Thermo Scientific

vortexer vortexer neoLab

VWR
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